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ABSTRACT

360º Video and Language Documentation: Towards a Corpus of Kanien’kéha (Mohawk)
by
Joseph Pentangelo

Advisor: Prof. Juliette Blevins
Robust documentation is a major goal of documentary linguistics. Recognizing spoken language
as a multimodal phenomenon, researchers working in this field broadly agree that video is an
improvement over audio-only recording. At the same time, video is limited by the format’s
frame, which permits only a relatively small portion of the visual field to be recorded at any
given time. This results in much data being lost, as the documenter must decide where to aim
their camera, necessarily leaving out more than they record.
In this dissertation, I apply 360º video to language documentation for the first time. 360º
video, which is one variety of virtual reality, improves upon traditional video by drastically
expanding the frame, recording in all directions surrounding the camera. In this way, a maximum
of visual data is recorded, and there is no need for the camera to be redirected as participants take
turns speaking or move around the space. I recorded over 10 hours of 360º video with ambisonic
audio, containing mostly naturalistic conversation in the Akwesasne variety of Kanien’kéha
(Mohawk), an endangered Northern Iroquoian language spoken in New York State, Ontario, and
Quebec. Most of the existing documentation of Kanien’kéha outside of this corpus is formal or
non-naturalistic. The resulting corpus thus serves a dual purpose: it is both a demonstration of the
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capabilities of 360º video for language documentation, and a contribution to the documentation
of Kanien’kéha.
This dissertation includes a brief grammatical description of Kanien’kéha phonology and
morphology, a discussion of the interplay between technology and language documentation
throughout North American history, an exploration of the significance of 360º video to
documentary linguistics, a brief analysis of gesture and intonation in the present corpus, and an
assessment of the suitability of ambisonic audio for linguistic analysis. Directions for potential
future research are indicated throughout.
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ORTHOGRAPHY
Throughout this dissertation, Kanien’kéha spelling generally conforms to the standards
established by the Mohawk Language Standardisation Project (Lazore 1993). This means that
spellings from earlier scholarly works have largely been modified, particularly where nasalized
vowels are concerned. Thus Michelson’s (1973) ⟨u⟩ and ⟨v⟩ are here rendered as ⟨on⟩ and ⟨en⟩,
consistent with modern Kanien’kéha orthography. Additionally, the glottal stop /ʔ/ is rendered
orthographically as ⟨’⟩, rather than the ⟨ʔ⟩ favored by many earlier scholars. Such updates are
relatively minor and do not suggest any changes to the sounds meant to be expressed. Note also
that the acute ⟨´⟩ and the grave ⟨`⟩ represent high and low tone, respectively, and the colon ⟨:⟩
indicates that the preceding vowel is long.
Two exceptions apply: when discussing phonology or phonetics, the International
Phonetic Alphabet is used; and archaic (i.e. pre-20th century) spellings are retained, especially as
they themselves are often points of discussion.
The standardized orthography allows for some variation between different
Kanien’kehá:ka communities. In particular, I have followed the Akwesasne writing standard,
which does not use ⟨d⟩, ⟨g⟩, or ⟨y⟩, with the caveat that I have retained these characters where
they appear in proper names from Tyendinaga and Six Nations, communities which do use these
characters, for example in Tyendinaga and Deyohahá:ge.
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ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviations used in the morphology section are drawn largely from Barrie & Jung (2020), and
include the following:
1, 2, 3

person

AG

agent

AL

alienable

DUC

dualic

EPEN

epenthetic vowel

EXCL

exclusive

FACT

factual mood

FI

feminine-indefinite

FZ

feminine-zoic

HAB

habitual

IN

inalienable

INCL

inclusive

LOC

locative

M

masculine

NE

particle with unclear function

NFS

noun-forming suffix

NLZR

nominalizer

NPREF

noun prefix

NT

neuter

PAT

patient

xviii
POSS

possessive

PUNC

punctual aspect

SG

singular

SRFL

semi-reflexive

V

verb base to which an affix is appended

X

noun or verb base to which a clitic is appended

Ø

null
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NOTES ON REFERENCES
The references in this dissertation follow the Unified Style Sheet for Linguistics Journals
(hereafter USS), with the following exceptions:

1. Composition dates
Some old works on Kanien’kéha existed in manuscript form for a long time—sometimes
centuries—before being published. In these cases, the publication date is followed by the date of
authorship in square brackets. For example, the in-text citation for Jacques Bruyas’ Radices
verborum Iroquaeorum, written in the late-17th century but not published until 1862, is:
Bruyas (1862 [late 17th-century])
And the citation in the References section is:
Bruyas, Jacques. 1862 [late 17th-century]. Radices verborum Iroquaeorum. New York:
Chamoisy Press. https://archive.org/details/radicesverborumi00bruyuoft/

2. Hyperlinks
In addition to web-based articles, urls are also provided for non-website resources that are freely
available online, such as Bruyas’ aforementioned work. This is the case for many public domain
materials which have been scanned and made available by the Internet Archive, Google Books,
NYS Historic Newspapers, and assorted museums and libraries. As these are links to static (i.e.
non-updating) resources and not dynamic webpages, dates of access are not denoted.

3. Page ranges

xx
Page ranges are preceded by a colon for chapters and journal articles alike. The USS has page
ranges for journal articles preceded by a period and page ranges in books preceded by a comma.
Updating both to a colon is more consistent, and reflects the standard for in-text citation.

I. TOWARDS A VR CORPUS OF KANIEN’KÉHA

1. GOALS AND METHODS
The two principal goals of this project are to (1) demonstrate that a 360º camera is a useful tool
for language documentation, and, to that end, to (2) create a virtual reality corpus of Kanien’kéha
(Mohawk). I will show that 360º cameras offer benefits over field-standard digital video
cameras. As described below in chapter I, section 3.3, there is very little documentation of
spontaneous speech in Kanien’kéha. To address this deficiency, the corpus that I have produced
consists chiefly of naturalistic conversation among first-language speakers of Kanien’kéha,
although other elements of cultural importance to the project’s participants—including songs,
hymns, and printed stories read aloud—are included at the request of those participants. In this
way, I intend to contribute to developing and providing access to “a comprehensive corpus of
primary data” as described by Himmelmann (2006: 3). Ostler (2008: 459) identifies language
documentation as a new motive for corpus creation, with its own attendant techniques. The
recordings that go into a language documentation corpus are “valuable because of the cultural
tradition that they embody, but nevertheless the danger of loss extends down to the finest points
of pronunciation and discourse.” As such, we should strive to create the most complete
documentation possible, and 360º cameras offer a major step in that direction.
I have recorded all but one of the videos in Akwesasne, a Kanien’kehá:ka community
that straddles the borders of New York, Ontario, and Quebec. (The sole exception, video 16, was
recorded in Plattsburg, N.Y.; all participants in this video live in Akwesasne.) With 3,500 firstlanguage speakers, Kanien’kéha is an endangered language, but ongoing language revitalization
efforts have found success, and Kanien’kéha is, along with Cherokee, one of only two Iroquoian
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languages not considered critically or severely endangered by UNESCO. There are six different
mutually-intelligible varieties of Kanien’kéha as spoken today, one for each Kanien’kehá:ka
community. As such, this corpus is not representative of Kanien’kéha in its entirety, but rather of
the Akwesasne variety, which is the most-spoken variety of the language (Golla 2007: 64).
After establishing contact with the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe in fall of 2018, and being
welcome to conduct this project by Tribal Historic Preservation Officer Arnold Printup, I took
several trips to Akwesasne from October 2018 to December 2019. (The St. Regis Mohawk Tribe
represents the New York portion of the Akwesasne community.) Mr. Printup resigned from his
position in January 2019. His successor as Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, Darren
Bonaparte, has been instrumental to this project. Participants were primarily identified by
Akwesasne residents Dorothy Lazore, a Kanien’kéha language instructor who served in the early
1990s as project coordinator of the Mohawk Standardisation Conference Steering Committee
(Lazore 1993), and Arnold Printup. St. Regis Mohawk Chief Eric Thompson and the Akwesasne
community more broadly have been supportive of this project.
I have recorded seventeen videos with twenty seven participants, yielding almost eleven
hours of video, as outlined on Table 1 below. Conversations were prioritized as there is very
little recorded spontaneous speech in Kanien’kéha. It is noteworthy that Nancy Bonvillain (1973:
13), in her Grammar of Akwesasne Mohawk, wrote that “the use of actual taped conversations
between several people” was the “type of text […] perhaps the singly most effective for
elicitation.” Most videos thus feature conversations, but two feature interviews, three contain
songs, and two include the reading of stories and other Kanien’kéha-language print materials.
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Table 1: Video Recordings
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Date
29 January 2019
29 January 2019
31 January 2019
1 February 2019
1 February 2019
1 February 2019
1 February 2019
1 February 2019
2 February 2019
10 December 2019
10 December 2019
11 December 2019
11 December 2019
12 December 2019
12 December 2019
12 December 2019
13 December 2019

Notes
Length
Conversation, 3 participants
01:05:10
Conversation, 4 participants
00:29:52
Conversation and song, 4 participants
00:52:57
Conversation, 2 participants
00:25:12
Conversation, 4 participants
00:38:04
Conversation and story, 4 participants
00:35:36
Conversation, 4 participants
00:02:17
Conversation, 4 participants
00:30:37
Conversation, 6 participants
01:03:53
Story and interview, 1 participant (+ me)
00:40:54
Conversation, 2 participants
00:29:03
Conversation and interview, 2 participants (+ me) 00:48:07
Conversation, 3 participants
00:14:41
Conversation, 3 participants
00:44:41
Conversation, 2 participants
01:29:30
Songs, 7 participants
00:14:00
Hymns, 3 participants
00:21:55
Total: 10:46:29

1.1. Participants
There are a total of twenty seven participants in the corpus, eighteen women and nine men. All
participants are Kanien’kehá:ka residents of the Akwesasne community, and all but three are
first-language speakers of Kanien’kéha. All are bilingual in Kanien’kéha and English to some
degree; most are equally comfortable speaking both languages, but several are markedly more
comfortable speaking one than the other. Most participants are over 65 years old.
In addition to these twenty seven, several people participated in the project but did not
want to appear on video. My conversations with them were recorded and used to inform my
writing, but these recordings will not be publicly released or entered into the corpus.

1.2. Equipment
The camera, audio recorder, and stands described below are shown in Figure 1.
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Camera
I use a Nikon Keymission 360, a small 360º digital
video camera that creates a visual sphere using two
fish-eye lenses on opposite sides of the camera’s
cube-shaped body. It captures 4K videos which are
recorded in .mp4 format.

Audio Recorder
I use the Zoom H2N digital audio recorder. This
device captures ambisonic audio, the standard
audio format for virtual reality.
Figure 1: The camera setup used for
tabletop recordings. The Nikon
Keymission 360 is attached to the top of
the tripod, while the Zoom H2N audio
recorder is connected to the tripod using
a universal clamp. This keeps the audio
recorder and camera aligned.

Stands
I primarily use three stands to record the videos in
the corpus: a large, adjustable tripod, used for most

recording; a small tripod, used on tabletops and shown in Figure 1; and a universal clamp, used
to attach the audio recorder to the tripod and keep the camera and audio recorder aligned, also
shown in Figure 1.

Software
I used Adobe Premiere to process the videos. Processing primarily consists of aligning the audio
from the audio recorder with the video captured by the camera. Finished videos are then exported
in .mp4 format.
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For analysis of the audio files, I used two programs: Adobe Audition and Praat. Adobe
Audition, a digital audio workstation (DAW), was used for manipulating the ambisonic files, for
example to focus on one speaker over another. In addition, I used Matthias Kronlachner’s Ambix
plugin suite and the IEM plugin suite developed by the Institute of Electronic Music and
Acoustics (IEM) at the University of Music and Performing Arts in Graz, Austria, both of which
are very useful in working with ambisonic audio. For transcription and phonetic analysis, I used
Praat.1

1.3. Procedure

Recruitment
Participants were recruited primarily by word of mouth. I made my initial contact with Arnold
Printup, then the St. Regis tribe’s Tribal Historic Preservation Officer, in the fall of 2018. Printup
put me in contact with several L1 Kanien’kéha speakers, whom I met with on my first visit to
Akwesasne in October 2018. I explained the project, and demonstrated how the 360º videos are
recorded and played, to the group. Among them was Dorothy Lazore, who became my main
contact in the community. The people in this group all agreed to be project participants, and
Lazore, who is a language educator, introduced me to several other Kanien’kéha-speaking people
who were interested in participating during future trips. News of the project spread from person
to person organically. I mainly focused on recruiting L1 Kanien’kéha speakers, but I have not

1

Praat is developed by Paul Boersma and David Weenik at the University of Amsterdam, and it can be downloaded
from https://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/praat/. The Ambix plugins can be downloaded from
http://www.matthiaskronlachner.com/?p=2015, and the IEM plugins are available from https://plugins.iem.at/.
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refused the participation of interested L2 Kanien’kéha speakers. Videos 1, 2, and 6 feature L2
Kanien’kéha speakers with different degrees of fluency.

Consent
Before each recording session, I explained the project to every participant. I then distributed
paper copies of the consent form for participants to read, and in some cases read it aloud,
depending upon the participants’ literacy level. In all cases, I invited questions about the consent
forms, and explained the project in detail. I also assured participants that the videos will not be
publicly released until they have had another chance to review and approve of the videos. All
participants have received their own paper copy of the consent form as well.

Space
Recording space was generously provided by several institutions and individuals, including the
St. Regis Mohawk Tribe (most videos unless noted otherwise), which provided two conference
rooms and a computer lab, and the Mohawk Nation Council of Chiefs (video 3), which provided
a conference room. Dorothy Lazore allowed one video to be filmed in her office (video 13). One
participant allowed two videos to be recorded in his dining room (videos 12 and 15). Video 16
was recorded in a conference room at Clarkson University in Potsdam, N.Y., during a Christmas
music performance, and video 17 was recorded in the historic St. Regis Mission Church.

Camera Setup
All videos have been recorded with the Nikon Keymission 360 camera with audio captured on
the Zoom H2N audio recorder. Depending on the room, I either used a tabletop tripod setup
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(seen in figure 1, above) or a standard tripod setup (same as figure 1, but with a standard tripod).
For a few early videos, recorded before I had the tabletop tripod, I put together a makeshift
tabletop stand by attaching the camera to the universal clamp and connecting the clamp to a
small object on the table, with the audio recorder standing on the table nearby. This was not
ideal, and, in one case (video 3), the camera slowly rotated over the course of the video, while
the audio recorder stayed still, making the alignment of the ambisonic audio file with the video
impossible.

Room Setup
For the first video, I set up the camera and waited for participants to arrange themselves around
it, but instead, they sat ‘in front’ of it as though it was a traditional camera. I realized after this
that it was best to allow participants to enter the room and situate themselves however they
wanted, and to then place the camera in a spot that would be able to record everyone. This
capitalizes on the unique ability of the 360º camera to record in all directions, accommodating a
natural conversational arrangement.

Stimuli
My primary interest has been in recording spontaneous speech, and I have thus asked
participants to have conversations with one another. I told participants that I was looking to
record natural use of the language and that there was no minimum length for the videos, but that
a half hour was ideal. Where conversation was not flowing, I suggested “the news” as a prompt,
because it is a very general topic that tends to stimulate discussion. In three cases, participants
came prepared with something that they wanted to have recorded—texts to read aloud, songs to
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perform, descriptions of local crafts. In three cases (videos 3, 16, and 17) I recorded live music: 3
features a religious song dedicated to St. Kateri Tekakwitha; 16 features Christmas songs
performed by an Akwesasne choir at Clarkson University in Potsdam, N.Y.; 17 features several
hymns sung in the historic St. Regis Mission Church.

Recording
After participants situated themselves, the camera was placed, the project was explained, and
consent forms were signed, I began recording on the camera and audio recorder. In most cases I
have clicked a pen to help synchronize video and audio tracks during processing. In most videos,
I then stepped away from the group. In a few videos, I remained in place, sometimes interacting
in English with participants. These videos I have labeled “interviews” in Table 1 above. I took a
largely hands-off approach for most videos, in all cases allowing participants to discuss or
present whatever they wanted to. In line with this, I allowed recordings to last for as long as the
participants wanted, having previously told them that approximately half hour videos would be
ideal.

Processing and Storage
For processing, I imported video and audio tracks into Adobe Premiere, a video editing
application, in which I have aligned the video and audio tracks and then deleted the low-quality
stereo audio track captured by the camera’s onboard mic. The resulting videos have been saved
in .mp4 format. Each recording session has thus produced three files: the raw video files, the raw
audio files, and the processed video file, all of which are stored on a Mac Mini and backed up to
a WD Elements external hard drive.
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Transcription and Translation
Working with project participants Carole Ross and Dorothy Lazore, a portion of the corpus
necessary for analysis has been transcribed into standard Kanien'kéha orthography (Lazore 1993)
and translated into English. In several videos, participants read from written texts; in some of
these cases, I have been able to uses the texts as a reference for transcription. Ultimately, the
entire corpus will be transcribed and translated.

Sharing
None of the videos in the corpus have been shared publicly yet. Once each video’s participants
have reviewed the video in question, and approved of it being shared, it will be uploaded to
YouTube and made publicly accessible for the benefit of the Kanien’kehá:ka community,
language learners, and researchers. As the videos will be streamable on YouTube, they are
compatible with all current smartphones, which may be used with Cardboard-style head-mounted
displays (HMDs—see chapter III, section 1.1), as well as with traditional computers. YouTube
videos may also be linked to from the Endangered Languages Project’s website. All approved
files—raw video, raw audio, and processed (i.e. combined) video files—will also be provided to
the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe to be used as pedagogical materials in ongoing language education
projects.

2. AKWESASNE
Akwesasne is a Kanien’kehá:ka (Mohawk) community that straddles the border area of New
York, Quebec, and Ontario, as mapped in Figure 2 below. The Kanien’kehá:ka are founding
members of the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois) Confederacy, established around 1451 CE (Fenton
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1998: 68–72). Akwesasne boasts 26,359 acres and a population of perhaps as many as 23,000
people; this number is imprecise, as people may have been counted as residents by both the
Mohawk Council of Akwesasne in Canada and the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe in the United
States.2 Of the six Kanien’kéha-speaking communities, Akwesasne boasts by far the largest
number of first-language speakers—over 3,000—with a number of second-language speakers as
well (Golla 2007: 64).
Akwesasne was established as a mission community in the mid-18th century. It was an
outgrowth of the earlier Kahnawake mission, which had been established by French Jesuits about
fifty years earlier at the Lachine rapids near Montreal; the French named the community after St.
François Xavier du Sault, but the Indigenous Christians, most of whom were Iroquois, called the
community Kahnawake, recycling the name from what had been the “easternmost town in the
traditional Mohawk country” (Richter 1992: 119–120). The reason for Akwesasne’s separation
from Kahnawake has been attributed both to overcrowding and the worldly influences of
Montréal (Blansett 2018: 13; Shea 1855). Although Kahnawake and Akwesasne are culturally
Kanien’kehá:ka communities, both welcomed a substantial number of religious converts from
other Indigenous peoples, including the Abenaki, Onondaga, Oneida, Erie, Huron, and
Susquehannock (Blansett 2018: 13; Richter 1992: 119–120).
Language revitalization is of extreme cultural importance at Akwesasne. In 1979, the
Akwesasne Freedom School (AFS) was established as an education alternative to “government
schools” for Kanien’kehá:ka students. The AFS’s guiding principles, as outlined in the periodical
Akwesasne Notes, included “preservation of the Mohawk language; the improvement of
academic skills; the direction and participation of parents; the dream of a school that would

2

http://www.akwesasne.ca/about/
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spearhead the People toward the self-sufficient lifestyle, toward making sovereignty real”
(Akwesasne Freedom School 1982: 7).3 In 1980, the Council of Chiefs granted the AFS official
recognition (Letter to the Editor 1984: 2). Cultural and linguistic revitalization were central to
the school’s mission, and a letter to the editor of Indian Time makes clear the particular
importance of language to those involved in the creation and administration of the AFS:
A young person must comprehend the ways of his people and must have full knowledge
of the language. Without the two, a person is not full and will lack, which can link him
close to the creation. […] Our main objective is to secure the language. We are in our
fourth year of operation and we are still faced with the struggle of teaching our young the
key to our people’s knowledge, traditions, and customs. […] We realize we are at a
delema [sic] because the language spoke[n] among the young is English. What we need is
more reinforcing at the home regardless if the child understands or not. (Letter to the
Editor 1984: 2)
In 1985, a full linguistic immersion program was established. AFS is still active, and
revitalization efforts are ongoing and successful. In addition, Akwesasne’s tribal radio station
broadcasts language lessons each day, which are updated weekly, and free language classes are
offered regularly by the Iohahi:io Akwesasne Education and Training Institute and the St. Regis
Tribe’s Language Lab (Saint Regis Mohawk Tribe expands Kanien’kéha language program
2017). The Akwesasne variety of Kanien’kéha has been documented extensively, and is
discussed further in section 3.2 below. The reader is referred in particular to Bonvillain’s (1973)
Grammar of Akwesasne Mohawk.

3

For more on Akwesasne Notes, see George-Kanentiio (2011).
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What follows is a brief discussion of the often intertwined roles played by government
and religion in Akwesasne, which are essential for gaining a holistic understanding of the
community. Much more on the community’s history can be found on The Wampum Chronicles,
Darren Bonaparte’s website.4

Figure 2: A map of Akwesasne by Reddit user bopollo. Included here under fair use.

2.1 Government
Owing to the history of colonization in North America, the governing structure of Akwesasne is
highly complex. Many residents of Akwesasne hold dual citizenship for the United States and
Canada, and the community is governed by three major partially-overlapping bodies. The portion
of Akwesasne in New York State is governed by the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe, and the portion in
Canada by the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne. These tribal governments are legally recognized
by the United States and Canadian governments, respectively. In addition, the Mohawk Nation

4

http://www.wampumchronicles.com/
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Council of Chiefs, which is not legally recognized by either the US or Canada, claims to be the
rightful government of the entirety of Akwesasne. This latter body is the most traditional of the
three, and is often critical of the actions taken by the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe and the Mohawk
Council of Akwesasne. All three bodies provide social services to residents. Both the Mohawk
Nation Council of Chiefs and St. Regis Mohawk Tribe have been supportive of my research thus
far: the MNCC kindly allowed me to record a conversation in their administrative building, and
the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe generously allowed me to use their tribal administration building to
record most conversations.
The community has been described as showing “unusually complex political
factionalism” (Snow 1996: 201), and divisions are highly contentious. Most of these issues
revolve around deeply-held beliefs involving what it means to be Kanien’kehá:ka, and who has a
right to represent the Kanien’kehá:ka people. Many residents see the Kanien’kehá:ka nation as
an entirely sovereign state, outside of US or Canadian jurisdiction; it follows that they may
recognize the MNCC, but not the other tribal governments. Still others reject the MNCC as well,
and recognize no authority but the Great Law of Peace, the oral constitution of the
Haudenosaunee Confederacy, or align themselves with any of the various traditional longhouses
described below. To many traditional longhouse people, religion and government are
intrinsically linked. Activities unauthorized by the US and Canadian governments, but
sanctioned by at least one of the traditional longhouses, are commonplace on the reservation, and
have led to armed conflict on several occasions, most recently in February 2019 (Logan 2019).

2.2 Religion
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The two main religious groups in Akwesasne are Christians, of whom Roman Catholics
constitute a majority, and traditional longhouse people who follow indigenous Iroquoian beliefs.
French missionaries established the Roman Catholic Church among the Kanien’kehá:ka in the
17th century. In 1755, during the French and Indian War, French Jesuits divided their earlier
Kahnawake mission in order to “remove some of their flock further from the dangers of
Montreal.” A mission was thus established at Akwesasne, approximately 80 miles southwest of
Montreal, and named in honor of St. Francis Regis (Shea 1855: 339). A structure was built of
logs covered with bark to serve as both a church and residence for Father Mark Anthony Gordon
(Hough 1853: 115). This was soon replaced by a succession of churches; the first burnt down,
and the second was neglected when the mission found itself without a regular priest for nearly a
decade. Ultimately, a large stone church was built in the 1790s (Bonaparte n.d.). This structure is
still in use today. Services are often conducted in Kanien’kéha, and there is a Kanien’kéhalanguage choir which sings “modern hymns and the Gregorian chants originally translated [...]
by French priests more than 200 years ago” (St. Regis Catholic Church). Video 17 contains the
singing of several hymns in Kanien’kéha, sung in the historic mission church.
A point of great pride for Akwesasne’s Catholic community is Saint Kateri Tekakwitha
(1656–1680), a Kanien’kehá:ka girl who converted to Catholicism at the age of 19 and was
canonized in 2012. When the St. Francis Regis mission was first established, some of Kateri
Tekakwitha’s remains were brought from Kahnawake and stored as relics. Unfortunately, they
were lost when the wooden church burnt down some time before 1763 (Walworth 1893: 289). A
number of Kanien’kéha-language devotional songs have been written in St. Tekakwitha’s honor,
and several participants who I worked with were eager to have their songs recorded and to share
print materials about St. Tekakwitha with me. Since Akwesasne was established as a Christian
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community, the vast majority of its residents had historically left their traditional religious
practices behind, but the 1970s saw a rejection of Christianity spread among many in the
community.
The Red Power movement was especially strong in Akwesasne, and with it came an
interest in revitalizing the traditional religious practices of the Kanien’kehá:ka. With this came
the establishment of longhouses where community events and religious ceremonies are held, and
for which the traditional longhouse people are named. Traditional longhouse people see the
religious and political governance of Akwesasne as intrinsically entwined, and thus many do not
recognize the legal authority of the Mohawk Council of Akwesasne, the St. Regis Mohawk
Tribe, or the US or Canadian governments that sanction them. As of 2019, there are at least three
longhouse councils in Akwesasne: the aforementioned Mohawk Nation Council of Chiefs, the
Kanien’kehá:ka or “Warrior” Longhouse, and the Indian Way Longhouse, which itself split from
the Warrior Longhouse (Logan 2019).
Longhouse is used both figuratively and literally in the community, to refer to a particular
building as well as the body that meets there. Linguistically, this parallels exactly the usage of
church. In the same way that a given church might not meet at a church, but rather at a
community center or a member’s house, it is not clear whether all of the longhouses in
Akwesasne have their own physical longhouse. I do know that there are at least two physical
longhouses in Akwesasne, one for the MNCC and one for the Kanien’kehá:ka “Warrior”
Longhouse. While all longhouses are united in recognizing the Kanien’kehá:ka as a sovereign
nation, over which non-Mohawk governments have no lawful jurisdiction, they do find
themselves at odds on occasion.
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3. KANIEN’KÉHA
Kanien’kéha (Mohawk) is a Northern Iroquoian language, most closely related to Oneida, with
which Kanien’kéha shares a large degree of mutual intelligibility. Figure 3 below, based on
Michelson (1988: 3) and Woodbury (2018: 1), shows the genetic relationships between the
Iroquoian languages.

Figure 3: The genetic relations of the Iroquoian languages, based on Michelson (1988: 3) and
Woodbury (2018: 1). Susquehannock, Nottoway, and the Huronian languages are all dormant
at present.

Kanien’kéha is spoken by approximately 3,850 speakers spread across six communities in
Ontario, Quebec, and New York State (Golla 2007: 63). Each of these communities has its own
variety of the language, distinguished chiefly phonologically, although all varieties are mutually
intelligible (Bonvillain 1973: 14). The names of the communities, and the estimated number of
speakers of each community’s language variety, are as follows (Golla 2007: 63–64):
Community
Akwesasne
Kahnawake
Kanesatake
Six Nations
Wahta

Speakers
3,000
600
100
87
<50
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Tyendinaga
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Some use St. Regis and Akwesasne interchangeably, although today Akwesasne refers to a
community that encompasses both the St. Regis Tribe in New York State and the Mohawk
Council of Akwesasne in Canada. Kahnawake is alternatively spelled Caughnawaga, a name
more commonly found in older sources. Wahta was formerly known as Gibson, a name which is
also sometimes found in the literature. Kanesatake is often referred to as Oka, after the
surrounding village. A brief history of the establishment of these communities is given in Karin
Michelson (1988: 3–4); for a history of older Kanien’kéha communities, which were historically
located in the Mohawk Valley, see Richter (1992).
The population of first-language Kanien’kéha speakers is aging. Sustained interest in
cultural revitalization, which grew precipitously in the 1970s, has led to a growing population of
younger second-language speakers of Kanien’kéha (Bonvillain 1973: 10–11). Owing to the
impact of colonization, the majority of Kanien’kéha speakers are also fluent in English, and
casual conversations in Kanien’kéha often contain a significant amount of switching between
Kanien’kéha and English.
Although the language is endangered, ongoing language revitalization efforts have found
success, and Kanien’kéha is, along with Cherokee, one of only two Iroquoian languages not
considered critically or severely endangered by UNESCO. The language is of extreme cultural
importance to the Kanien’kehá:ka people, and its use is strongly supported both officially and at
the grassroots level in many communities. An excellent bibliography of Kanien’kéha research is
given in Mithun (1999: 424–425); recent works include Julian (2010), a dissertation on historical
Iroquoian development; Okura (2017), a dissertation on language nests that includes discussion
of their use in Akwesasne; and Gomashie (2019), on Indigenous language revitalization efforts.
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This section contains: 3.1 a brief grammar with particular attention given to
Kanien’kéha’s phonology; 3.2 a description of the language’s varieties, in terms of phonology
and morphology; and 3.3 a history of the language’s documentation.

3.1. Grammar
Kanien’kéha is a polysynthetic language characterized by a rich templatic morphology (Mithun
2016: 150), noun incorporation, pitch accent, and an extremely limited distribution of labial
stops. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to provide a thorough grammar of Kanien’kéha.
The reader is referred to Nancy Bonvillain’s (1973) A Grammar of Akwesasne Mohawk, Gunther
Michelson’s (1973) A Thousand Words of Mohawk, and Alice Woodward Hopkins’ (1988)
Topics in Mohawk Grammar. These works were written before Mohawk spelling standardization
took place in the early 1990s, leading to some drastically different spellings, especially where
nasalized vowels are involved. For example, compare otsv́ha ‘fire (man-made)’ (Michelson
1973: 109) to the modern standard otsénha ‘fire’. A brief grammatical sketch of Kanien’kéha is
given in Mithun (1996). Woodbury’s (2018) grammar of Onondaga, a language closely related to
Kanien’kéha, is also very useful.
Section 3.1.1. discusses the morphology of Kanien’kéha, and section 3.1.2. the
phonology. The syntax of the language is not given its own section. As Malouf (1994: 1) notes,
Kanien’kéha “seems to do in its morphology what more familiar languages do in their syntax.”
Many of the topics covered in discussions of Kanien’kéha syntax, like noun incorporation, are
dealt with by other scholars in morphological terms. These topics, which seem to be “on the
boundary between morphology and syntax” (Malouf 1994: 1), are discussed in the morphology
section below. With regards to the uncontestedly syntactic elements of the language, it is
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noteworthy that while word order in terms of nouns and verbs is “very free,” with all six
combinations of subject, verb, and object attested to and grammatical (Baker 1991: 538), there
are more restrictions regarding structural particles, which often must appear in particular
positions. Baker (1995: 46) points out that “interrogative NPs always appear in clause initial
position,” so that nahóten wahshnínu’ ‘what did you buy?’ is grammatical but *wahshnínu’
nahóten is not. Note also that Baker here describes nahóten as an NP, while it is morphologically
a particle (Ontario Ministry of Education 2011: 37). More thorough discussions of Kanien’kéha
syntax are provided by Postal (1979) and Baker (1996).

3.1.1. Morphology
Defined morphologically, there are three categories of words in Kanien’kéha: particles, nouns,
and verbs. Particles are monomorphemic and take no affixes, while verbs and most nouns are
morphologically rich. Verbs often serve functions that in other languages are carried out by
nouns (e.g. identifying objects) and full sentences. The relative distribution of these categories is
elucidated by Mithun (2017: 237), who analyzed a random 100-word speech sample taken from
a conversation between five speakers, and found that 69 of the words were particles, 29 verbs,
and 2 nouns.
Each of these three word types is discussed at greater length in the subsections below.
Words for human beings, which have been analyzed as both nouns and verbs, are discussed
briefly in their own section. Finally, clitics, morphemes which may attach to both nouns and
verbs but which never occur on their own, are discussed. Nouns and particles have generally
received less attention in the literature than have verbs; to help address this imbalance, I discuss
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them at some length. For the same reason, I pay particular attention to monomorphemic nouns,
which seem to exist at the margins between nouns and particles for reasons explored below.
Major resources for this section include Bonvillain (1973), Ontario Ministry of Education
(2011), hereafter OME (2011), and assorted works by Mark Baker and Marianne Mithun. A very
readable analysis of Kanien’kéha morphology is given in Beatty’s (1972) doctoral dissertation,
which is referred to at several points. Beatty worked on the Kahnawake variety of the language,
which differs from other varieties largely in terms of phonology. Woodbury’s (2018) grammar of
Onondaga was also used as a model for certain sections, and is often referred to. Onondaga and
Kanien’kéha are both closely related Northern Iroquoian languages. At several points, possible
directions for future research are indicated.
This section takes a morphological approach, but it must be acknowledged that a syntaxbased analysis would differ in several ways. Woodbury (2018: 3) writes of Onondaga that
“establishing the parts of speech […] in terms of their morphological structure, overlooks
recurring mismatches in discourse between morphological type and the grammatical functions
each can perform.” This is the case throughout the Northern Iroquoian languages, and
Kanien’kéha is no exception. A single verb may stand as an entire sentence with several
arguments, such as wahonwaié:na’ ‘they arrested him’ (Mithun 2011: 573). At the same time, a
sentence can be composed of a noun and particle, with no verb, as in takò:s ken? ‘is it a cat?’
(Lazore 1993). Many words that are morphologically verbs behave syntactically as nouns; these
are identified here as verbs on the basis of their internal structure. Another phenomenon, noun
incorporation, wherein a noun stem is incorporated into a verb, has been described as both a
syntactic and morphological process. For more, see Mithun (2011), who takes a morphological
approach, and Baker (1996) and Barrie (2011), who take two different syntactic approaches.
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3.1.1.1. Particles
Particles are covered far less in the literature than are nouns or verbs. Bonvillain’s (1973: 26)
grammar of the Akwesasne variety of Kanien’kéha notes that “particles will not be discussed in
any detail in the present grammar,” and Beatty (1972: 119–121) dedicates only three pages to
them. Baker (1996), Postal (1979), and Deering & Delisle (1976) discuss them at some length.
Bonvillain (1985) details the distribution of the particle ne(’), which is usually glossed as ‘the’ or
‘that’, but whose exact function remains unclear (Chamorro 1992: 67). Baker (1995: 48–53)
includes an extensive discussion of akwekon (which he spells akweku), a particle generally
meaning ‘all’. Lists of particles, with little commentary, are provided in Bonvillain (1973),
Michelson (1973), and Mithun (1996). A thorough description of Kanien’kéha particles is found
in OME (2011: 35–49), and Woodbury’s (2018: 81–82; 340–345) description of particles in
Onondaga is informative.
In spoken Kanien’kéha, particles show up more than any other lexical class, but they are
underrepresented in the existing documentation of the language. Mithun (1992: 191–192)
observes that “many of the particles that are so pervasive in spoken Mohawk are conspicuously
absent” from Kanien’kéha texts written in the early 1970s; where particles do appear “they
function differently from those in the spoken language,” basically paralleling the use of English
quasi-equivalents like ‘and’ and ‘the’. Even in later writings, such as those found in Williams
(1976), “most kinds of particles are still less abundant […] than in normal spoken Mohawk”
(Mithun 1992: 195). This again underscores the importance of documenting naturalistic
conversational speech for developing an accurate understanding of how a language is used.
Iroquoianists traditionally identify any word which does not take nominal or verbal
affixes as a particle. As a result, “particle” is used to refer to a number of words with highly
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divergent semantics, syntax, and internal morphology, including function words, like the
question marker ken and the proximal demonstrative kí:ken ‘this’, imperatives like óksa’ ‘hurry
up’, onomatopoeia like ká:ka’, the caw of a crow, exclamations like otsí: ‘boo’ and akí: ‘ouch’,
and, in several analyses, monomorphemic nouns. All such particles, with the exception of
monomorphemic nouns (which are distinguished from particles in section 3.1.1.2.2), have two
things in common: First, they are not “inflected for person, number, [or] gender features” (Baker
1995: 56), and they do not take affixes (OME 2011: 35); and second, their position in word order
is substantially less free than that of nouns or verbs. (See Chamorro (1992) for more on word
order.) However, it is in many ways unsatisfactory to put all noninflecting words into the same
category. This big-tent approach to particles makes it hard to generalize: Are they lexical or
functional? Is the class open or closed? In order to address this problem, I propose dividing
particles into two classes: function particles, which provide grammatical information; and
interjections, which convey greetings, commands, exclamations, and imitative sounds. The
words in each of these classes behave in consistent ways which are not applicable to the words in
the other class. These two classes are explored in further detail below. In the following analysis,
I identify interjections as a type of particle in keeping with the definition of particle usually used
by Iroquoianists, i.e. a type of word which does not take inflectional affixes. However, see
Ameka (1992: 104) for arguments in favor of interjections being separated from particles
entirely.

3.1.1.1.1. Function particles
Function particles are function words; they convey grammatical information. It is these particles
that Bonvillain (1973: 26) likely had in mind when she wrote that particles generally express
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“ideas of relationships between, and modifications of, other word-types (i.e. of verbs and
nouns).” The meaning of these words is often hard to pin down, and it has been noted that they
“are difficult to translate into English, and often the translations do not adequately suggest the
complex meanings that particles can convey” (OME 2011: 35). Words in this category include
numbers like énska ‘one’, quantifiers like akwekon ‘all’, conjunctions like tahnón ‘and’ and
né:’e tsi ‘because’, evidentials like ki’ nà:’a ‘I suppose’ and the hearsay particle iá:ken’,
interrogatives like nahò:ten ‘what’ and the yes/no question particle ken, and the negation particle
iah, as well as others whose function is unclear, like ne, which seems to be a determiner of some
sort.
Function particles have a limited syntactic distribution. For example, the yes/no question
particle, ken, must immediately follow the topic of the question, as shown in (1) below, adapted
from OME (2011: 36).
(1) Sé:ka’s ken ne sewahió:wane ‘Do you like the taste of apples?’
S-eka’-s
ken
ne
sewahió:wane
2SG.AG/3SG.FZ.PAT-find.tasty-HAB
yes/no?
NE
apple
Other interrogative particles, such as nahò:ten’ ‘what’ and ónhka ‘who’, must appear at the start
of a clause. Baker (1995: 46) illustrates this by comparing the grammatical (2a) to the
ungrammatical (2b) below. (Spelling and morpheme tagging have been adapted.)
(2)
a. Nahò:ten’ wahshnínon’ ‘What did you buy?’
Naho:ten’
wa-hs-hninon-’
what
FACT-2SG.A-buy-PUNC
b. *Wahshnínon’ nahò:ten’ ‘What did you buy?’
Wa-hs-hninon-’
naho:ten’
FACT-2SG.A-buy-PUNC
what
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The negation particle iah must always occur at the beginning of a clause (Deering & Delisle
1976: 57), and Baker (1996: 148) writes that it “seems to be a general property of Mohawk that
modifying particles are adjoined to the front of the modified category.”
Cross-linguistically, function words usually constitute a closed class. It is noteworthy that
this does not quite seem to be the case in Kanien’kéha. Instead, function particles are something
of an internally open but externally closed class: new function particles may be created with
novel meanings, but always depend, at least in part, upon the use of a preexisting function
particle in their formation. Many particles are in fact concatenations of two other particles. One
example is né:’e tsi ‘because’, which combines né:’e, the assertion particle, and tsi, which is
often used to mark subordinate clauses.
In addition to transparently composed compound particles, Mithun (2011: 565) writes
that some, whose origins are somewhat more opaque, are “descendants of frequent collocations,
which have, over time, come to be thought of as single units.” Mithun provides several
examples: kwi’, a tag, is “a shortened form of two particles, ki’ ‘just’ and the tag wáhi’ ‘isn’t it’.”
Similarly, kí:ken ‘this’ combines the particle ken’ ‘here’ and the verb ì:ken ‘it is’, and Mithun
writes that, on one hand, the full form, ken’ ì:ken, is still heard in one community, and on the
other, kí:ken is often further abbreviated to ki. Other examples Mithun gives are tho í:ken ‘there
it is’, which is usually abbreviated to thí:ken ‘that’, which in turn is often abbreviated to thi
‘that’. In all three cases, full and shortened forms coexist. These therefore seem to be fairly
recent changes, indicating that new function words are still being developed. Taken together, this
is evidence for function particles as an open category. At the same time, it is apparent that all
new function particles are formed on the basis of a pre-existing function particle. For these
reasons, I classify function particles as an internally open class.
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3.1.1.1.2. Interjections
In the Iroquoianist literature, the term “interjection” is not commonly used. Instead, the words
which I include in this category are routinely grouped together with the function words described
in the prior section. For example, OME (2011: 9) notes that “particles are […] used for common
expressions used in conversation, such as thank you, come on!, and OK.” It seems that all of the
particles in Kanien’kéha that are not function words are in fact interjections, defined by Ameka
& Wilkins (2006: 2) as “words which conventionally constitute utterances by themselves and
express a speaker’s current mental state or reaction or attitude towards an element in the
linguistic or extra-linguistic context.” I would somewhat expand this definition to include the
largely overlapping class of words described by Mithun (1982: 49) as “expressive vocabulary,”
which encompasses “words for noises [and] animal cries” in addition to “mental states and
physical states and actions.” These definitions seem somewhat ambiguous with regards to
evidentials; to be clear, I identify evidentials as function particles because evidentiality is a
grammatical category (Aikhenvald 2004). Some examples of interjections in Kanien’kéha are
shown in Table 2 below. (D&D is short for Deering & Delisle 1976.)
Table 2: Some interjections in Kanien’kéha
Discourse Markers
shé:kon
kwé
kwékwé
ó:nen
niá:wen
ió:

‘hello’
‘hi’
‘hi’
‘goodbye’
‘thank you’
‘you’re welcome’

aké, á:ke
akí
otsí

Exclamations
‘oh dear, gosh’
Mithun 1982: 51; D&D: 464
‘ouch’
Mithun 1982: 51
‘boo’ (to frighten
Mithun 1982: 51
children)

Mithun 2011: 565
D&D: 4
D&D: 502
D&D: 503
Mithun 2011: 565
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owá:

‘oh’

hánio
ha’
óksa
wá:s

Imperatives
‘come on, let’s’
Mithun 2011: 565
‘come on’
D&D: 464
‘hurry’
D&D: 503
‘go away’
Mithun 2011: 565

ká:ka’
tshitshitshi
wawarón:
kwi:k
niá:o

Animal Noises
call of crow
Mithun 1982: 51
mouse’s squeak
Mithun 1982: 51
frog’s croak
Mithun 1982: 52
pig’s oink
D&D: 171
meow
D&D: 464

to’to’to’
tsia’ks

Bonvillain & Francis 1980: 86

Onomatopoeia
‘knock knock knock’ Mithun 1982: 51
(on a door)
‘smack’ (sound of a Mithun 1982: 54
slap or kiss)

There are several reasons for grouping these words together and separating them from the
function particles described in the previous section. The first is morphological. Since
Iroquoianists often identify particles by their internal structure (e.g. Mithun 2011: 564), it is
worth highlighting that several interjections contain reduplication—e.g. kwékwé ‘hi’, tshitshitshi
‘mouse’s noise’, to’to’to’ ‘knock knock knock’—which is not found in function particles. At the
same time, function particles are often formed through compounding, and such compounds may
later be clipped (recall ken’ ‘here’ + ì:ken ‘it is’ → kí:ken ‘this’ → ki ‘this’). In contrast,
interjections do not result from compounding. (They do often result from clipping, which will be
discussed shortly.) In other words, the internal morphologies of interjections are distinct from the
internal morphologies of function particles. Another reason to group interjections together,
contra function particles, is syntactic: Mithun (1982: 50) writes that “they occur either as
complete, independent utterances, or as the objects of a verb like say.” This resonates with
Ameka & Wilkins’ (2006: 2) above definition of interjections as “words which conventionally
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constitute utterances” of their own, and exists in stark contrast to the distribution of function
particles which rarely if ever stand on their own.
There are semantic differences between function particles and interjections as well.
Generally speaking, interjections are a fairly thorny category in terms of semantics, as they are
not clearly either ‘functional’ or ‘lexical’. They do not convey strictly grammatical information,
but they do not have particularly salient referents, either. Haviland (2006: 141–142) indicates
that interjections have “lexical meaning,” but calls for a fairly broad understanding of what that
means, writing that “if semantics is only about reference and predication, then it will be difficult
to capture the meaning of ‘ouch!’ semantically, because the word involves neither reference nor
predication.” Without delving too deeply into semiotics, we can identify interjections as distinct
from function particles in that they clearly express richer meanings than the purely grammatical
information provided by function particles.
Finally, interjections seem to be an open class. Several interjections are formed as clipped
verbs, and there’s no reason to suspect that speakers couldn’t clip other verbs in the future.
Similarly, it seems quite possible for speakers to develop new onomatopoeia. This is contrasted
by function particles, which are, as discussed above, an internally open class which depends
upon the incorporation of an existing function particle to create a new function particle.
The word-formation process of Kanien’kéha interjections merits further discussion.
Mithun (2011: 565) writes that some particles were created as truncated verbs. The example that
she provides is wá:s ‘go away!’, an imperative particle which comes from an archaic verb,
wá:se, a morphologically well-formed verb based around the verb stem -e- ‘go’, which is no
longer a part of the utterance at all. Woodbury (2018: 3) writes that, in Onondaga, “the ultimate
source of particles frequently is a verb.” Although neither Mithun nor Woodbury distinguish
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between function particles and interjections, it is apparent that the word-formation process they
discuss applies to interjections. Imperative interjections, of which there are several, may be
formed as clipped versions of fully-formed imperative verbs.
Interestingly, Deering & Delisle (1976: 231) describe a parallel shortening process,
writing that “if a name or kinship term is used to call somebody (vocatives), the word is usually
shortened.” Some examples that D&D provide are reproduced in (3) below.
(3) rake’níha ‘my father’
ráke’ni
‘father!’
akhsó’tha ‘my grandmother’
ákhso
‘grandmother!’
Wá:ri
Wári

‘Mary’
‘Mary!’

Á:nen
Ánen

‘Ann’
‘Ann!’

ontiatióha ‘my brother-in-law’
tiátio
‘brother-in-law!’
In (3), the called form of each word is a truncated version of the word’s regular form. It is
unclear from Deering & Delisle’s examples whether these words are true vocatives, used for
address generally, or are only used for calling someone. Calling to someone is functionally
something like the imperative ‘look here’ or ‘answer me’, with the intended recipient of the
command spelled out in the utterance. If, as they seem to suggest, this is the only context in
which the truncated forms in (3) appear, then what Deering & Delisle discuss could otherwise be
described as a shortening that happens when one’s name or title is used as an interjection.
Longobardi (1994: 612) characterizes both “vocative” and “exclamatory contexts” as
nonarguments. Whether they are vocatives or not, one thing that binds the words in (3) together
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with the interjections described above is that they can, and often do, stand alone as one-word
utterances. As Michelson (1988: 152) indicates, utterance-final forms often show some sort of
reduction in Iroquoian languages (e.g. utterance-final devoicing in Oneida), which would apply
to common one-word utterances. Certainly, this would explain the form of wá:s ‘go away!’.
However, as shown in (3), the direction of this truncation is inconsistent in the so-called
vocatives: syllables may be clipped from the beginning or end of the word, or a long vowel may
be shortened. The nature of clipping in interjections and so-called vocatives—both
nonarguments, to use Longobardi’s term—and the distribution of these word types are issues that
merit further research.

3.1.1.2. Nouns
In this section, I discuss two types of nouns: polymorphemic nouns and monomorphemic nouns,
a distinction in line with Bonvillain (1973). Most nouns are morphologically complex. These
polymorphemic nouns are discussed in section 3.1.1.2.1. Some nouns, most of which name
particular species of plants and animals, are monomorphemic in their base forms, and have been
compared to—and even identified with—particles (Mithun 2011: 565). Monomorphemic nouns
are discussed in section 3.1.1.2.2, with a comparison of them and particles in section 3.1.1.2.2.1.
Nouns appear relatively infrequently in Kanien’kéha speech for several reasons. First,
pronouns are marked by verbal prefixes, and noun stems may be incorporated into verbs, so that
a standalone noun is often unnecessary. Additionally, many words that name things and
phenomena are structurally verbs. For example, rató:rats ‘he hunts’ is the word for ‘(male)
hunter’, and kà:sere ‘it drags’ is the word for ‘car’. Although they function as syntactic
arguments, both rató:rats and kà:sere are morphological verbs. OME (2011: 10) identifies these
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as “verbal nouns.” There is some debate over whether words identifying human beings are nouns
or verbs; Mithun’s (2014) argument in favor of the latter analysis is convincing. These noun-like
verbs are discussed in section 3.1.1.3.8, and words for human beings are discussed in section
3.1.1.4. These words should not be confused with morphological nouns formed from affixing the
nominalizer suffix -hser- to a verb stem.

3.1.1.2.1. Polymorphemic nouns
The majority of nouns in Kanien’kéha are polymorphemic. Throughout the present subsection,
polymorphemic nouns are simply referred to as nouns. The base form of a noun contains at
minimum a stem. The stem may be either a lexical noun stem or a verb stem with the
nominalizer suffix -hser-. This latter type of stem is sometimes referred to as a “complex noun
stem” (OME 2011: 123).5 In addition to a stem, almost all nouns contain a prefix as well, and
most also contain a suffix. A noun’s affixes are absent when the noun is incorporated into a verb.
The base forms of some Kanien’kéha nouns are shown in (4) below, adapted from OME (2011).

5

(4) ó:nenste’
o-nenst-e’
NPREF-corn-NFS

‘corn’

kanhóha’
ka-nhoh-a’
NPREF-door-NFS

‘door’

kahyatónhsera’
ka-hyaton-hser-a’

‘book, paper’

Barrie & Jung (2020) point out that some words which require the nominalizer suffix for noun incorporation
appear otherwise as nouns without the nominalizer. One example from Oneida is á:nuk ‘onion’, which contains no
nominalizer as a standalone noun, but appears with the nominalizer in waʔakwaʔnukslotúniʔ ‘we stood up the onions
planting them’. (The ‘onion’ stem and nominalizer are both underlined; the nominalizer is also shown in bold.) On
this basis, they suggest that Northern Iroquoian languages contain three different types of roots: some which are
“bare,” and not specified as either nominal or verbal, and others which are “categorically specified as nouns or
verbs” (2).
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NPREF-write-NLZR-NFS

In base form, most nouns contain one of two neuter prefixes, as shown in (4) above: o-,
found mostly with nouns for naturally-occurring things and phenomena, and ka-, which mostly
appears with artificial or constructed items. (See section 3.1.1.3 below for more on lexical gender
in Kanien’kéha.) In Kanien’kéha, these semantic associations are mere tendencies, carrying an
almost phonesthetic suggestion of what a given word might mean (and there are numerous
counterexamples, such as karáhkwa ‘sun’). In Onondaga, however, there are some instances of
distinct nouns with the same stem but different prefixes, where the o- prefix indicates a natural
item and the ka-cognate ga- prefix indicates a manmade item, e.g. ohųwéʔdaʔ ‘horn’ vs.
gahųwéʔdaʔ ‘chimney, conduit, pipe’ (Woodbury 2018: 284). There do not seem to be any
parallels in Kanien’kéha. They are thus not part of a fully-formed classifier system, although
their meanings are salient. Note that nouns for body parts in Kanien’kéha consistently have the
o- prefix in their base form (Baker 2001: 310), a fact which has been remarked upon by
Kanien’kéha speakers in personal communication.
Some nouns have no apparent prefix in their base form, including ahtáh ‘shoe’ and
ató:ken ‘axe’. Most of these nouns begin with an /a/, and have been called a-stem nouns (Beatty
1972; OME 2011: 13). This class of nouns has been described elsewhere, such as in Woodbury
(2018: 78), as having the phonologically null prefix Ø-. These are not to be confused with the
monomorphemic nouns discussed in section 3.1.1.2.2 below because they can be marked for
possession and incorporated into verbs.
As seen in (4), most nouns also take an obligatory noun-forming suffix (NFS) in their base
form. Among the most common suffixes are -’ and -a’ (Bonvillain 1973: 222). There is
disagreement over whether -e’ is another suffix, or results from the -’ suffix being appended to a
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consonant-final stem, which triggers the realization of an epenthetic -e- (compare e.g. Baker
2001: 299 and Beatty 1972: 25). In (4) above, I illustrated the former approach. Nouns are
sometimes written without the final glottal stop, leading to analyses stating that -e is another
common nominal suffix. These same analyses often list -a as a suffix as well (OME 2011: 13).
While less common, the suffixes -on’ and -o’ are also known (Bonvillain 1973: 222; OME 2011:
13). As with the prefixes, the suffix serves to indicate that a given word is a noun. Each stem
goes consistently with a particular suffix, and suffixes do not seem to impact the stem’s meaning.
Suffix choice is lexicalized, i.e. both consistent and unpredictable (Bonvillain 1973: 222). One
example of a noun without a suffix is káhi ‘fruit’ (Mithun 2011: 581).
Possession is indicated by the replacement of a noun’s base prefix with a possession
prefix. The prefix which is chosen depends upon the person, number, and gender of the
possessor, as well as whether the noun is alienable or inalienable. By default, most nouns are
alienable. Most body parts are inalienable, with the exemption of hair, nails, and internal organs
(Mithun 2005: 700). When an alienable noun is possessed, the locative clitic -ke or -ne is added
as well, following the noun’s basic suffix. Generally, -ke follows a glottal stop, while -ne is used
elsewhere, but there are “a number of exceptions to this rule” and “a degree of optional choice”
with some nouns (Bonvillain 1973: 225). Possessed alienable and inalienable nouns are shown in
(5a) and (b), respectively, below.
(5)
a. oká:ra’
‘story’
o-kar-a’
NPREF-story-NFS
akká:ra’
‘my story’
ak-kar-a’
1SG.POSS.AL-story-NFS

(Mithun 2011: 565–566)
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b. onawí:ra’
‘tooth’
o-nawir-a’
NPREF-tooth-NFS

(OME 2011: 25)

kenawirà:ke ‘my tooth’
ke-nawir-a’-ke
1SG.POSS.IN-tooth-NFS-LOC
Nouns may be further modified by the addition of any of a number of clitics, as described below.

3.1.1.2.2. Monomorphemic nouns
Monomorphemic nouns—also called “unanalysable nouns” (OME 2011: 10), “uninflected
nouns” (Hopkins 1988: 183), and “atomic nouns” (Barrie 2011: 97)—are a special class of nouns
that refer mostly to specific species of plants and animals, and which result from disparate wordformation processes, including borrowing and onomatopoeia (Michelson 1988: 48).
This word class is found throughout the Northern Iroquoian languages, and cognates of
many of these Kanien’kéha words are widespread. Some monomorphemic nouns, along with
information on their etymologies, are shown in Table 3 below. Citations refer both to where a
given etymology is found, as well as sources for the words themselves. Cross-linguistic
information is also provided where words have cognates in Oneida and/or Onondaga, the sources
for which are Michelson & Doxtator (2002) and Woodbury (2018), respectively. Note that
Oneida and Onondaga orthographies differ from that for Kanien’kéha. ⟨·⟩ is a length marker,
equivalent to ⟨:⟩, and ⟨Ɂ⟩ or ⟨Ɂ⟩ are equivalent to Kanien’kéha ⟨’⟩.
Word and Gloss
takò:s ‘cat’
rasós ‘sauce’
mátsis ‘matches’
kwískwis,
kwéskwes ‘pig’

Table 3: Some Monomorphemic Nouns
Etymology
Borrowing: Dutch de poes ‘cat’ (Mithun 2011: 565); see also Oneida
takó·s, Onondaga dagós.
Borrowing: French la sauce ‘sauce’ (Mithun 2011: 565).
Borrowing: English matches (Bonvillain 1978: 38).
Possibly onomatopoeic (Bonvillain 1973: 223); possibly borrowed from
Dutch term to call pigs, perhaps by way of Oneida kóskos (Michelson &
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kítkit ‘chicken’
tawístawís ‘snipe,
plover, sandpiper’
ohkwá:ri ‘bear’
è:rhar ‘dog’
wáhta ‘maple tree’

Doxtator 2002: 42). See also Onondaga gwísgwis (Barrie 2011: 98).
Kwískwis found in Bonvillain (1973), kwéskwes in Mithun (1977).
Possibly onomatopoeic (Bonvillain 1973: 222); possibly borrowed from
Dutch kip ‘chicken’, “perhaps reduplicated as a call” (Mithun 1999:
311). See also Oneida kítkit, Onondaga gitgit.
Onomatopoeic (Bonvillain 1973: 223); see also Oneida tawístawiɁ
‘killdeer’ (a type of plover).
Unknown (OME 2011: 26); see also Oneida ohkwalí, Onondaga
ohgwá·ih.
Unknown (OME 2011: 26); see Oneida é·lhal
Unknown (Deering & Delisle 1976: 174); see Oneida wáhtaʔ. The
cognate Onondaga ohwahdaʔ is apparently an analyzable,
polymorphemic noun (Woodbury 2018: 311).

Several words which are known to be borrowings, like takò:s ‘cat’, from Dutch de poes ‘cat’,
also have cognates in at least Oneida (takó·s) and Onondaga (dagós), indicating either
independent borrowings from the same source language (e.g. Kanien’kéha, Oneida, and
Onondaga all separately adapting de poes from Dutch), or diffusion between the languages (e.g.
Kanien’kéha adapting Dutch de poes as takò:s, and Oneida borrowing it from them, and
Onondaga from them).
Juliette Blevins (personal communication) has highlighted similarities between some of
these monomorphemic nouns and Algonquian words, suggesting that they may have been loan
words with Algonquian origins. Examples include Proto-Algonquian *koᐧhkkoᐧhša ‘pig’ as a
possible source for the Iroquoian words for ‘pig’, such as Kanien’kéha kwískwes and the other
forms listed above, and Cree taᐧwič ‘far offshore, out to sea’ being a possible source for the
Iroquoian words for shorebirds, such as the Kanien’kéha tawístawís ‘snipe, plover, sandpiper’
and Oneida tawístawiɁ ‘killdeer’.6 There is very little published research concerning borrowing
between Algonquian and Iroquoian languages. Michelson (1991: 114) records Blair Rudes’
suggestion that the Onondaga and Seneca root -swęht- ‘wampum belt’ may be a loan from the
6

https://protoalgonquian.atlas-ling.ca/
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Algonquian sewant, a term for ‘scattered or loose beads’. Algonquian languages are not
mentioned at all in Michelson & Doxtator (2002) or Woodbury (2018); Julian (2010) notes that
many Iroquoian languages were spoken in the vicinity of Algonquian languages, but makes the
unlikely assertion that “generally speaking, the Northern languages have not borrowed
vocabulary from non-Iroquoian languages with the exception of a very few recent loanwords
from European languages” (7). This presents a possible direction for future research.
Note that the nouns used for a given species across Northern Iroquoian languages may be
monomorphemic but unrelated. For example, the words for ‘dog’ in Kanien’kéha and Oneida,
è:rhar and é·lhal, are cognates, while the Onondaga ji·há and Cayuga só:wa:s are unrelated;
nonetheless, all are monomorphemic nouns.
Monomorphemic nouns are distinguished from polymorphemic nouns in several ways.
The most readily apparent is that their base form contains neither a prefix nor suffix. (Recall that
in the base form of polymorphemic nouns, a prefix is obligatory and a suffix is commonplace.)
They are also unusual in that they cannot be incorporated into verbs (OME 2011: 26).
Another noticeable way is that they tend to violate phonological constraints of
Kanien’kéha, as pointed out by Bonvillain (1973). For example, tawístawís ‘snipe, plover,
sandpiper’ is exceptional in having two stressed syllables, and takò:s ‘cat’ in having a stressed
final syllable (Bonvillain 1973: 223). Additionally, several borrowed nouns also include unusual
phones like /p/ and /m/. Examples include atenopíl ‘automobile’—which is also noteworthy for
its final stressed syllable—and taméto ‘tomato’ (Bonvillain 1978: 38). In these ways,
monomorphemic nouns are similar to “expressive vocabulary,” the words for “plops, squeaks,
croaks, sighs, and moans” which also flout phonological standards throughout the Northern
Iroquoian languages (Mithun 1982: 49). This is perhaps to be expected, given that onomatopoeia
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falls within the domain of expressive vocabulary, and many of these nouns are thought to be
onomatopoeic in origin. Some examples of customary animal sounds that feature unusual phones
include that of the sheep, ma: ma:, and the goat men ’en’en’en (Deering & Delisle 1976: 171).
Additionally, it should be noted that some of these nouns, like ohkwá:ri ‘bear’, begin
with an initial o-, phonetically identical to the o- which is, in polymorphemic nouns, a neuter
prefix associated predominantly with “nouns that designate things found in nature” (OME 2011:
11). However, monomorphemic nouns that begin with o- behave in all cases as though o- were
simply part of the stem.
Because they are not subject to most morphemic processes, including noun incorporation
and affixation (with the exception of the clitics described in section 3.1.1.2.2.1 below),
monomorphemic nouns depend upon the use of polymorphemic classifier nouns. Classifier
nouns signify the “general semantic class” to which the monomorphemic noun in question
belongs (Deering & Delisle 1976: 174). Possession of a polymorphemic noun is expressed by
way of affixation; a possessive prefix replaces the noun’s basic prefix, as in (6), adapted from
Mithun (2011: 565–566).
(6) oká:ra’
akká:ra’

‘story’
‘my story’

The prefix ak- is the first-person singular personal possessive prefix used for alienable nouns
(Bonvillain 1973: 244). By contrast, when possession of a monomorphemic noun is expressed, a
polymorphemic classifier noun is introduced and modified according to the same process shown
in (6), and then followed by the monomorphemic noun. This is shown below in (7), adapted from
OME (2011: 26).
(7) è:rhar
katshé:nen
akitshé:nen è:rhar

‘dog’
‘domestic animal’
‘my dog’ (i.e. ‘my domestic animal dog’)
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When a domesticated animal is marked for possession, the classifier noun katshé:nen ‘domestic
animal’ is used. This noun’s basic prefix ka- is replaced by the first-person singular possessive
prefix ak-. (The presence of -i- in akitshé:nen is part of the underlying stem, -itshé:nen
(Michelson 1973: 63), which is elided in the base form katshénen for phonological reasons.)
Deering & Delisle (1976: 174) write that the classifiers in (8) below “are used for
animals, fruits, meats, and trees.”
(8) katshé:nen
káhi
o’wà:ron
ó:kwire’

animal
fruit
meat
tree

A different noun stem, -nahskw-, is used when domestic animal nouns are incorporated into
verbs. For example, ‘I have a dog’ is è:rhar wakenáhskwaien’ (Mithun 2011: 579), and ‘I am
looking for a dog’ is kenahskwísaks è:rhar (adapted from Bonvillain 1989: 179). A parallel
situation applies in Oneida, within which language Barrie (2011: 107) describes the noun roots naskw and -tshenen as being in complementary distribution: -naskw is the “incorporating root,”
which may be incorporated into verbs, while -tshenen is the “non-incorporating root.” In
Kanien’kéha, Mithun (2011: 580) likewise notes that “some nouns occur only incorporated, such
as -nahskw- ‘domestic animal’.” This provides for an elegant explanation: -nahskw- is used for
noun incorporation, and katshé:nen is used elsewhere.7 Why one stem should be used for

7

Although katshé:nen and -nahskw- are in an allomorphic relationship today, this was not always the case. Starna &
Watkins (1991: 48) point out that Bruyas, writing in the 17th century, recorded both gatsennen—i.e. katshé:nen—
and gannaskȣa—i.e. kanáskwa—as separate standalone nouns. It is noteworthy that Bruyas glossed gatsennen as
meaning ‘domestic animal, servant, slave’, given that katshé:nen today apparently only ever refers to domestic
animals, while -nahskw- is often glossed as meaning both ‘domestic animal’ and something akin to ‘servant’.
Kanaskwa is attested to, again as a standalone noun, as an 18th-century Kanien’kéha word for slaves or captives
(Baker 1897: 240, 255), and a noun based on the -nahskw- stem still sees occasional use, as in a Kanien’kéha vlog
from 2016 (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W2ZSBOOp51U), where kanahskwa is used to mean ‘household
pet’, and Michelson (1973: 76), where kanáskwa is glossed as ‘burden animal, captive, slave, employee’. Chafe &
Foster (1981: 133) write that Cayuga and Seneca have kanáskwaʔ and kanǫ:skwaʔ respectively, both meaning
‘domestic animal’.
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nominal constructions and the other for noun incorporation is unclear, but the answer may be
Mithun’s (2011: 580–582) suggestion that verb stems with incorporated nouns are usually
lexicalized, and not produced on the fly. The allomorphy between -nahskw-/katshé:nen is not the
only such alternation in Kanien’kéha, but it is the only one involving a classifier noun. For more
on the development of classifier nouns in Iroquoian languages, see Mithun (1986).
When specifying that there is only one of a particular species of animal, a different noun
stem, -ia’t- ‘body’, is incorporated with the verb stem -t ‘to be one’, as in skaià:tat takò:s ‘one
cat’ (OME 2011: 26).

3.1.1.2.2.1. Monomorphemic nouns and particles
Most sources consider the words described in this section to be an unusual sort of noun, which is
the approach that I have taken here (e.g. Deering & Delisle 1976; Bonvillain 1973; Michelson
1973; OME 2011). However, another analysis is worth considering. In studies of other Iroquoian
languages, the nouns in this class are often described as particles. For example, Woodbury
(2018: 308) describes them in Onondaga as “particle nouns” and Michelson & Doxtator (2002:
42), describing them in Oneida, write that “from a strictly structural perspective, [these nouns]
are particles since they occur in only one form, which is the morphological definition of a
particle.” In the context of Kanien’kéha specifically, Mithun (2011: 565) writes that the words
described in this section are particles, on the basis that “they have no internal morphological
structure.”
This analysis has been argued against directly. In Beatty’s (1972: 31) estimation, “it
would be unwise to classify [these nouns] as particles” for two reasons: kwéskwes ‘pig’ and kítkit
‘chicken’, which Beatty cites as exemplars of this class, are both reduplicative, which is unusual
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in Kanien’kéha. Second, it is suggested that these words may be borrowings from French, and
seem connected to terms used to call pigs and chickens. Why these factors should prevent them
from being classified as morphological particles is unclear to me: several interjections, described
above, feature reduplication. (And, of course, most of these nouns are not reduplicative.) But
Beatty’s argument brings up a very fair question: what reason is there, apart from perhaps
semantics, that these words should not be considered particles?
One major distinction is that the monomorphemic nouns can serve as arguments of a
sentence, something that the particles analyzed above cannot do. But since “particles” are often
defined in the Iroquoianist literature in morphological terms, it would be more satisfying to find
a morphological basis for setting them apart.
One is provided by Hopkins (1988: 183), who notes that although they “cannot be
incorporated” like other nouns can, they “can take certain derivational noun affixes.” The affixes
that Hopkins has in mind are characterized elsewhere, especially in the literature on other
Iroquoian languages, as clitics (e.g. Michelson & Doxtator 2002; Woodbury 2018; Mithun 2001:
41).8 (Clitics are described further in section 3.1.1.5 below.) (9) below shows examples of some
nouns from this class taking the localizer -(h)ne, the augmentative -kó:wa, and the decessive kénha.
(9) With localizer -(h)ne
só:ra ‘duck’
soráhne ‘at the duck’s place’
kítkit ‘chicken’
kitkítne ‘chicken coop’
kwískwis ‘pig’
kwiskwísne ‘pig pen, pig sty’

(Bonvillain 1978: 36)
(Bonvillain 1973: 43)
(Bonvillain 1973: 43)

With augmentative -kó:wa
8

These nouns also take these clitics in Oneida as well, e.g. takó·s ‘cat’, takoʔskó· ‘big cat’ (Michelson & Doxtator
2002: 678).
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takò:s ‘cat’
ta’koskó:wa ‘tiger’

(Deering & Delisle 1976: 162)

With decessive -kenha
é:rhar ‘dog’
é:rharkenha ‘dead dog’

(Deering & Delisle 1976: 175)

Recall that the literature states that Kanien’kéha particles cannot take these clitics or any other
affixes (OME 2011: 35). This seems sufficient to distinguish monomorphemic nouns from
particles on morphological grounds.
On the other hand, it is unclear how applicable this criterion really is. Crosslinguistically, some particles are able to take clitics. One example from Oneida is akté·shuʔ
‘several or many different things or places; adverbial particle’, composed of the adverbial
particle ákteʔ ‘different; adverbial particle’ and the collective clitic -shuʔ ‘several’ (Michelson &
Doxtator 2002: 94). Woodbury (2018: 82) writes that in Onondaga, “there are selected affixes
and clitics that can be added to some” particles. For example, the locative particle í·nų ‘far’ can
be negated with the “negative verbal prefix” deɁ-, as in the sentence hya deɁí·nų ‘it isn’t far’. (In
this utterance, hya is a negation particle.) On the other hand, Chafe (2015: 94) indicates that, in
Seneca, only a “verb or noun may be supplemented with a final clitic.” This issue merits further
research; if it turns out that particles in Kanien’kéha can indeed be modified by affixes, it would
complicate perhaps the only morphological distinction between particles and monomorphemic
nouns.
If it is found that particles can take some affixes in Kanien’kéha, it may be fruitful to
compare particles, monomorphemic nouns, and proper nouns in terms of what clitics these
classes of words can take. It is known that proper nouns can take the same clitics shown in (9):
for example, consider Wá:ri ‘Mary’ – Waríhne ‘Mary’s place’, and Tier ‘Peter’ – Tierkó:wa ‘Big
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Peter’ – Tierkénha ‘the late Peter’ (Deering & Delisle 1976: 63; 65). Clarification of the
morphological distinctions between these three classes would be useful.

3.1.1.3. Verbs
Bonvillain (1973: 23) writes that “by far the largest number of words in Mohawk are of the verb
word-type. Verbs comprise the central statistical, structural, and semantic type in Mohawk.” As
mentioned above, verbs occur less frequently in speech than do particles, but far more often than
nouns. Structural verbs often stand alone as full sentences; arguments are marked within the verb
itself, rendering external nouns unnecessary in many cases. One example of a verb which is also
a full sentence is wa’ktsi’tsiaientho’ ‘I planted a flower’ (Bonvillain 1974: 21), which
incorporates the noun stem -tsi’tsia- ‘flower’ into the verb root -ienth- ‘plant’. Additionally,
many words that serve to name referents—nouns, semantically and syntactically speaking—are
morphologically verbs. Verbs are highly complex in Kanien’kéha; for reasons of length, this
section does not go greatly in-depth. Irregularities in Kanien’kéha verbal morphology are
explored in Mithun (2012).
Structurally, verbs have at least a pronominal prefix and a verb root; all verbs that are not
imperatives also require an aspect suffix (Mithun 2011: 567). Verbs often appear with several
more affixes. The maximal structure of a verb is shown in the following diagram, adapted from
Mithun (2016: 150) and Bonvillain (1973: 66, 70). The top row shows the several different
morpheme slots which can be filled in a verb; optional elements are shown in parentheses and
with a gray background. The second row lists some of the subclasses of morphemes that can fill
these slots. See Mithun (2016) for more on the ordering of affixes. The forms that these
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morphemes can take, and a bit more about their meanings, are discussed in the following
subsections, with the exception of clitics, which are described in section 3.1.1.5 below.
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Figure 4: Maximal verb structure in Kanien’kéha, adapted from Mithun (2016: 150) and
Bonvillain (1973: 66, 70).
3.1.1.3.1. Prepronominal Prefixes
There are two types of prepronominal prefixes: modal prefixes and nonmodal prefixes. A modal
prefix is necessary when the punctual aspect suffix is used. The three modal prefixes are factual
(also called past or aorist), future, and irrealis (also called optative or indefinite), which are
shown in Table 4 below, with information on their meanings and some examples (Mithun 2016:
169; Bonvillain 1973).

Name
Form(s)
Factual wa-, wa’-,
we-

Future

Irrealis

en-

a-, a:-

Table 4: Modal Prefixes
Function and Examples
Indicates that V has been completed.
Examples:
wa’kató:rate ‘I hunted, I did hunt’ (OME 2011: 53)
wa’katkahtho’ ‘I looked’
(Mithun 2016: 170)
Indicates that V has not yet occurred, but will.
Examples:
enkatkahtho’ ‘I will look’ (Mithun 2016: 170)
Indicates that V has not yet occurred, and its occurring is not certain
(OME 2011: 53).
Examples:
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a:katkáhtho’ ‘I might/could/should look’ (Mithun 2016: 170)
In addition, there are eight nonmodal prefixes: dualic, cislocative, translocative, repetitive,
negative, contrastive, partitive, and coincident. Information on their functions, and some
examples of their use, are on Table 5 below.

Name
Dualic

Table 5: Nonmodal Prepronominal Prefixes
Form(s)
Function and Examples
teUnclear function. “Sometimes implies two-ness of some kind,
sometimes a change of state or position” (Mithun 2000: 236). Its
appearance is lexicalized with certain verbs. Also used for denoting
two human beings or other living creatures. See OME (2011: 84–87)
for more.
Examples from OME (2011: 22; 85):
tekeniksà:’a ‘two female children’
teiohrì:’on
‘it got broken, it is broken’ ~ ‘it has changed from
one state to another by breaking’

Cislocative

ta-

Translocative ie-, ia-

Repetitive

Negative

s-

te-

“Indicates motion toward a point of reference” or the speaker
(Mithun 2016: 168).
Examples:
tasáti
‘throw it here!’
Mithun (2016: 168)
tasatáweia’t ‘come in!’
Mithun (1999: 139)
Indicates motion away from a point of reference or the speaker
(Mithun 2016: 168).
Examples:
iewakátie’s ‘I’m throwing it (away)’
Mithun (2016: 169)
ia’satáweia’t ‘go in!’
Mithun (1999: 139)
Often glossed as ‘again’. Where V is an action, indicates that it has
happened before and is happening again. Where V is a state,
indicates that the state once applied and does (or will) again. Some
idiosyncratic uses, e.g. when used with the verb roots -w- ‘to arrive’
or -ahtent- ‘to leave, set out’, the repetitive indicates that ‘home’ is
the destination; for more see OME (2011: 93–95).
Examples from OME (2011: 94):
saketshén:ri ‘I found it again’
sakátien
‘I sat down again’
Negates V. Requires the appearance of the negative particle iáh
before the verb.
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Contrastive

Partitive

Coincident

th-,
tha’-

ni-, n-

shi-,
sha’-

Examples from Deering & Delisle (1976: 57):
iáh tekató:rats
‘I don’t hunt’
iáh tekatétsen’ts
‘I’m not a doctor’
Negates V. Is used instead of the negative prefix when the verb is in
punctual aspect or has the dualic prepronominal prefix (OME 2011:
97). tha’- occurs before the dualic prefix, while th- occurs elsewhere
(Deering & Delisle 1976: 335–336). Requires the appearance of the
negative particle iáh before the verb. Unclear why this is not
generally considered an allomorph of the negative prefix.
Examples from Deering & Delisle (1976: 335):
iáh tha’tétiens
‘I don’t gamble’
iáh thiaható:rate’
‘he won’t hunt over there’
Where V is an action, indicates the manner in which it is performed.
Where V is a state, serves as an intensifier.
Examples from OME (2011: 99):
nenkáhsehte ‘(this is) how/where I will hide it’
nikanó:ron
‘it is really expensive’
Performs several functions: indicates that two referents are alike, as
in (a); works as a “temporal subordinator,” as in (b) (Mithun 1989:
308); expresses that “an event takes place after another event has
already occurred,” as in (c); and, when attached to several separate
verbs, expresses that they took or take place simultaneously, as in
(d). Sense (d) seems to be related to sense (b).
Examples:
a sha’teiákena ‘we two are the same size’ (Mithun 1989: 308)
b shikeksà:’a ‘when I was a child’
(Mithun 2014: 157)
c shiehó:ti’ ‘then they arrived’
(Bonvillain 1981: 61)
d shahokstén:ha’ne’ wakattó:ken ní’ ne’ shontontáhsawen’
shaha’nikonhlaksá:’a’ne’
‘when he became old, I noticed that he started to become senile’
[coincident verbs underlined]
(Bonvillain 1981: 61)

3.1.1.3.2. Pronominal Prefixes
Pronominal prefixes encode for gender, number, and the semantic roles of participants,
indicating, in transitive verbs, the gender and number of both the agent and patient. There are
three sets of pronominal prefixes: agent, patient, and transitive. Stative verbs, like -nonhwak- ‘to
be sick’ use the patient pronominal prefixes.
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Ormston (1994: 3) writes that “the agreement paradigm is extremely complex.” There are
four third person genders: masculine, feminine-zoic, feminine-indefinite, and neuter; three
numbers: singular, dual, and plural; and first-person nonsingular inclusive is distinct from firstperson nonsingular exclusive (Ormston 1994: 3; Mithun 2014: 13). Feminine-zoic and neuter
pronominal prefixes are often but not always identical. The feminine-indefinite gender is used to
refer to human girls and women and people of unspecified or unknown sex, including indefinites.
The feminine-zoic gender refers to human girls and women and to nonhuman animals. Human
girls and women thus fall into two different gender categories, and which one is appropriate for a
particular individual is not always predictable. The feminine-indefinite form is often seen as
more respectful, conveying a sense of elegance or refinement regarding the person who is
referred to, while the feminine-zoic form can convey that a woman is younger, bolder, or more
outgoing. There is some degree of speaker choice, with feminine-zoic and feminine-indefinite
forms coexisting for a given stem, e.g. the feminine-indefinite kheièn:’a ‘my daughter’ and the
feminine-zoic tièn:’a ‘my daughter’, the former of which may be “more loving” and the latter
“more frivolous” (Mithun 2014: 137–139). For more on gender in Kanien’kéha and other
Northern Iroquoian languages, see Chafe (2004) and Mithun (2014).
Different sets of prefixes apply depending on the form of the verb stem. The verb stem
consists of the optional reflexive and incorporated noun stem morphemes plus the verb root
itself. It is the verb root that is often listed in dictionaries, e.g. Michelson (1973). The two most
common types of stems are a-stems, whose stems begin with /a/, and C-stems, whose stems
begin with a consonant. All verbs containing reflexive or semi-reflexive affixes, -at- and -atat-,
are a-stems. There are also the less common e-stems, en-stems, i-stems, o-stems, and on-stems
(OME 2011: 63).
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One example of an a-stem verb is -atkétskw- ‘to get up, arise’, which is composed of the
semi-reflexive -at- plus the verb root -kétskw- ‘to raise [something] from a horizontal to a
vertical position’ (Michelson 1973: 69). The agent pronominal prefix paradigm for this verb is
shown in OME (2011: 67–68) and is adapted in Table 6 below. Note that the /ũa/ cluster is illicit,
so the prefixes ion-, kon-, and ron- all result in the deletion of the stem’s initial /a/.
Table 6: A-stem Agent Pronominal Prefix Paradigm
(adapted from OME 2011: 67–68)
Prefix Verb Stem
Gloss
Person, Number, Gender
kiatiiakwtitew-

atkétskwas
atkétskwas
atkétskwas
atkétskwas
atkétskwas

‘I get up, I arise’
‘We two (excl.) get up, arise’
‘We (excl.) get up, arise’
‘We two (incl.) get up, arise’
‘We (incl.) get up, arise’

1SG
1DU.EXCL
1PL.EXCL
1DU.INCL
1PL.INCL

stsisew-

atkétskwas
atkétskwas
atkétskwas

‘You (sing.) get up, arise’
‘You two get up, arise’
‘You (plur.) get up, arise’

2SG
2DU
2PL

wrion-

atkétskwas
atkétskwas
-tkétskwas

‘She/it gets up, arises’
‘He gets up, arises’
‘She/someone gets up, arises’

3SG.FZ/NT
3SG.M
3SG.FI

kikon-

atkétskwas
-tkétskwas

‘The two (nonmasc.) get up, arise’
‘They (nonmasc.) get up, arise’

3DU.FZ/FI/NT
3PL.FZ/FI/NT

iron-

atkétskwas
-tkétskwas

‘The two (masculine) get up, arise’ 3DU.M
‘They (masculine) get up, arise’
3PL.M

Naturally, transitive paradigms are much larger. Deering & Delisle (1976: 383–386) list 86
transitive pronominal prefixes for the C-stem verb -nón:we’- ‘to like’. For reasons of space, such
a large paradigm is not reproduced here.
3.1.1.3.3. Semi-reflexive/reflexive
The semi-reflexive or reflexive prefixes, if present, form part of the verb stem, which determines
what kind of pronominal prefix may appear. The terms used in the present work are consistent
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with those used by Barrie (2011), Woodbury (2018), and others. It should however be noted that
the terminology used to describe these two morphemes is inconsistent in the literature; what are
here called the semi-reflexive and reflexive, respectively, are called by Bonvillain (1973) the
“reflexive” and “reciprocal,” by Bonvillain (1989) the “semireflexive” and “reciprocal,” and by
Mithun (2006) the “middle” and “reflexive.”
The semireflexive -at- is used to perform a variety of functions. OME (2011: 125) notes
that “the most common function of [this] prefix is to derive an intransitive verb […] from a
transitive verb.” The example of the nontransitive -atkétskw- ‘to get up, arise’, derived from the
transitive -kétskw- ‘to raise [something] from a horizontal to a vertical position’, has already
been mentioned. OME (2011: 125) also provides the following example:
(10)

khehserón:ni ‘I’m dressing her’
katsherón:ni ‘I’m getting dressed’

The reflexive -atat- is used to make a verb reflexive, or to express mutualistic or reciprocal
action. Deering & Delisle (1976: 374) highlight that semi-reflexive can also be used to create a
semi-passive, and contrast the semi-reflexive with the reflexive in the following sentences:
(11)

wahatatkaré:wahte’ ‘he hurt himself’
wahatkaré:wahte’
‘he got hurt’
wa’katatia’tóhare’
wa’katia’tóhare’

‘I washed myself’
‘I got washed’

3.1.1.3.4. Incorporated noun stem
Noun incorporation is a complex process in Kanien’kéha, and has been much discussed in the
literature in terms of morphology, semantics, and syntax (e.g. Postal 1962; Bonvillain 1974;
Bonvillain 1989; Baker 1996; Mithun 2011; Barrie 2011). In structural terms, when a noun stem
is incorporated, it appears immediately prior to the verb root. An incorporated noun is usually the
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patient of the verb (but see Mithun 2011 for counterexamples). Monomorphemic nouns cannot
be incorporated; instead, a ‘classifier noun’ is incorporated into the verb, and the
monomorphemic noun itself will follow the verb. See section 3.1.1.2.2 above for more on this.
Generally speaking, noun incorporation is optional, although there are a few verbs that
require noun incorporation and others that forbid it. The question of how to know whether a
given root allows or forbids incorporation is yet unsettled. Mithun (2011: 580) points out that
“the difference is not purely semantic,” as incorporation is obligatory with the verb root -íio- ‘be
good’, but never occurs with the root -ianer- ‘be good’. Baker (2004: 70) notes that “subjects of
unergative verbs” are never incorporated. Baker (1996: 212–213) gives examples of several such
verbs, including -ioht- ‘to work’, -henreht- ‘to yell’, and -ahshen’tho- ‘to cry’. Mithun (2011)
analyzes the phenomenon differently, arguing that incorporation is better understood as a wordformation process than a syntactic process, and that whether a given root allows for
incorporation or not is a lexical decision which does not follow from the argument structure of
the verb. She gives several examples of verbs incorporating nouns which she does not analyze as
arguments of said verb, including wa’thonthehtakén:ni ‘they competed with their gardens’
(‘garden’ underlined), i.e. ‘they garden-competed’.
In any case, when it comes to transitive verbs, speakers have a choice of whether to use
noun incorporation or not. The following examples, adapted from Bonvillain (1974: 21), show
this flexibility:
(12)

a.

b.

wa’kiéntho’ otsì:tsia’

‘I planted a flower’

wa’-k-iéntho-’
FACT-1SG.AG-plant-PUNC

o-tsì:tsia-’
NPREF-flower-NFS

wa’ktsi’tsiaiéntho’

‘I planted a flower’

wa’-k-tsi’tsia-iéntho-’
FACT-1SG.AG-flower-plant-PUNC
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c.

d.

wa’khní:non’ kanákta’

‘I bought a bed’

wa’-k-hní:non-’
FACT-1SG.AG-buy-PUNC

ka-nakta-’
NPREF-bed-NFS

wa’kenaktahní:non’

‘I bought a bed’

wa’-k-e-nakta-hní:non-’
FACT-1SG.AG-EPEN-bed-buy-PUNC
Deering & Delisle (1976: 203) write that noun-incorporation is the “most general” way of
structuring a given utterance. In their analysis, when the noun is uttered separately before the
verb, emphasis is placed on the noun, and when the noun is uttered separately after the verb,
emphasis is placed on the verb. Bonvillain (1989: 177) agrees that nonincorporating sentences
“carr[y] pragmatic emphasis,” but disagrees with the notion that word ordering is a reliable
indicator of intended emphasis, stating that the use of (12c) as opposed to (12d) “may emphasise
it is a bed that I have bought rather than some other object. Or it could signify a focus on buying
that contrasts with some other action.”
Many instances of noun incorporation, like those shown in (12), are semantically
transparent, with the incorporated noun root serving as the patient of the verb. In these sentences,
the choice to use or avoid noun incorporation reflects a desire on the part of the speaker to
manipulate the relative emphasis of words in a given sentence. However, noun incorporation is
capable of far more semantic impact than this. Bonvillain (1989: 173) writes that noun
incorporation is “more than simply a mechanical means of embedding a noun root into a verb
stem,” as it “makes possible the creation of novel semantic units based on the expansion of the
interpretive range of the meanings of nominal and verbal morphemes.” In this way, it is similar
to the clitics described below in section 3.1.1.5 and to compounding in English (e.g. a
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greenhouse is not a ‘green house’).9 Mithun (2011: 568) argues that noun incorporation can often
be understood as “the compounding of a noun stem with a verb stem to form a new verb stem”
(emphasis mine), meaning that noun incorporation can result in the formation of verbs with
novel, lexicalized meanings. It has even been found that “in some cases, literal meanings have
become buried to the point where fluent native speakers are unaware of them” (Bonvillain 1989:
174). Some examples adapted from Mithun (2011) include:
(13)

a.

wahonwanhó:ton’
‘they locked him up’
wa-honwa-nh-oton-’
FACT-3PL.AG/M.SG.PAT-door-close-PERF

b.

thaterennótha’
‘he sings, he plays [an instrument]’
t-ha-ate-renn-ot-ha’
DUC-3SG.M.AG-SRFL-song-stand-HAB

In (13a), a verb stem meaning literally ‘door-close’ is used to mean, instead, ‘lock [someone]
up’. The verb stem in (13b), ‘song-stand’, something like ‘to stand a song up’, can be used both
intransitively to mean ‘sing’ or transitively to mean ‘play an instrument’ (Mithun 2011: 577).
Both (13a) and (13b) show noun incorporation having been used to create new verb stems with
idiomatic meanings.

3.1.1.3.5. Verb root
The verb root is the simplest part of the verbal structure; a monomorphemic string, usually
containing one or two syllables, with a given consistent meaning. A number of verb roots are
listed in Michelson’s (1973) dictionary. Examples include -tahk- ‘to be moving’ (105) and hiaton- ‘to mark, write’ (58). See also Barrie & Jung (2020), who argue that, in addition to noun

9

Indeed, under certain analyses, noun-incorporation is a phenomenon in English as well, particularly in noun-verb
compounds (e.g. babysit, fingerpaint). See Smirnova & Shustova (2017) for more examples, and for an exploration
of noun incorporation’s impact upon valency in English sentences.
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and verb roots, there are a number of unclassified or “bare” roots, which, like verb roots, “can
appear as verbs without any special morphology” (21). Baker (1992: 263) identifies two types of
verbs, and, by extension, verb roots: “eventive verbs” and “stative verbs.” Eventive verbs
describe actions, while stative verbs describe states, and perform a function similar to adjectives
in English. Some root suffixes appear only on stative verbs.

3.1.1.3.6. Root suffix
Root suffixes form the final part of the verb stem and modify the meaning of the root to which
they attach. Table 7 below describes the root suffixes, providing information on their function
and distribution with a few example words for each.
The terms used for these affixes are inconsistent across different sources: while “root
suffixes” is in rather general use, note that Mithun (2016) calls them “derivational suffixes.” The
names for the affixes themselves are also unsettled: for example, what Mithun calls the
“reversive” is called by Woodbury (2018) the “reversative” and by OME (2011) the “undoer”.
Another example is the suffix which is called both a “dislocative” (e.g. by OME 2011;
Woodbury 2018) and “purposive” (e.g. by Baker 1996; Mithun 2005). Some (e.g. Michelson
1988: 47) distinguish between a separate “purposive” and “dislocative,” while others (e.g.
Mithun 1989: 309) conflate them. In the table below, I use the terms which seem to have the
most widespread use, thus “reversive” and “dislocative,” with no separate purposive
distinguished; alternate names appear in parentheses below the main names. This is a general
description, and thus does not seek to resolve inconsistencies in the literature or provide a full
accounting of all of the various forms these suffixes may take.
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Name
Benefactive

Table 7: Root suffixes
Form(s)
Function, Distribution, Examples
-’s, -hs, Action is carried out by the agent for the benefit of the patient.
-en, -ni, Requires a transitive pronominal prefix. Distribution depends on
-w
the verb stem and aspect. Distribution is described by Deering &
Delisle (1976: 426–431); put briefly, C-stem verbs take -’s or -hs,
with an unclear distribution and possibly some choice on the part of
the speaker. i-stem verbs take -’s in imperatives and with the
punctual aspect, -ni with stative and habitual aspects. a-stem verbs
take -en in imperatives and with the punctual aspect, and -ni in the
stative and habitual aspects; -e, -en stems take -’s in imperatives
and with the punctual aspect, and -w in the stative and habitual
aspects.
Examples from Deering & Delisle (1976: 427–428):
enhinóhare’se’
‘I’ll wash for him’
rihiatón:nis
‘I write for him’

Instrumental

Causative

-hkw,
-hkhw

-ht, -t,
-st, -hst

“Used to form words for objects based on verbal descriptions of
their uses” (Mithun 2004: 135). Despite this use, it is not a
nominalizer, and these words remain formal verbs. -hkhw comes
before final /a/, while -hkw appears elsewhere (Deering & Delisle
1976: 418).
Examples from Deering & Delisle (1976: 418)
ienohare’táhkhwa’
‘detergent, water’ ~ ‘one uses it to
wash with’
teie’wahrawe’estáhkhwa’
‘fork’ ~ ‘one uses it to pierce the
meat with’
Derives a transitive verb from an intransitive verb. Often added to
stative verbs to express that the state resulted from the action of an
agent (OME 2011: 129). Distribution is unclear; both -ht and -st
can appear in the same phonological environments, e.g. between /ʌ̃/
and /e’/, as shown below.
Examples from Baker (1996: 351):
tayónahsenhte’
‘She made it fall; she dropped it’
wa’erákenste’
‘She made it white’

Inchoative

-’,
-ha,
-st

Only appends to stative verbs (Baker 1992b), with which it
indicates one coming to have the attribute described by the verb,
often glossed as ‘get’ or ‘become’ V. Distribution is unclear, but -ha
seems to appear before /ʔ/.
Examples from Baker (1992b: 271–272):
tenioa’tsu’ne’
‘It will get dirty’
wahoanitskwaratsherahnirha’
‘His chair became hard’
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Reversive
(Reversative,
Undoer)

-kw,
-ko,
-hsi

Changes the meaning of a verb root to mean its opposite.
Distribution is discussed in Michelson (1988); underlying -kw is
realized as -ko before a word-final glottal stop. The distinction
between -kw/-ko on one hand and -hsi on the other is unclear, but
Woodbury (2018: 268) writes that, for Onondaga at least, “the
choice of reversative alternant is lexicalized for each verb stem and
must be learned with it by speakers.”
Examples from Deering & Delisle (1976: 381–382):
senón:tek
‘Close it (with a lid)’
senontékhsi ‘Open it’
se’nhó:ton
‘Close it (e.g. a door)’
senhotón:ko’ ‘Open it (e.g. a door)’

Distributive

-nion

Indicates that the verb is performed several times, in several
locations, or upon several people or objects.
Example adapted from OME (2011: 131):
wa’khninónion’ ‘I bought several things’

Dislocative
(Purposive)

-hn, -h,
-r,
-hser

Expresses that one is going to perform the verb. Can be used both
figuratively to suggest a future tense, as in English, as well as
physical movement; it can thus be glossed as ‘go ([somewhere]) to
V’. Distribution of the allomorphs is unclear, with different
allomorphs appearing in the same phonological environments, and
choice may be lexical, as with the reversive. It is noteworthy that
the dislocative may take the same form as the nominalizer, i.e. hser. What connection there is between the two is unclear, although
they can be distinguished by their distribution.
Examples from Baker (1996: 374; 379):
wa’tkatskahónhne’ ‘I am going to eat’
wahoio’ténhsere’
‘He’s going to work’

3.1.1.3.7. Aspectual and postaspectual suffixes
All verbs that are not imperatives require one of three aspectual suffixes: punctual, habitual, or
stative. Habitual and stative verbs may be followed by a postaspectual suffix: past, continuative,
or progressive (Mithun 2005: 701). The forms taken by the aspectual and postaspectual suffixes
are not uniform, and “there are no reliable patterns that can be used to determine which particular
suffix will occur on a particular verb base” (OME 2011: 54). However, Mithun (1977: x) writes
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that if the speaker knows four inflected forms of a given verb—imperative, first person habitual,
third-person singular irealis-punctual, and third-person singular masculine stative—they “can
then predict all other forms of the verb by applying the regular grammatical rules.” For reasons
of space, no attempt is made here to encompass all of the various forms which these suffixes can
take. Thus instead of describing the distribution of these suffixes’ allomorphs, Table 8 below
mentions some of the more common forms, and gives a few examples of these suffixes in use.
Other examples are found throughout the present work.
Table 8: Aspect Suffixes
Name
Form(s) Function and Examples
Punctual -’, -ne’ Indicates that V is complete. Usually appears as a final glottal stop,
sometimes with a preceding epenthetic vowel to break up an illicit
consonant cluster. The punctual must cooccur with one of the modal
prepronominal prefixes. Each of the below examples are in the factual
mode.
wa’kaskanek’
waha’niá:ken’ne’

‘I wished’
(Postal 1962: 76)
‘He escaped’ (Mithun 2006b: 216)

Habitual -s, -ha’, Indicates that V is continuous or recurring. Sometimes called the “serial”
-as
in older literature, e.g. Postal (1962) and Mithun (1977). May be
followed by a postaspectual suffix.
ra’niá:ken’s
tekhríhtha’
katkétskwas
Stative

-on, -en

‘He escapes’ (Mithun 2006b: 216)
‘I break it’
(Mithun 1977: 8)
‘I wake up’ (Mithun 1977: 90)

Indicates that V is a state. Equivalent to an adjective in English or to a
state resulting from a completed action. Sometimes called the
“perfective” in older literature. May be followed by a postaspectual
suffix.
wakaskané:kon
rakowá:nen

‘I have wished’
‘He is big’

(Postal 1962: 76)
(Mithun 1977: 217)

The distribution of the postaspectual suffixes is more regular than the distribution of aspect
suffixes. Postaspectual suffixes are presented in Table 9 below.
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Name
Past

Form(s)
-(h)kwe,
-ne

Table 9: Postaspectual Suffixes
Function and Examples
When used with the habitual, indicates that something used to
occur regularly but no longer does. When used with stative verbs,
indicates a state that used to apply, but no longer does. -(h)kwe
occurs on habitual verbs, with the /h/ being present following a
vowel, and the /k/ appearing elsewhere. -ne occurs on stative verbs.
Examples from OME (2011: 59–60):
kató:ratskwe ‘I used to hunt’
rore’sèn:ne ‘He was fat’

Continuative -hake,
-ke

Cooccurs with the future prepronominal prefix to indicate that V
will or should continue into the future.
enronkwe’tiió’hake
enha’shátsteke

Progressive

-hátie

‘He’ll be good looking’ (Deering & Delisle
1976: 378)
‘He will be strong’ (OME 2011: 61)

Indicates that the actor is ‘moving along’ while performing the
verb, or that the state described by the verb is developing.
Examples from OME (2011: 133–134):
wakatawenhátie
‘I’m swimming along’
rohnenieshonhátie
‘He’s growing taller’

3.1.1.3.8. Noun-like Verbs
A number of words which are structurally verbs are used to name referents. These words behave
semantically and syntactically like nouns, in that they serve as both referents and arguments, but
since they are morphologically verbs, they are mentioned in this section. They may feature any
of the verbal morphemes discussed above. Where one of these noun-like verbs are incorporated
into another verb, they require the nominalizer suffix, -hser, even if it does not otherwise appear
on these words. Some examples of these noun-like verbs are shown in (14) below, with glosses
of both their noun-like meanings and their literal verbal translations, from Mithun (1979c). See
Mithun (1984) for more on the development of these noun-like verbs.
(14)

wathóntia’ks ‘lawnmower’ ‘it cuts grass’
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teióia’ks
rató:rats
raiénthos

‘movie’
‘hunter’
‘farmer’

‘it flickers’
‘he hunts’
‘he farms’

Mithun (1979c: 39–40) points out that conventionalized meanings for these noun-like verbs are
subject to change between different Kanien’kehá:ka communities. For example,
rarista’kehró:non’, literally ‘He resides on iron’, means ‘ironworker’ or ‘He is an ironworker’ in
Akwesasne, but ‘hobo’ or ‘He rides the rails’ in Kahnawake.

3.1.1.4. Words for people
The morphological analyses of words with human referents are subject to debate. They have a
noun-like prefix-stem-suffix structure, but rather than taking one of the basic noun prefixes
mentioned in section 3.1.1.2 above, they take the same pronominal prefixes that verbs do. These
prefixes encode for number and gender. Baker (2001) analyses these words as nouns, a position
also taken by OME (2011). On the other hand, Mithun (2014: 156–158) argues convincingly for
their status as verbs, highlighting the facts that they require a nominalizer to be incorporated into
verbs and that they are negated like verbs and not nouns. Barrie & Jung (2020) argue that they,
and several other idiosyncratic stems which use the nominalizer suffix for noun incorporation but
not when appearing as standalone words, are best classified as neither. (15) below shows the
same two words, raksà:’a ‘boy’ and ieksà:’a ‘girl’, as analyzed differently by Baker (2001: 298)
and Mithun (2014: 156).
(15)

Nominal analysis:
raksà:’a ‘boy’
ra-ksa’-a
3SG.M.AG-child-NFS
ieksà:’a ‘girl’
ie-ksa’-a

(adapted from Baker 2001: 298)
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3SG.FI.AG-child-NFS
Verbal analysis:
ra-ksa=’a
3SG.M.AG-be.a.child=DIM

(adapted from Mithun 2014: 156)

ie-ksa=’a
3SG.FI.AG-be.a.child=DIM
Note that the ⟨=⟩ in (15) is used by Mithun to indicate that the following morpheme is a clitic and
not another sort of affix, in accordance with the Leipzig glossing rules. Major differences
between the two analyses above involve (1) whether the stem is nominal or verbal, (2) whether
the glottal stop is part of the stem or part of the affix, and thus (3) whether the affix is a nounforming suffix or a diminutive enclitic. Michelson (1973) earlier classified these words as verbs
as well, but analyzed their structures differently than Mithun.

3.1.1.5. Clitics
There are a number of morphemes that never appear on their own, and may attach to structural
nouns as well as verbs, although they are found far more often on nouns. They follow the fully
inflected form of a given word, meaning that they follow a noun’s base suffix (if present). The
term used for these morphemes is inconsistent: Bonvillain (1973) and OME (2011) call them
“attributive suffixes,” Beatty (1972) calls them “bound particles,” Barrie (2011: 98) calls them
“derivational suffixes,” and Mithun (2014) calls them “clitics” or “enclitics.” Mithun here
follows contemporary standards used in research on other Iroquoian languages (e.g. by
Michelson & Doxtator 2002 and Woodbury 2018), and I follow suit.
Because a grammar of Kanien’kéha has not been published since 1973, there is no up-todate reference on Kanien’kéha clitics to consult. For this subsection, I compared Woodbury’s
(2018: 82–85) grammar of Onondaga to the clitics shown in Beatty (1972), Bonvillain (1973),
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OME (2011), and Mithun (2014). What follows is largely an adaptation of Woodbury’s (2018)
analysis, taking into account the Kanien’kéha data.
There are a few differences between the behavior of clitics in Kanien’kéha and
Onondaga, the greatest being that in Onondaga, clitics can attach to particles, while this does not
seem to be the case in Kanien’kéha. Additionally, Woodbury (2018: 82) records one instance of
a particle coming between a fully-inflected noun form and an augmentative clitic. There is no
evidence of this being grammatical in Kanien’kéha. For more on the relevance of these clitics to
morphemic analysis in Kanien’kéha, see section 3.1.1.2.2.1 above.
Table 10 below lists the clitics in Kanien’kéha, and is modeled heavily on that found in
Woodbury (2018: 85). Names are largely borrowed from there, with two exceptions: (1)
Michelson & Doxtator (2002) distinguish ‘populative’ and ‘resident’ clitics, while Woodbury has
only the former. Kanien’kéha is more closely related to Oneida than it is to Onondaga, and
perhaps unsurprisingly it too has two separate clitics. Somewhat confusing matters, what
Woodbury calls ‘populative’, -he·nuʔ, is apparently cognate with what Michelson & Doxtator
call the ‘resident’, -hlonu’, -hlolu’. Given Kanien’kéha’s relative similarity to Oneida, I have
followed Michelson & Doxtator’s terminology in this case, meaning that what Woodbury calls
the ‘populative’ corresponds to the ‘resident’ clitic in the below table; what is called the
‘populative’ clitic below has no equivalent in Woodbury’s table. (2) -shòn:’a is identified as a
distributive rather than a plural after Mithun (2001).
One clitic which Woodbury identifies, the ‘repeater’ -ʔé or -é, does not exist in
Kanien’kéha or indeed any other Northern Iroquoian language, as it is a “recent Onondaga
innovation,” found in “contemporary speech, but not […] older texts” (Woodbury 2018: 205).
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This repeater clitic is used along with the repetitive prefix to distinguish “the meaning ‘again’
from the meaning ‘back’” (85).

Name
Locative

Form(s)
-ke, -(h)ne

Table 10: Clitics
Function, Distribution, Examples
‘On or at X; place of X.’ Obligatory for possessed body parts.
Distribution: -ke follows /ʔ/, -hne follows vowels and /s/, and -ne
appears elsewhere.
Examples:
kítkit
kitkítne

‘chicken’
‘chicken coop’

ohsinekò:ta’ ‘ankle’
khsineko’tà:ke ‘on my ankle’

Distributive

-shòn:’a,
-hshon’,
-hshòn:’a,
-òn:’a,
-okón:’a

(Bonvillain 1973: 43)
(Mithun 1977: 2)

tsainís
‘Chinese’
(Bonvillain 1978: 38)
tsainíshne
‘China’
‘Several kinds of X.’ Often described as a pluralizer, but, as
Mithun (2001) points out, it is not used by Kanien’kéha speakers
in that way. Rather, it indicates an assortment of the word to
which it is appended, rather than a plurality of that word.
Distribution is unclear, but based on Mithun (2001) and (2014)
and Bonvillain (1973), it seems -hshon’ and -hshòn:’a both
follow vowels in unclear distribution; -òn:’a after [t]; -shòn:’a
after [ʔ]; and -okón:’a after [ʔ] in words for people or animals,
e.g. kheio’okón:’a’ ‘all my daughters’ (Bonvillain 1973: 220;
Deering & Delisle 1976: 375).
Examples from Mithun (2001: 41):
kahi
‘fruit’
kahi’shòn:’a ‘different kinds of fruit, berries’
áhta
‘shoe’
áhtahshòn:’a ‘a variety of different kinds of shoes’

Augmentative -kó:wa
Diminutive

-’a, -ha, -a

‘A large X.’ Is usually used to form new words for referents that
are similar to X but with a meaning more specific than ‘a large
X’. See notes below for examples.
‘A small X.’ Also appears in some family-related lexemes where
its meaning is not transparent. Distribution: -‘a follows [á:], -a
follows [ʌ̃:]; -ha appears elsewhere.
Examples from Nolan (1991: 1–2):
owirá:’a
‘baby’
eksá:’a
‘young girl’
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Decessive

Populative

Resident

Authentic

-kénha

Used to indicate that X is dead or no longer exists.

-há:ka

Examples from Bonvillain (1973: 219):
ionkiara’se’kénha’ ‘my deceased relative, cousin’
akenonhsa’kénha’
‘it was my house’
‘People of X.’ Usually used for nationalities.

-hró:non

Examples from Deering & Delisle (1976: 285):
kanien’kehá:ka
‘Mohawk people ~ people of the flint’
ononta’kehá:ka
‘Onondaga’ [people of the standing stone]
tiorhenshá:ka
‘Englishman’
‘Resident of X.’

-ón:we

Example from OME (2011: 33):
Wastohró:non ‘Americans ~ those from Boston’
‘Real, genuine, or Indigenous X.’
Examples:
kanà:taro
kana’tarokhón:we

Characterizer

-kéha,
-néha

‘bread’
‘corn bread’

(Nolan 1991: 11)

onkweh
‘human being’ (Michelson 1973: 114-115)
onkwehón:we
‘an Indigenous person’
‘According to the ways of or in the style of X.’ Distribution: kéha follows /ʔ/, while -néha is found elsewhere.
Examples from Deering & Delisle (1976: 307):
onkwehonwehnéha ‘according to the ways of Indigenous
people’
kahnawa’kéha
‘in the ways of Kahnawake’

3.1.1.5.1. Additional notes on the augmentative
The clitic -kó:wa can be used to indicate that the referent is large for its kind. For example, from
Tier ‘Peter’ is derived the name Tierkó:wa ‘Big Peter’ (Deering & Delisle 1976: 63). However, it
is more often used to create new words for referents that can be understood as a large version of
the base to which it is appended. Some examples include:

(16)

atókwa
atokwahkó:wa
takò:s

‘spoon’
‘ladle’
‘cat’

(Nolan 1991: 18)
(Deering & Delisle 1976: 162)
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ta’koskó:wa
onon’ónsera
onon’onsera’kó:wa

‘tiger’
‘squash’
‘pumpkin’

(Michelson 1973: 86)

The words shown in (16) are fairly straightforward, but other words are less transparent. One is
o’notsta’kó:wa ‘elephant’ (Nolan 1991: 38), derived from o’nótsta ‘nudity’ (Michelson 1973:
131), meaning that ‘elephant’ is literally something like ‘big nudity’ or ‘big naked one’. Another
word, kwanene’kó:wa ‘ostrich’ (Nolan 1991: 37), has no clear base—there seems to be no such
word as kwanene, or anything similar.

3.1.2. Phonology
Kanien’kéha has a fairly small phonemic inventory, although its particulars are a matter of some
disagreement. Linguists consistently agree that the language has six contrastive vowels, four of
which are oral and two nasalized. A chart from Bonvillain (1973: 41), reproduced below, is
uncontroversial, except that some other researchers (e.g. Hopkins 1988) identify /a/ as a back
vowel:
Chart 1: Vowels (Bonvillain 1973)
High
Mid
Low

Front
i
e

Central
ʌ̃
a

Back
ũ
o

Julian (2010: 213) notes that /a/, /e/, and /o/ are realized as [ɐ], [ɛ], and [ʊ] when unstressed.
Bonvillain (1973: 43) also identifies /ɪ/ as a “peripheral phonemic vowel,” occurring in two
roots: /kɪ́tkɪt/ ‘chicken’, a borrowing from Dutch (Mithun 1999: 312), and /kwɪ́skwɪs/ ‘pig’, as
well as a few words derived from them. Bonvillain (1978: 37) adds the borrowings /tháwsɪn/
‘thousand’ and /kʊ́sɪn/ ‘cushion’, while also identifying a few other nonnative vowels with
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extremely limited distribution: /ʊ/ in /lapahpʊ́t/ ‘catfish’ (from French la barbote) and the
aforementioned /kʊ́sɪn/, plus /ɛ/ in /atálijɛn/ ‘Italian’. The fact that virtually all speakers of
Kanien’kéha are also fluent in English led to speakers incorporating nonnative phonemes in
loanwords. While this is extremely limited in terms of vowels, it is more well established among
consonants, as discussed further below.
Kanien’kéha is a pitch accent language in which stressed vowels receive either rising or
falling tone. Tone is predictable “for the most part,” and, where it is not, “exceptional roots must
be listed in the lexicon with their exceptional stress pattern” (Hopkins 1988: 50; 119). In these
roots, tone is contrastive, as the examples in (17) from Mithun (1977: viii) demonstrate:

(17)

oká:ra’

‘story’

okà:ra’

‘eye’

onón:ta’

‘hill’

onòn:ta’

‘milk’

Stressed vowels may be long as well. Length is rarely contrastive and is almost always
predictable: length occurs in stressed open syllables, unless followed by /hV/, and it never occurs
in closed syllables (Hopkins 1988: 119). (See Postal (1969) for more on whether length is
predictable or contrastive.) Length plus falling tone is found where the vowel precedes /ʔ/ or
/hR/, where R is /h/, /ɹ/, /w/, or /j/ (Michelson 1973: 3). One instance of length being contrastive
is given by Mithun (1996: 160): iawékon ‘it is delicious’ vs. iawé:kon ‘she has eaten’. The
predictability of length is crucial to Hopkins’ (1988: 62) identification of /kw/ as a phoneme,
discussed in section 3.1.2.3 below.
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3.1.2.1. Consonants
There is some disagreement regarding how many contrastive consonants the language has. And
while most agree that the language lacks labial consonants (except for /w/ and /kw/), this is far
more problematic a claim than many have assumed. This section largely provides an overview of
some of the work that others have done on the phonology of Kanien’kéha, before distilling a
phonemic inventory of the language based on their work. Throughout this section, where others’
work is quoted, their transcriptions are adapted to current IPA norms. A fairly broad phonetic
transcription standard is used throughout.

3.1.2.2. Bonvillain and Labials
In her Grammar of Akwesasne Mohawk, Bonvillain (1973: 27) assigns ten consonants to
Akwesasne Kanien’kéha’s phonology. In a later work, Bonvillain (1978: 34) notes that, although
/p/ and /m/ are found only in loanwords, they are in fact phonemic in Kanien’kéha. In Bonvillain
(1984), /t͡s/ is recognized as the underlying affricate common to Kanien’kéha’s varieties, revising
Bonvillain (1973: 27) where /d͡ʒ/ is put forward as the affricate phoneme in Akwesasne. The
below chart thus reflects the sum of Bonvillain’s phonemic inventory for the language, adding
the /p/ and /m/ phonemes to her 1973 chart and replacing /d͡ʒ/ with /t͡s/.
Chart 2: Sum Consonants from Bonvillain (1973; 1978; 1984)

Stops
Affricates
Spirants
Nasals
Laterals
SemiVowels

Bilabial ApicoAlveolar
p
t
͡ts

BladeAlveolar

BladePalatal

DorsoVelar
k

s
m

Glottal
ʔ
h

n
l
j

w
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Note that the absence of /kw/ from the above chart is intentional, as Bonvillain’s (1973)
grammar does not reckon /kw/ a phoneme. This position is revised below, influenced by the
research of Hopkins (1988). /w/ and /kw/ are the only labial consonant phonemes found in
Kanien’kéha’s native vocabulary. Both are reconstructed for Proto-Iroquoian as well, where they
are also the only labials (Julian 2010: 21). However, for more than three centuries, the
Kanien’kehá:ka have been in increasingly close contact with speakers of Indo-European
languages, chiefly English, French, and Dutch. Bilingualism among the Kanien’kehá:ka has been
steadily on the rise throughout that time. All of this has led to the adoption of bilabial
consonants, evidenced by the fact that earlier borrowings from English and French were adapted
to native phonology, while more recent borrowings have retained the bilabial consonants from
their lending language. Compare, for example, /ũwá:liʔ/ ‘Marie’, an old loan, to /atenopíl/
‘automobile’, a more recent one (Bonvillain 1978: 37). In 1948, it was reported that “automobile,
bus, machine, motor […] and other words—are always spoken in English.” That these words
were in no way adapted to Kanien’kéha is attributed to the fact that “when these things were
introduced all of the Mohawk had had some schooling and found little difficulty in pronouncing
the English words directly” (Huot 1948: 150). But even some of the words that “seem to date
from an earlier time,” like bé:nis ‘pennies, pence’ and má:tsiz ‘matches’, had been partially
adapted to indigenous phonology while still adopting the labial consonants from English (151).
As a result of this process, Bonvillain (1984: 319) writes that /p/ and /m/ “have been
incorporated into the phonemic system of the Akwesasne and Caughnawaga dialects.” Most of
the words incorporating labials refer to things unknown to the Kanien’kehá:ka prior to contact
with Europeans, including /malá:sis/ ‘molasses’, /taméto/ ‘tomato’, /d͡ʒolamʌ̃/ ‘German’, and
/támtaks/ ‘thumbtacks’ (Bonvillain 1978: 38). They are also found in given names that were
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adopted fairly late from French, including /aplám/ ‘Abram, Abraham’ and /majís/ ‘Moîse’ (35).10
It has long been recognized that the adoption of loanwords can lead to the introduction of a new
phoneme to a language, as is the case with English /ʒ/ (Grant 2009: 373). See Bonvillain (1973:
36–40 and 1978) for a more thorough discussion of this issue, and Deering and Delisle (1976:
489–490) for a list of first names borrowed from French and English, many of which include
labials.
An interesting discussion of Kanien’kéha labials is in Cuoq (1882). Cuoq describes the
status of labials in Kanien’kéha loanwords, while also mentioning the existence of labials in
native phonology. Cuoq writes that the labials b, p, and m, are not found at all in standard
Kanien’kéha, and that, when Kanien’kehá:ka utter French words containing these sounds, they
change them. To illustrate, he lists four French names that were nativized into Kanien’kéha. The
three which include labials are:

(18)

Tier

‘Pierre’

Kor

‘Paul’

Koris ‘Maurice’

This would seem to indicate that, at least in this variety, labials were not phonemic in
Kanien’kéha until some point after 1882. What is unexpected, however, is that Cuoq places this
discussion within a small section of the work dedicated to the “langage enfantin”—the language
of babies (Cuoq 1882: 191–193). Cuoq provides a list of twenty-two baby talk words along with
their meanings. Among them, Cuoq writes, are several “within which we may notice with

10

A much fuller listing of relevant borrowings is found in Bonvillain (1978: 38). To that should be added /timotón/
‘sheep’, from French des moutons (Mithun 1999: 313).
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surprise the presence of the labials b, p, m, letters completely foreign to the language of adults.”
The relevant examples are given in (19): Cuoq’s spellings are retained, but his French glosses are
translated to English.

(19)

Ba

to express the idea of to embrace, to kiss

Mants

to request to be breastfed

Man

to request to drink, to eat

Mionts

to name cats

Tsiap

to signify a fall in the water

Note that ba is not evidence of /b/, but of /p/. This is because b only appears before a vowel,
where /p/ is regularly realized as [b] in Kanien’kéha. These words are distinctive, not only
because they contain apparently illicit phonemes, but also because they are extremely short.
These two traits are also characteristic of “expressive vocabulary,” the collection of “plops,
squeaks, croaks, sighs, and moans” found across the Iroquoian languages (Mithun 1982: 49).
Expressive vocabulary, which is spoken by adults as well as children, includes imitative words,
exclamations, and greetings. Mithun (1982: 55) describes expressive vocabulary as “an integral
part of each [Iroquoian] language,” which nonetheless behaves quite differently from most of the
lexicon. Phonologically, “such vocabulary violates normal rules of stress placement and contains
sets of gap-filling sounds not found in the rest of the lexicon.” Mithun (1982: 53) records another
Kanien’kéha word containing a labial, which she transcribes as boʔks ‘pow’, the “noise of
someone being hit in the head.” As with ba, this is evidence of /p/, which appears voiced in this
position.
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3.1.2.3. Hopkins (1988) and /kw/
Alice Woodward Hopkins (1988: 45) later approached Kanien’kéha phonology within the
framework of natural generative phonology (NGP). Under this theory, “there is no ‘phonemic
level’ that is transformed into a ‘phonetic level’ by a set of rules” (49). This means that Hopkins
does not provide a phonemic inventory of the language, but rather charts showing “the surface
contrasts in Mohawk. […] These charts are not assumed to represent a level of the underlying
grammar of speakers” (50). Although the theoretical underpinning of Hopkins’ work differs from
that of the others who have worked on the language, the fact that Hopkins’ phones are
contrastive at surface level means that they are at least comparable to the phonemes outlined by
other researchers. Hopkins’ chart is reproduced below.
Chart 3: Consonants from Hopkins (1988)
Stops
Continuants
Affricates
Nasal
Liquid
Glides

Alveolar
t
s
͡ts
n
ɹ

Palatal

j

Velar
k

Labiovelar
kw

Laryngeal
ʔ
h

w

Some of the differences between Hopkins’ and Bonvillain’s charts are because Hopkins worked
with the Kahnawake variety and Bonvillain the Akwesasne. This explains why one has /l/ and
the other /ɹ/, one /t͡s/ and the other /d͡ʒ/. These inter-variety differences are explained further
below.
But the key innovation, on Hopkins’ part, is the introduction of /kw/ as a phoneme in its
own right. This is because the [kw] sequence behaves inconsistently with regards to two rules—
glide vocalization and vowel lengthening—in a way that suggests that [kw] is sometimes a single
segment. The following explanation is adapted from Hopkins (1988: 62–63).
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Under glide vocalization, G → [+voc]/$C_# or $C_C, where G is a glide, $ is a syllable
boundary, and # is a word boundary. When glide vocalization applies, /w/ becomes [o] and /j/
becomes [i]. This rule is “perfectly regular” except in a few cases involving [kw]. For example,
compare (20a) and (20b) below:
(20)

a. tehsenų́njahkw

‘dance!’

b. seɹų́:ko

‘scrape it off!’

c. keɹų́kwas

‘I’m scraping it off’

d. tsó:kwaɹis

‘blackbird’

Both (20a) and (20b) are imperatives ending in roots with a final [kw] string: /hkw/ ‘lift’ for (20a)
and /ɹũkw/ ‘scrape off’ for (20b). Glide vocalization is demonstrated in (20b), where the rootfinal [w] is vocalized to [o]. (20a) shows no glide vocalization, even though the syllabic context
for it is appropriate. This demonstrates that [kw], in (20a), behaves as a single phone, rather than
as two separate sounds in sequence. Vowel lengthening regularly applies to stressed vowels in
open syllables. But compare (20c) and (20d). Vowel lengthening does not occur in (20c), where
the [kw] cluster is divided between two different syllables, [ɹų́k] and [was]. It is worth reiterating
that the [kw] string is part of a single underlying morpheme, /ɹũkw/ ‘scrape off’. On the other
hand, vowel lengthening does occur in (20d), indicating that [kw] serves as the onset of the
second syllable, exactly opposite the way this string behaves in (20c). In other words, [kw]
behaves as a single phone in (20d), indicating that it is in fact /kw/ there; that it behaves as two
separable phones in (20c) demonstrates that not all instances of [kw] are underlyingly /kw/.
Charles Julian (2010) reconstructs the phonemic inventory of Common Mohawk, the
common predecessor of the six different Kanien’kéha language varieties. Julian’s chart, shown in
Chart 4 below, is virtually identical to Hopkins’, with the exception that the place of some
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consonants are identified differently: Julian substitutes “glottal” for “laryngeal,” and includes /w/
and /kw/ as velars rather than labiovelars.
Chart 4: Consonants from Julian (2010)
Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal
Plosive
t
k, kw
ʔ
Nasal
n
Fricative
s
h
Affricate
ts
Approximant
ɹ
j
w
3.1.2.4. Sum Phonemic Inventory
Given the above discussion, I identify the phonemic inventory used by Bonvillain (1973; 1978),
with the additional incorporation of /kw/, after Hopkins (1988), as representative for the
Akwesasne variety of Kanien’kéha. This chart is presented below, with the place and manner
terms brought in line with current IPA standards. /p/ and /m/ are placed in parentheses because,
following Bonvillain’s (1973; 1984) terminology, they are regarded as “marginal” phonemes.
Chart 5: Sum Consonants
Plosive
Affricate
Fricative
Nasal
Approximant
Lateral
Approximant

Bilabial
(p)
(m)

Alveolar
t
͡ts
s
n

Palatal

Velar
k, kw

Glottal
ʔ
h

j

w

l

3.1.2.5. Allophony
Most phonetic transformations in Kanien’kéha are found in only some of the language’s
varieties, and are thus discussed at further length in section 3.2 below. Two, obstruent voicing
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and /hsj/ → /hʃj/, are ubiquitous; another, labiodentalization, in which /wh/ → [f], varies
somewhat.

3.1.2.6. Obstruent Voicing
There is no voicing contrast in Kanien’kéha; voiced obstruents are allophones of their voiceless
counterparts. /t/ and /k/ are both voiced before a vowel or semivowel, although /t/ never occurs
before /w/ (Michelson 1973: 2; Bonvillain 1973: 28). /p/ has a highly limited distribution; it is
voiced before vowels, but never seems to occur before semivowels. /s/ is voiced word-initially
when followed by a vowel, intervocalically, and between /ʔ/ and a vowel (Michelson 1973: 2).
The affricate /t͡s/ is voiced as well, but is subject to additional transformations which vary
between the language varieties, as described in section 3.2.1.5 below.

3.1.2.7. /hsj/ → /hʃj/
There is a fairly general tendency for clusters involving /s/ to be palatalized to [ʃ] before /i/ and
/j/. There is one context for which this is true across all varieties of Kanien’kéha: /hsj/ → [hʃj]
(Michelson 1988: 13; Michelson 1973: 21). However, it occurs in additional contexts in the
Akwesasne, Six Nations, and Tyendinaga varieties, as explored further in section 3.2.1.6 below.

3.1.2.8. Labiodentalization
Where /w/ is followed by the glottal spirant /h/, it is articulated as a single phone, a voiceless
labial fricative. The rule is usually stated as /wh/ → [f] (Michelson 1973: 3; Mithun 1977: vii;
Julian 2010: 221), and Beatty (1972: 124) notes that some speakers in Kahnawake in the early
1970s even wrote /wh/ as ⟨f⟩. However, there is some variety to this articulation. Mithun (1977:
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vii) describes it as “something like an English f.” Boas (1909: 428) describes “a bi-labial f which
appears to be a strengthened, strongly aspirated ‘w,” i.e. [ɸ]. (The apostrophe in Boas’s notation
here represents “breath” (430).) Similarly, at least one language instructor said that “a lot of
people just make the English [fa], but in actuality, it’s not your lip touching your teeth, it’s
actually your two lips touching each other. So you’d say [ɸa] […] But in rapid speech,
sometimes we forget, and we’ll just pronounce it like and English f and say [fa]” (Martin 2013).
In the videos that I have recorded myself, I have not seen [f] occur, but I have not yet consulted
all of the recordings with this issue in mind.
Additionally, Mithun (1977: vii) describes this as occurring not only when /w/ is
followed with /h/, but with /ʔ/ as well. It is unclear whether this is found in all of the language’s
varieties. Julian (2010: 221) characterizes /wh/ → [f] as present in Akwesasne, Kahnawake,
Kanesatake and Wahta. Karin Michelson (1988: 9) earlier noted that “most speakers have a
voiceless labiodental fricative [f] for w” in this context, but did not assert any particular territory.

3.2. Kanien’kéha’s Varieties
In his work on the history of the Iroquoian languages, Julian (2010) identifies Common Mohawk
as the language from which all six varieties of modern Kanien’kéha descend. Those sound
changes found in all modern varieties are reconstructed for Common Mohawk as well; those
found only in a subset of the varieties are innovations that happened afterward. It follows that the
six varieties of Kanien’kéha are distinguished chiefly by pronunciation, although
“morphophonemic” and “lexical differences” do exist as well (Bonvillain 1973: 14). Lexical
differences may also arise even within a given community depending upon one’s religious
affiliation. Gunther Michelson (1973: 21) briefly summarizes some key differences in
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pronunciation between Akwesasne, Kahnawake, and Six Nations. Bonvillain (1984) describes in
detail the differences that characterize the three varieties of Kanien’kéha spoken in Akwesasne,
Kahnawake, and Kanesatake. However, as Bonvillain’s source for Kanesatake is dated to 1882,
while her information on the Akwesasne and Kahnawake varieties comes from her own
fieldwork, I do not include the Kanesatake variety in the below discussion except where relevant
for historical reasons. Finally, Julian (2010: 218–221) summarizes the sound changes found in
the varieties of modern Kanien’kéha.

3.2.1. Phonology
This section is based on Julian (2010: 218–221), Gunther Michelson (1973: 21), and Bonvillain
(1984), with data from Mithun (1979a; 1979b) and Karin Michelson (1988) incorporated as well.
In certain cases, Julian (2010) overgeneralizes rules, e.g. by saying that Akwesasne /t͡s/ → [d͡ʒ]
before all vowels rather than just /i/; Julian’s rule also ignores that /t͡s/ → [d͡ʒ] before /j/ as well.
As such, Julian’s rules are discarded where they directly conflict with those put forward by the
other consulted sources.

3.2.1.1. Nasal backing
Julian (2010: 219) writes that /ʌ̃/ may be backed and rounded due to the presence of /w/ in the
following environments:
/wʌ̃/ → [ũ]/ (h,s)_
This is said to apply in Akwesasne, Kahnawake, Kanesatake, and Wahta.
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3.2.1.2. Tyendinaga vowel lengthening
Julian (2010: 220) describes a process present in Tyendinaga, in which “accented vowels in
antepenultimate syllables [are] lengthened before” /keɹ/, /seɹ/, /teɹ/, /neɹ/ and /nek/. Julian notes
that this “may reflect the retention of an older, dialectal sound change whereby vowels in
penultimate syllables were lengthened when they preceded /Cɹ/ clusters and /nk/.”

3.2.1.3. Approximant variation
In all varieties of Kanien’kéha, there is only one non-semivowel approximant. In Akwesasne, the
/ɹ/ of Common Mohawk has become /l/. Karin Michelson (1988: 9) writes that this is the case in
Six Nations as well, while adding that /ɹ/ surfaces as something between an [ɹ] and [l] in
Kahnawake. Hale (1884: 235) describes an experiment where he and Alexander Melville Bell
separately but simultaneously transcribed the same speech from Kanien’kehá:ka Chief George
Johnson, from Six Nations. /ɹ/ was found in twenty-one words. Hale (1884: 235–236) wrote that
“I found on examination that I had written it ten times with l, ten times with r, and on one
occasion had, in doubt, repeated the word with both orthographies. Mr. Bell has used the l
nineteen times and the r only twice. […] The sound which we heard was really neither r nor l,
but an utterance midway between the two.”

3.2.1.4. Voiceless plosive + /j/
The distinction between /tj/ and /kj/ is lost in most varieties of the language. As of Karin
Michelson’s research in the early 1970s, only those spoken at Six Nations and Tyendinaga
maintained the distinction. Meanwhile, in Akwesasne, both have merged to /kj/. At Kahnawake
and Kanesatake, they merge to /tj/; in Kahnawake, this is realized as [d͡ʒ], as described in 3.2.1.7
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below (Mithun 1979a: 178; Michelson 1973: 21). The examples in (21) below are from Gunther
Michelson (1973).
(21)

English
Six Nations Akwesasne Kahnawake
I am working [wakjóhte] [wakjóhte] [wad͡ʒóhte]
nine
[tjóhtũ]
[kjóhtũ]
[d͡ʒóhtũ]

Owing to its limited distribution, /p/ never occurs before /j/.

3.2.1.5. Affricate
/t͡s/ is involved in several transformations. First is the treatment of /t͡sj/. The approximant is
deleted in this context in two varieties: Bonvillain (1984) describes this as occurring in
Kahnawake, and Mithun (1979a: 178) finds it in Kanesatake as well. At Akwesasne and Six
Nations, approximant deletion happens as well, but two other rules apply beforehand: the sibilant
is palatalized (Michelson 1988: 13), and the affricate is voiced, so that ultimately, /t͡sj/ → [d͡ʒ]
(Michelson 1973: 21).
Secondly, /t͡s/ is subject to the obstruent voicing rule common to all varieties of
Kanien’kéha, described above. Where the varieties differ is in how this allophone is realized. In
Kahnawake, Kanesatake, and Wahta, /t͡s/ is voiced as [d͡z] prevocalically. In Akwesasne, Six
Nations, and Tyendinaga, the sibilant is palatalized in certain contexts, so that /t͡s/ → [d͡ʒ] before
[i] (Michelson 1973: 21; Michelson 1988: 13), while it surfaces as [d͡z] before other vowels.
Gunther Michelson (1973: 21) illustrates the affricate transformations with reference to otsì:tsja’
‘flower’. The example in (22) below is adapted from there.

(22)

English Six Nations Akwesasne Kahnawake
flower [od͡ʒì:d͡ʒa]
[od͡ʒì:d͡ʒa] [od͡zì:d͡za]
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It follows from these rules that, in Kahnawake, [t͡s] and its voiced counterpart [d͡z] can
result from either /t͡s/ or /t͡sj/. This results in some spelling divergences between the different
varieties. For example, in Akwesasne, the spelling otsì:tsia is preferred, while at Kahnawake,
otsì:tsa prevails.

3.2.1.6. /s/ backing
Section 3.1.2.7 describes a situation wherein /s/ is palatalized to [ʃ]. Section 3.2.1.5 describes the
sibilant segment of /t͡s/ being palatalized as well, resulting ultimately in [d͡ʒ] in certain varieties.
Another instance of sibilant palatalization applies in Six Nations, Tyendinaga, Kahnawake, and
Kanesatake where /hs/ → [hʃ]/ _i (Julian 2010: 221; Michelson 1988: 13; Mithun 1979b: 344).

3.2.1.7. /t/ affrication
Julian (2010: 221) notes that /t/ is realized as an affricate in Kahnawake, Kanesatake, and Wahta,
under two conditions:
/t/ → [d͡ʒ]/_j
/t/ → [t͡ʃ]/_hj

3.2.2. Lexicon
The lexical differences that Bonvillain (1984) describes have to do with the divergent adoption
of loanwords. In general, more French loans are found in Kahnawake, owing to the community’s
proximity to French-speaking populations. In Akwesasne, two words are used for gravy: the
indigenous ohsè:hal and the loanword lasós, from French la sauce. The words have slight
variation in meaning, with the former meaning ‘thick gravies, mush, dough,’ and the latter
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‘gravy’. At Kahnawake, meanwhile, only rasós is used. (Recall that Akwesasne /l/ is an /ɹ/
everywhere else.) Another example is otsíhkwa ‘tuber.’ At Akwesasne, this word is used for
beets, carrots, turnips, or other tubers. However, at Kahnawake we find rakarót ‘carrot’, a
borrowing from the French la carotte, which coexists with the general otsíhkwa.
Other regional differences involve the noun-like verbs described in section 3.1.1.3.8
above. In Kahnawake, iónhnhe’, which literally translates to ‘it is alive,’ is the conventional term
for Jell-O, while in Akwesasne, iónhnhe’ has no such meaning (Mithun 1984: 44). Mithun
(1979c: 40) describes how these sorts of regional differences can give rise to humorous
situations, writing that:
Numerous jokes arise from the differences in conventionalized interpretations among
communities. When a woman from Ahkwesahsne was asked what her husband did for a
living, she proudly replied:
rarista’kehró:non’
‘he-iron-on-resides’ → ‘He is an ironworker’.
A great peal of laughter greeted her innocent remark in Caughnawaga, where the verb is
interpreted:
→ ‘he rides the rails’ ‘he is a hobo’
During my fieldwork in Akwesasne, I was also told that Christians and non-Christians generally
use different words for the days of the week. These day-names are outlined in Table 11 below,
adapted from Ontario Native Literacy Coalition (2010: 29).

Table 11: Days of the Week
English
Monday

Christian
awententa’ón’ke

Non-Religious
kiokierénhton ‘the first day’
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‘the end of the holy day’
Tuesday
ratironhia’kehronón:ke
‘the day of the angels’
Wednesday soséhne ‘St. Joseph’s day’
Thursday
karistiiáhne
‘the place where the host is kept’
Friday
ronwaia’tanontaktónhne
‘he was nailed to the cross’
Saturday
entákta ‘the day of weddings’
Sunday

tekenihá:ton ‘the second day’
ahsenhá:ton ‘the third day’
kaierihá:ton ‘the fourth day’
wiskhá:ton ‘the fifth day’

iahiakhá:ton ‘the sixth day’
tsi ienaktóhares ‘when you clean the beds’
awentatekenhtí:ke ‘the holy day’ tsiatakhá:ton ‘the seventh day’

While it might be expected that Christians use the Christian day-names, and non-Christians the
others, there is not total uniformity. For example, at Six Nations, the Christian Iawententá:’on is
used for Monday while the non-Christian names are used from Tuesday onward, with tsi
ienaktóhares for Saturday. It is unclear what name is used for Sunday (SNPL 2019). Mithun’s
(1977) spelling dictionary meant for language learners includes both Christian and non-Christian
day names (without classifying them as such), except for Monday, for which only the Christian
name is used. Deering and Delisle’s (1976: 136) teaching grammar lists only the Christian
words, but notes that “today’s speakers of Mohawk will hardly ever” use them anyway, instead
using “the English equivalents […] even in an all-Mohawk conversation” (149). It is not clear
when the day-name split began. A 19th-century Anglican prayer book uses only the ordinal,
irreligious day names (Davis 1837). Probably because of the sensitive nature of this topic, I can
find nothing having been overtly written about it.

3.3. Documentation
Kanien’kéha has been judged “one of the best documented of the Iroquoian languages” (Mithun
1979a: 154). Consistent with most documentation of Indigenous languages in North America,
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early efforts were largely driven by extralinguistic interests, particularly trade and religious
conversion. A passage from Long (1791: x) is illustrative:
With regard to the Iroquois, or Mohawk tongue, which is peculiar to the Five and Six
Nation Indians, it is not necessary in the fur trade beyond Michillimakinac; and if it were,
there are not wanting printed authorities sufficient to instruct:— this consideration has
induced me to give only the numerals, and a few words in the language.
Terminologically, this passage is in line with most pre-20th century documenters (e.g. Cuoq
1882) who routinely called the language “Iroquoian,” as it was the Iroquoian language spoken in
closest proximity to major Euro-American population centers like Albany and Montreal. By far
the majority of documentation has been textual, although audio and video resources exist as well.

3.3.1. Text
Most documentation of Kanien’kéha is textual. John Constantine Pilling’s (1888) Bibliography
of the Iroquoian Languages lists many printed and manuscript texts written in the language from
the 17th through 19th centuries, and Chafe (1976: 19–20) provides a summary of Kanien’kéha
dictionaries and linguistic studies from the 19th century to the 1970s. Documentation was carried
out by all of the colonial European cultures which came into extended contact with the
Kanien’kehá:ka—the Dutch, the French, the English, and, later on, the Canadians and
Americans—as well as, eventually, the Kanien’kehá:ka themselves.
Kanien’kéha has been written since the early 17th century, when a wordlist of numbers
and months was printed in a newspaper by Nicolaes Janszoon Van Wassenaer (1624: 147 recto).
Another early wordlist, described as “the earliest known philological treatment of the Mohawk
language in existence,” was written by Harmen Meyndertst Van den Bogaert between 1634 and
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1635 (Michelson 2013: 55). A pamphlet by Johannes Megapolensis, Jr., published in 1644,
records several words and phrases (Jameson 1909: 176–179). Interestingly, Megapolensis also
mentions a trade jargon used by the Europeans who lived in the area, which was developed
because “there is no Christian here who understands the language thoroughly.” He also reports
his intentions to make a vocabulary of Kanien’kéha, but expresses his difficulty with elicitation
and his incomprehension of the difficult morphology (172). It is unclear if such a vocabulary was
ever composed. Early transcription was ad hoc, with no particular orthographic traditions yet
established for the language. 17th-century wordlists used the Latin alphabet with European
writing norms applied. Thus ⟨c⟩ and ⟨k⟩ alternate at random for /k/, and both ⟨g⟩ and ⟨d⟩ appear
for intervocalic /k/ and /t/ (Michelson 2013: 56–67).
Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, standardized orthographies were separately
developed for the language by English- and French-influenced missionaries for religious
purposes. See Monaghan (2005: 166–188) for more on the history of Anglican–Kanien’kéha
relations and their connection to Kanien’kehá:ka literacy. Tone, vowel length, and glottal stops
were routinely ignored in both orthographic traditions well into the 20th century. The French
tradition prevailed in most communities, but the English long held sway at Six Nations and
Tyendinaga. The Franco-Kanien’kéha standard became the basis of today’s Kanien’kéha
orthography (Lazore 1993).
French missionaries early worked towards standardizing Kanien’kéha orthography, with
innovations including the use of ⟨en⟩ and ⟨on⟩ for /ʌ̃/ and /ũ/, a practice still in use today (Lazore
1993). They also incorporated special characters in their transcriptions, including Greek letters.
This is found in Bruyas’ dictionary of Kanien’kéha roots, written in the late 1600s (published in
1862). Some examples: /kh/ and /th/ are ⟨χ⟩ and ⟨θ⟩, respectively; /h/ appears as ⟨h⟩ syllable-
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initially, but as ⟨c⟩ before consonants; and /o/ appears as ⟨ô⟩, ⟨o⟩, and ⟨ȣ⟩, which is also used for
/w/ (Michelson 1981: 96-97; Tarantelli 2015: 75). For more on Bruyas’ transcription system, see
Dinneen (1990). Cuoq (1882: 203) describes how the use of Greek characters to represent
heavily aspirated sounds was common among the early Jesuits, and convenient enough for
manuscript writing. But as printers rarely had enough Greek characters on hand, in “large, small,
and non-capital” varieties, the practice was done away with for print.
But while most of the special characters so characteristic of early French Kanien’kéha
orthography were abandoned, ⟨ȣ⟩ was modified to ⟨8⟩ and remained in French use to represent
/w/ nearly two centuries on. In his 1866 study of Indigenous languages, Cuoq (9) notes that
“twelve [letters] suffice” to represent Kanien’kéha’s sound system: ⟨a, e, f, h, i, k, n, o, r, s, t, 8⟩,
and that “the character 8 […] is equivalent to the English W.” But only a few decades later, Cuoq
(1882: 203) set ⟨8⟩ aside as well, finding that it, too, had become too burdensome to print; for
reasons of technology, ⟨w⟩ thus became standard in the French as well as English tradition.
The English, on the other hand, always favored a Latin alphabet unmodified by special
characters, apart from the occasional accent mark or apostrophe. This is seen, for example, in
Another Tongue Brought In, the first printed book in Kanien’kéha (McLachlan 1908: 3). This
was a Puritan text meant explicitly to help English and Dutch Protestants to curb the influence of
“Popish Missionaries” on the Kanien’kehá:ka (Freeman 1707: 2). But although the English who
set Kanien’kéha to text all used the same alphabet, their spellings were often widely divergent.
Comparing the aforementioned pamphlet to a later primer from the same century (Claus 1786)
illustrates this point. The Biblical eighth commandment from both texts is shown below, along
with a translation into modern Kanien’kéha.
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(23)

Today Tóhsa ensenénhsko ‘Thou shalt not steal’
1707

Tagen Esennensko (Freeman 1707: 11)

1786

Toghsaok aghsenóskoh (Claus 1786: 47)

The esennensko of 1707 and the aghsenóskoh of 1786 both clearly transcribe the same word,
today’s ensenénhsko, but take drastically different approaches to the nasalized vowels: one
writer’s ⟨e⟩ and ⟨en⟩ are the other’s ⟨agh⟩ and ⟨ó⟩. Toghsaok is a historic form of the
contemporary tóhsa, the primary difference being the retention of the older -k. Final consonant
loss is a widespread phenomenon in Kanien’kéha, and is documented as occurring on some
words as far back as 1882 (Bonvillain 1984: 318). I have not been able to find an explanation of
tagen, but its prohibitional meaning is contextually clear.
As those who wrote the language learned more about Kanien’kéha’s phonology,
graphemic inventories slimmed. Claus (1780) describes a “kind of Orthographical Standard” that
had been achieved, allowing for “the Indians [to] go in writing their own Tongue.” This standard,
established in 1769 by Anglican missionaries, had become “the most familiar the Indians are
now acquainted with.” It used sixteen letters: ⟨a, c, d, e, g, h, i, k, n, o, r, s, t, u, w, y⟩. ⟨g⟩ appears
predominantly in the ⟨gh⟩ cluster, used, along with ⟨hh⟩, as an established way of representing
“Gutturals”—often /h/ or /kh/, but sometimes nasalized vowels, as with ⟨agh⟩ for [ʌ̃] in (23)
above—although ⟨g⟩ alone does sometimes appear intervocalically as well.
The French- and English-influenced orthographies diverged primarily when it came to
voiced plosives, approximants, and nasalized vowels. A 1777 French Roman Catholic primer
printed in Montreal used a twelve-letter alphabet for writing Kanien’kéha ⟨a, e, i, o, 8, h, g, k, n,
r, s, t⟩ (Anonymous 1777). Meanwhile, the English maintained a larger graphemic inventory,
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using ⟨d⟩ and ⟨y⟩ well into the nineteenth century; many in Six Nations and Tyendinaga still use
these characters today. Tarantelli (2015: 13) highlights the divergence between these two
orthographic traditions by comparing the ways that John Hill (1842) and Joseph Marcoux (1852)
wrote the translated titles of the Book of Common Prayer. The color-coded example below is
adapted from Tarantelli.

(24)

Hill (1842)

Kaghyadousera Yoedereanayeadaghwa

Marcoux (1852)

Kaiatonsera

Ionterennaientak8a

By the 20th century, the French system had achieved clear prominence over that used by
the English. This can be ascribed largely to the fact that the French system was simply used by
more Kanien’kehá:ka, since it was dominant in Akwesasne, Kahnawake, and Kanesatake, while
the English system prevailed at Tyendinaga and Six Nations. Beatty (1972: 122–123) wrote that
the orthographic system that was in use at Kahnawake in 1970 and 1971, which was largely
identical to the French system established centuries earlier, “serve[d] its purpose rather well for
fluent speakers (although even they, on occasion ha[d] some difficulty with it),” but that it was
“very difficult to use in teaching.” He highlighted some specific problems: since [ʔ] was never
transcribed, such pairs as otá:ra ‘brim of a hat’ and o’tára ‘clan’ were both written ⟨otara⟩, and
since word- or syllable-final [h] was not transcribed, okáhra’ ‘eye’, oká:ra’ ‘story’ and ohká:ra’
‘kindling wood’ were all written ⟨okara⟩. See Beatty (1972: 122–124) for more on this system.
When, in the 1970s, educators, translators, and Elders in Kahnawake and Kanesatake
began work on developing a new standard writing system for the language, in order to improve
literacy and facilitate language learning, it was only natural for them to base their efforts on the
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French system with which they were most familiar (Lazore 1993; Mithun 1979b: 347).
Akwesasne early adopted this updated writing system as well. Discussions of its development are
given in Mithun (1979b) and Lazore (1993).
The major innovation of this orthography, driven as it was by Indigenous speakers, was
the introduction of diacritics to mark stress ⟨´⟩, length ⟨:⟩, and, later, tone ⟨´⟩, ⟨`⟩. Additionally,
the apostrophe, which had been intermittently used for [ʔ], was formally adopted for consistent
use. This orthography was designed to help language learners, particularly those “learning
Mohawk as a second language instead of a mother tongue” (Mithun 1977: v). One dictionary
meant for learners, printed in 1987 and revised in 1991, included “a note to our elderly people”
regarding the orthographic developments of the previous decades:
The system of writing that is in use presently has proven to be easier to read and better
for pronunciation of words. Most of you are accustomed to writing in syllable form and
may find this new system not suitable but it works better for people learning the
language. (Nolan 1991: i)
The system was refined over time. For example, Deering & Delisle (1976) did not
differentiate tones, using an acute ⟨´⟩ to mark stress instead; Mithun (1977) later distinguished
rising ⟨´⟩ and falling ⟨`⟩ tones, incorporating symbols earlier used by linguistic researchers (e.g.
Michelson 1973) into a teaching dictionary. Six Nations retained an orthography based on the
English system until 1988, when their Mohawk Immersion School began using the new standard;
in the early 1990s, Tyendinaga’s education system was using a similar orthography to that found
in the other communities, albeit with the continued use of ⟨g⟩ and ⟨d⟩. In 1993, a standardized
orthography was developed by the Mohawk Language Standardisation Conference, with
representatives of all six Kanien’kehá:ka communities and consultation from Marianne Mithun
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(Lazore 1993). This system has a built-in allowance for spelling variations where they reflect
pronunciation differences across varieties. Although Six Nations has largely adopted this
standardized orthography, ⟨g⟩, ⟨d⟩ and ⟨y⟩ still see continued use, for example in Deyohahá:ge,
the Indigenous Knowledge Centre at Six Nations Polytechnic.
In addition to the everyday orthographies discussed above, it is worth discussing the
scientific writing systems also put forward for Kanien’kéha transcription. The later 19th century
saw increased interest in studying the language itself, and researchers worked to transcribe
Kanien’kéha speech phonetically, using, for example, the visible speech system of Alexander
Melville Bell (Hale 1884: 234; Bell 1903). This linguistic turn coincided with an interest in
documenting Indigenous beliefs and cultural habits, and massive amounts of Iroquoian folklore
were recorded (Wonderley 2010: 15). Horatio Hale (1883) published The Iroquois Book of Rites,
featuring substantial anthropological information on the Haudenosaunee cultures, as well as
Kanien’kéha and Onondaga versions of the same text, each with facing-page translations into
English. An exemplar representation of this holistic notion of documentation—linguistic and
cultural—is John Hewitt’s (1903) Iroquoian Cosmology, a comparative study containing the
Iroquoian cosmology according to Onondaga, Seneca, and Kanien’kehá:ka sources. Hewitt’s
transcription system is worth a bit of discussion. On pages 139–140, he lays out a 39 character
alphabet with each glyph explained phonetically, with “g as in gig […] k as in kick,” and so on.
But Postal (1964: 270) points out that this is “very misleading,” as “in the actual Mohawk texts
Hewitt pays no attention to this and systematically writes k for phonetic [g] (and t for [d], s for
[z]) since voicing is not phonemic” in the language. In other words, although Hewitt lays out a
precise phonetic alphabet, he in fact transcribes phonemically, at least as far as obstruent voicing
is concerned. (Postal notes that Hewitt does use “g, d, z, etc.” for the Seneca and Onondaga
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content.) Rudes (1994) compares Hewitt’s transcriptions favorably to those provided by Boas
(1909) for the same words, praising Hewitt’s accurate phonemic transcription of /t/, /k/, and
consonant clusters, as well as his consistent and accurate representation of the glottal stop, a
vexatious phone for many transcriptionists at the time (Rudes 1994: 469).
Several dictionaries of Kanien’kéha were composed before the 20th century, often
intertwined with religious purposes. Jacques Bruyas, whose aforementioned seventeenth-century
dictionary of Kanien’kéha roots has been essential for much historical linguistic work on
Iroquoian languages, was a Jesuit missionary and also composed a catechism and prayer book.
The Lexicon der Macquaischen Sprachen by Moravian missionary Christopher Pyrlaeus (1742)
blends lexicographic work with translated Biblical and religious texts (Erben 2013: 309). And
Sulpician missionary Jean-André Cuoq conducted linguistic analyses of Iroquoian and
Algonquian languages (1866), compiled an indispensable dictionary (1882), and prepared a
religious handbook (1860) and processional for use in Roman Catholic ceremonies (1864). These
contrast with the secular works produced in the 20th century, including a learner-oriented spelling
dictionary (Mithun 1977) and scholarly grammars and lexicons (Bonvillain 1973; Michelson
1973). Also of note is Kanien’kéha’ Okara’sho’n:’a [Mohawk Stories], edited by Marianne
Williams (1976). This work, also geared towards students, contains dozens of “legends, histories,
anecdotes, omens,” and poems as recounted by contemporary speakers. Some of these texts also
feature interlinear English translations.
Kanien’kéha texts can now be found regularly online, including everything from
educational materials to social media posts. One innovative online resource is kanienkeha.net, a
crowdsourced English-Kanien’kéha dictionary with cultural and linguistic revitalization as its
driving principle: “with help from you and our elders we can create a digital inventory of the
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language and discuss the cultural significance behind each word.” The dictionary contains over
2,600 entries, some of which list alternative translations as well. The site invites users to add
words, and entries provide links for users to suggest alternative translations. The site also hosts a
blog, although it has not been updated since November 2017. Another page lists “additional
resources,” scholarly works about linguistic and cultural topics which are available for download
as .pdf’s, and another hosts the full text of Lazore (1993), The Mohawk Language
Standardisation Project.
That being said, Kanien’kéha materials are absent from most archives (as listed in Ostler
2008) including the Endangered Languages Archive (ELAR), the Linguistic Data Consortium
(LDC), the LACITO Archive, and DOBES. The only Kanien’kéha item in The Rosetta Project is
the aforementioned La Galissonniere (1700s). The Open Language Archives Committee (OLAC)
contains one corpus drawn from online texts, the 180,835-word “Crúbadán language data for
Mohawk,” with data pulled from websites, predominantly blogs, in 2018. An Crúbadán—‘The
Crawler’ in Irish—is a web crawler built specially for the “automatic development of large text
corpora for minority languages” (Ostler 2008: 462).

3.3.2. Audio and Video
There is scant information on early audio recordings of Kanien’kéha. Hewitt (1903: 136–137)
describes having “recorded” accounts of the Iroquoian cosmology from Onondaga, Seneca, and
Kanien’kehá:ka sources; since his recording was conducted between 1889 and 1900, it is
possible that he used the wax cylinder phonograph, but it is also possible that his phonetic
transcriptions are the only recordings that he produced. The fate of Hewitt’s phonographic
records, if any were indeed made, is unknown. In the United States, The Federal Cylinder Project
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records no materials in Kanien’kéha/Mohawk. The Canadian Museum of History holds a fairly
extensive wax cylinder collection which was largely digitized by 2003 (“The Singing Wax”
2003). (Materials in the Canadian Museum of History’s collection are identified in this section
by their library control numbers.) Despite the digitization, as of April 2020, there is no apparent
way to stream or download these materials. Their two wax cylinder recordings described as
containing Kanien’kéha-language content may be the only such recordings to survive: one, made
by William H. Mechling in 1911 (III-E-1T) includes a “Mohawk song, by Jim Paul”; another,
made by Marius Barbeau in 1912 (III-I-6T), records “the story of [the] origin” of “the O’Kiwe,”
as recounted by Ezekial Hill and recorded near Six Nations. It is unclear what is meant by “the
O’Kiwe” in Barbeau’s notes, but a reference to “the Dwarf Legend of O’Kiwe” in the catalogue
entry suggests a connection to the Iakotinenioia’ks, “the little people” of Iroquoian belief.11 A
story about the Iakotinenioia’ks is written, with interlinear English translation, in Horne (1976),
and video 10 of the 360º corpus features a story about the Iakotinenioia’ks being read and a
participant conversing with me, in English, about the belief. Several other recordings in this
collection, made by Barbeau in the first half of the 20th century, are specified as containing
recordings “in Iroquoian.” Examples include III-I-8T and III-I-9T. These were recorded on the
Six Nations reserve, and may contain Kanien’kéha content although they are not labelled as
such.
The Museum’s collection also features many more recent recordings, most of which are
not digitized. A large portion of these contain songs. One recording created specifically for
linguistic purposes was made by Marcel Rioux in 1956 at Kanesatake, and includes “speech in
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Other materials from the Canadian Museum of History contradict the catalog summary, which indicates a
“Mohawk” origin for the O’Kiwe materials, and suggest a connection to “the snake myth among the Wyandots.”
https://www.historymuseum.ca/geos/marius-barbeau-fonds-huron-wyandot-inventory-e.pdf
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Mohawk for linguistic purposes” (III-I-19T). Another is an elicited wordlist of “clans, lineage
terms,” and “chief’s titles” as recounted by Chief Thomas and recorded by Michael K. Foster at
Six Nations in 1974 (III-I-220T). There are three recordings made by Gunther Michelson
(mislabeled “Michaelson” in the catalogue) in 1965 in Kahnawake: two, III-I-36T and III-I-37T,
consist of “vocabulary” as spoken by Mrs. Mae Montour, and one, III-I-38T, contains “Mohawk
legends.”
There are also three audio reels recorded by Nancy Bonvillain in 1970 in Akwesasne: IIII-60T and III-I-61T contain verbs as spoken by Beatrice Burns, and III-I-62T contains a
“lexicon” spoken by Mary Thomas. Many of Bonvillain’s fieldnotes are in the Museum’s
collection as well, as are two documents labelled “Akwesasne conversations,” presumably
transcriptions drawn from a recording or recordings not in the collection (III-I-113M and III-I114M). The Museum also holds the audiocassettes made to accompany Deering & Delisle
(1976).
The American Philosophical Society’s (APS) collections include a number of audio
recordings made in the 20th century, many of which have been digitized and are accessible online
upon request (American Philosophical Society n.d.). “Material on Iroquois Dialects and
Languages” (4 hours, 25 minutes) contains “administered mutual intelligibility tests, stories, and
conversations” recorded in several Iroquoian languages. These were recorded in 1950 for a
project testing mutual intelligibility and published in Hickerson, Turner & Hickerson (1952).
Recordings were made simultaneously on wire and magnetic tape, with the tape meant to be
archived (Hickerson, Turner & Hickerson 1952: 1), but the recordings in the APS collection are
later tape copies made from the wire originals (American Philosophical Society n.d.). Some other
items in the APS’s collections include “Iroquois personal names” (4 hours, 54 minutes), a 1951
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reading of over 6,000 Kanien’kéha first names compiled by Charles A. Cooke from 1900 to
1951, and “Mohawk Narratives” (11 minutes), a 1983 recording of three stories told by Grace
Curotte and recorded by Alice W. Hopkins at Kahnawake. Some other recordings are found in
their Floyd G. Lounsbury Papers collection.
OLAC lists some materials in Kanien’kéha, although they are not for the most part
available for public access. Of note are four “primary texts,” or audio recordings, created by
Marianne Mithun from 1982–1983, including a song, “the longest word in Mohawk,” and two
conversations in Kanien’kéha. The Endangered Languages Project’s (ELP) publicly-available
resources for Kanien’kéha include twenty two audio recordings made for educational purposes
by the Ahkwesasne Mohawk Board of Education. Those from the Everyday Mohawk CD include
vocabulary lists arranged by topic (e.g. “shopping,” “everyday expressions”). There are also
several songs from the Kanien’keha Konterennotha CD. ELP dates these materials to 1970,
although they were really recorded in 2004. ELP also links to several videos in Kanien’kéha,
hosted on YouTube, made for educational purposes, and including songs, short skits, and
lessons.
Also of note are three episodes of Ionkwaká:raton (Our Stories) produced by Akwesasne
TV in 2016 and presently viewable on Akwesasne TV’s YouTube channel.12 These videos
feature Kanien’kéha conversations between Loran Thompson and Francis Boots about topics of
cultural interest, including European colonization and environmental issues. These
conversations, produced for educational purposes, are topic-oriented and viewer-directed, so they
are not completely naturalistic. However, they are not scripted and contain considerable speaker
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyeQMqJSeCmeH2LRTXE0QLg
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improvisation within this framework. It should be mentioned that both Thompson and Boots
have participated in the VR corpus as well.
A tremendous amount of Kanien’kéha documentation is deposited with Deyohahá:ge, the
Indigenous Knowledge Centre at Six Nations Polytechnic. Their collections include teaching
materials, audio recordings of numerous ceremonies, songs, speeches, stories, hymns, and
conversations. There is also a recording of an “orthography meeting” from 1994—presumably
part of the Mohawk Language Standardisation Conference’s efforts (Six Nations Polytechnic
2016: Appendix 16). These materials are not available for online access, but may be available to
researchers working locally.
Many recordings are also held in the collections of the Woodland Cultural Center (WCC)
in Brantford, ON. The WCC’s archives are largely digitized. Most materials are explicitly
educational in nature, including vocabulary lists, sample stories, and recordings meant to be used
with particular curricula (like Deering & Delisle 1976). There are also recordings of singing,
including religious music, and several undescribed “Mohawk language tape[s]”. However, these
are deemed culturally sensitive by the WCC, who notes that “access is highly restricted, and it is
unlikely that external researchers will be granted access” (WCC 2016: 1). It is worth noting that
there is some overlap between the WCC and Deyohahá:ge collections, including three audio
recordings of conversations: one between John Maracle, Raymond Miller, and Frank Miller,
another between Vina Loft, Peter Loft, Frank Miller, and Viki Caroll, and a third with only one
named participant, Ruth Isaacs. These three conversations all document the Six Nations variety
of Kanien’kéha. Although access to these materials is limited by the WCC, they may be
accessible to researchers at Deyohahá:ge. Both collections also hold recordings of various
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“speakers meeting[s]” and “speakers dinner[s]”, although it is unclear if these are recordings of
different events.
As it stands, there is no known purpose-built corpus of audio or video materials in
Kanien’kéha. An ad hoc corpus may be created by stringing together the various audio and video
materials mentioned above, but this gives a limited representation of the language. Most
materials are either focused explicitly on education, or are recordings of culturally important
speeches, including ceremonies and monologues. Resources on spontaneous speech are highly
limited, and access to them is generally restricted.
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II. LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION
1. DEFINING LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION
Language documentation is a term with several meanings. Under the most general of definitions,
all text-creation is language documentation by coincidence. This underlies the development of
most corpora, which are generally composed of preexisting spoken or written texts created for
disparate purposes (Hunston 2008). One example relevant to endangered language work is the
An Crúbadán webcrawler, mentioned in the prior chapter, which automatically searches the
Internet for websites written in a given minority language and compiles them, creating a corpus
of written texts for that language.
Many dormant languages are documented in manuscripts and runestones, graffiti and clay
tablets, monumental engravings and ephemeral scribblings with at least two things in common:
they were produced by people who spoke the language in which they are composed, and the
purpose for their production was something other than documenting the language. While these
documents are extremely valuable, the disjunct between their purpose of creation (e.g. to
commemorate a battle) and their utility today (i.e. to learn about a language) leads to some
problems. For example, the many lexical gaps in Gothic, a dormant East Germanic language,
result from the fact that nearly all of what we know about the language comes from the
fragmentary Bible translations made by Wulfila in the fourth century A.D. (Fulk 2018: 19).13 As
a result, the Greek loanwords for ‘synagogue’ and ‘Phoenician’ survive (swnagōgē and
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The earliest work on the language written for explicitly linguistic purposes is a letter written in 1562 by Ogier
Ghiselin de Busbecq, a Flemish ambassador to the Ottoman Empire. De Busbecq had heard about Crimeans who
spoke a Germanic language, and was eager to learn about their language’s similarity to his native Dutch. He spoke
with two consultants over dinner, and collected “four phrases and 18 cardinal numbers, and three lines of a song
without translation—in all 101 separate forms” (Chelliah & de Reuse 2011: 46). Whether Crimean Gothic is in fact
a descendant of the language in Wulfila’s Bible is a matter of some contention, but it is certainly the last recorded
East Germanic language (Fulk 2018: 20).
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fwnikiska, respectively), while what must have been relatively more commonplace words, like
those for ‘bone’, ‘egg’, and ‘leg’, are unattested (Fulk 2018: 20; Lehmann 1986).
In this chapter, when I write “language documentation,” I have another phenomenon in
mind: the intentional documentation of a language. This, too, is a rather broad definition. It is not
restricted to any particular methodology, encompassing the work of explorers and traders as well
as Boasian anthropologists and contemporary documentary linguists. This sort of documentation
is usually, but not always, conducted by people who do not actually speak the language of
inquiry. Of course, there are many exceptions. Pāṇini’s Sanskrit grammar, composed around 500
BCE and considered perhaps “the first major work in phonological theory,” was written at a time
when Sanskrit “was no longer acquired natively by children,” and may have been an attempt to
“save an endangered, moribund, or artificially preserved language” (Blevins 2007: 1–2). Several
Indigenous North American linguists who have worked on their own languages are mentioned in
Chelliah & de Reuse (2011: 55–56). One is J.N.B. Hewitt, a Tuscarora linguist and folklorist
who worked extensively on Northern Iroquoian languages, including Kanien’kéha. It is
noteworthy that Hewitt grew up speaking English, and learned Tuscarora around the age of 11. A
very positive assessment of Hewitt’s contributions to linguistics, factoring in his published and
unpublished works, is given by Rudes (1994).
The history of language documentation has been largely shaped by available
technologies, all of which have their own benefits and limitations. Although a thorough history
of language documentation is beyond the scope of this dissertation, some understanding of the
discipline’s history is necessary in considering directions that might be taken in the future,
including the incorporation of 360º video. While this chapter thus presents a brief history of
language documentation, particular attention is paid to how technological means and theoretical
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methods have been employed to provide as complete and felicitous a documentation as possible.
One further refinement: while language documentation is a global endeavor, the present chapter
focuses primarily on the North American context, as that is the situation most pertinent to the
present work.
In section 2, I discuss the early North American language documentation, which was
carried out by explorers and missionaries. The work carried out by these documenters is of
tremendous value, although they faced considerable limitations, both methodological and
technological. Section 2.1 points to the limitations of written text, the only technology
available for language documenters until about 130 years ago. Section 3 concerns salvage
documentation and the phonograph, the prevailing mindset of, and the principle new
technology used by, language documenters from 1890 until about 1940. Section 3.1 concerns the
Boasian trinity, the dictionary-grammar-text triad historically regarded as the ideal output of
researchers working on underdescribed languages. Section 4 discusses the magnetic tape, the
first widely-used successor to the phonograph cylinder, which prevailed until about the late 20th
century, and section 4.1 discusses the way that text collection practices changed in the mid–late
20th century. Finally, section 5 discusses the dual innovations of digital technology and
documentary linguistics, the linguistic discipline developed following Himmelman’s (1998)
call for the reconsideration of documentation along maximalist lines. The practices and standards
of documentary linguistics are largely enabled thanks to the coincidental development of widelyavailable, high-quality digital technology. Today, documentary linguistics is also widely known
as language documentation (or LD), but this chapter prefers the former term to avoid confusion.
Certainly the language documentation conducted by 17th-century missionaries in no way
conforms to the standards of the discipline established after Himmelmann (1998).
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Further reading can be found in several excellent sources, including Brian Hochman’s
(2014) Savage Preservation, which covers much of the pre-1940s “salvage” efforts in the United
States. At least one entire book has been published just about the impact of Edison’s phonograph
on ethnography, A Spiral Way (Brady 1999). Chapter three of Chelliah & de Reuse’s (2011: 33–
65) Handbook of Descriptive Linguistic Fieldwork concerns the history of linguistic fieldwork,
with considerations far beyond the North American context attended to in the present chapter.
Additionally, several articles consider the enduring impact of Franz Boas’s methods of
documentation and archiving, including Henke & Berez-Kroeker (2016) and Epps, Webster &
Woodbury (2017). Reflections on Language Documentation: 20 Years After Himmelmann 1998
(McDonnell, Berez-Kroeker & Holton 2018), an anthology with contributions from dozens of
scholars working in this field, is indispensable.

2. EARLY NORTH AMERICAN LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION
Beginning with the arrival of Europeans in the Americas, the documentation of languages spoken
by the continents’ Indigenous inhabitants was conducted as part of larger colonial projects.
Language documentation was often carried out by explorers, missionaries, and merchants, who
might record anything from a brief wordlist, like Van Wassenaer (1624), to an elaborate
dictionary, like Bruyas (1862 [late 17th-century]). These efforts were often conducted without
any clear methodology, apart from perhaps comparisons to the grammars of Classical languages,
or a notion of pragmatic utility.
Languages were documented primarily insofar as they might bear upon efforts to trade, to
forge military alliances, and to effect the religious conversion of Indigenous people. Kilarski
(2018) finds much to praise in the documentation of Algonquian and Iroquoian languages by
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17th-century French and British missionaries, who, although faced with serious limitations, were
still successful in recognizing and describing such grammatical features as phonological gaps
and animacy-inanimacy distinctions in terms of verb forms and noun declensions. It was not
uncommon for Euro-American explorers to incorporate partial dictionaries of Indigenous
languages into their writings. Whatever their compilers’ original intentions, these works are of
considerable linguistic importance, constituting “the earliest and often sole recordings of many
of the languages of eastern North America” (Rudes 1985: 566).
Another good example is New Voyage to Carolina, written by North Carolina’s Surveyor
General John Lawson (1709: 225–230) and published in London. Within a lengthy section
describing North Carolina’s Indigenous peoples and their cultures is a six-page “small Dictionary
of every Tongue,” with translations of certain words and phrases between English, Tuscarora
(“Tuskeruro”), Pamlico (“Pampticough”) and Woccon. Lawson suggests that he could have
expanded the dictionary, but believed that “to repeat more of this Indian Jargon, would be to
trouble the Reader.” The languages seem to have troubled him, as well—he complains that they
are “imperfect […] in their Moods and Tenses,” and, further, that “their Languages or Tongues
are so deficient, that you cannot suppose the Indians ever could express themselves in such a
Flight of Stile, as Authors would have you believe” (231). However negative the documenter’s
attitude, this sort of early dictionary-making is extremely valuable: the 143 entries Lawson
provides for Woccon are the only existing record of that language (Carter 1980: 170). On the
basis of Lawson’s vocabulary, Woccon has been classified as a Siouan language, with a
particular proximity to Catawba (Sturtevant 1958: 740–741; Carter 1980: 179).
These early texts can be extremely useful for revitalization efforts. For example,
Wampanoag, one language variety in the Massachusett-Narragansett dialect continuum, had
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become largely dormant by the late 18th century (Golla 2007: 24–25). However, a few early
wordlists and a translated Bible, all composed before the American Revolution, went on to form
the basis of Jessie Little Doe Baird’s successful Wampanoag revitalization project in 1997
(Blevins 2010: 7).
Documenters largely used their own personal methods of elicitation. Some examples
from the history of Kanien’kéha documentation are illustrative. The wordlist composed by
Harmen Meyndertsz Van den Bogaert around 1634–1635 (printed, along with his journal, in
Gehring & Starna 2013) is one of the earliest for Kanien’kéha. Michelson (2013: 55) urges that
Van den Bogaert “deserves high praise for recording a vocabulary of such quality.” Nonetheless,
he continues, “it is obvious that Van den Bogaert’s queries did not always elicit the desired
response.” Judging by his wordlist, which contains many nouns and relatively few verbs, and by
the sorts of mistranslations that are found, Van den Bogaert relied heavily upon gesturing to get
the words he was after. One example of elicitation gone awry is the glossing of schraepers
‘scraper’ as “canagoesat,” modern ohnakénhsa’ ‘deer hide’. Michelson (2013: 67) explains that
“Van den Bogaert asked, or possibly gestured, to learn the word for a tool being used to scrape a
deer hide. Through an obvious misunderstanding, he was provided the word for the hide being
scraped.” Similarly, for sallem ‘salmon’ he lists “ghekeront,” modern kaké:ron ‘they lie on the
ground’. (Today, there are several words for salmon, including kontihnawá:ras, otsowá:nens,
tiotsahkton’kó:wa, and ahnawà:ras, none connected to kaké:ron.) Clearly, Van den Bogaert
gestured to salmon that were lying on the ground, and “rather than learning the name of the fish
[…] Van den Bogaert was provided their disposition” (Michelson 2013: 68). It is apparent that
gestures were tried for verb elicitation as well: for by slaepen ‘(to have) intercourse’, Van den
Bogaert records “sinekaty”, modern se’neká:ta’ ‘your crotch area’.
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While we can reconstruct, with some confidence, the miscommunications that gave rise
to Van den Bogaert’s erroneous glosses, another early documenter, Reverend Johannes
Megapolensis, Jr., provides us with a firsthand description of his extreme frustration with
elicitation:
I am making a vocabulary of the Mahakuaas’ [i.e. Kanien’kehá:ka’s] language, and when
I am among them I ask them how things are called; but as they are very stupid, I
sometimes cannot make them understand what I want. Moreover when they tell me, one
tells me the word in the infinitive mood, another in the indicative; one in the first, another
in the second person; one in the present, another in the preterit. So I stand oftentimes and
look, but do not know how to put it down. And as they have declensions and conjugations
also, and have their augments like the Greeks, I am like one distracted, and frequently
cannot tell what to do, and there is no one to set me right. (Megapolensis 1909 [1644]:
172)
This passage lays out plainly Megapolensis’s considerable prejudices and limitations. He was
vexed by the problem of eliciting verb forms, a very difficult task for someone wholly unfamiliar
with Kanien’kéha to embark upon, especially given the language’s extraordinarily rich
morphology. If he ever did put together the vocabulary he was working on, it has not been
published. Not long after the above was written, Jacques Bruyas (1862 [late-17th century]), a
more patient and consistent researcher, would settle upon using verb stems as entries in his
lexicon, addressing Megapolensis’s concern over “how to put it [i.e. the verb] down” in writing.
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2.1. The limitations of written text
In addition to working without established norms, these early documenters also faced serious
material limitations. Technology has always served as a limiting factor on the felicity of a given
documentation. Writing, the memorialization of an utterance, is by far the most widespread and
ancient technology used for language documentation. Whole fields of linguistic inquiry,
including philology and traditional corpus linguistics, use written records as the foundation for
their work. Much work in historical linguistics is necessarily dependent upon written records.
But writing has substantial limits as a documentation method. Different writing systems encode
language differently—some more logographically (e.g. Mayan script), some more alphabetically
(e.g. Latin script). Writing in general is often idiosyncratic: even within a given writing system, a
particular glyph may signify different sounds or meanings. In his book on Prakrit, a Middle Indic
literary language, Andrew Ollett (2017: 18) recalls that “eighteenth-century scholar Ghanaśyāma
complained loudly about a confluence of scribal error and scholarly cluelessness in one of his
commentaries: instead of reading a circular mark as a sign of nasalization, ‘self-styled scholars’
read it as a sign of consonantal doubling, and made censorious comments on the basis of their
misreading.” This issue—a given mark being used for drastically different purposes by different
speakers and writers of ostensibly the same language—shows up in linguistics as well, especially
in the ad hoc notation systems often used by fieldworkers.
Early pen-and-paper documentation was riddled with problems: writing is fairly slow, so
accurately recording spontaneous, flowing speech is nearly impossible; elicitation was
unsystematic, with nothing like a standardized Swadesh list; and graphemics were inconsistent,
with researchers developing their own means of representing phonemes unfamiliar to Europeans.
Such phonetic notation systems varied from writer to writer, and sometimes even within a single
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work. (Lawson, for example, variously called the language “Woccon,” “Waccon,” and “Wacon.”
Without clarification, it is unknown whether this signified variation in pronunciation or
uncertainty in how best to represent the perhaps unfamiliar vowel sounds Lawson was hearing.)
These issues were discussed in Chapter I in the context of Kanien’kéha documentation.
Converting the documenter’s manuscript to a published work required the intercession of
printers, who did not always faithfully reproduce handwritten words, especially in entirely
unfamiliar languages. J.N.B. Hewitt wrote a piece concerning some Iroquoian etymologies
(Hewitt 1891a). This was followed, a week later, by a correction: “instead of the word
ratikowaněñ […] read ratikowaněñ’s. This error was perhaps due to an oversight of the copyist in
transcribing with a typewriter my script notes, and overlooked in revision” (Hewitt 1891b: 234).
Another problem involved the physical limitations of printing as a technology, as the following
complaint from phonetician E.W. Scripture (1903: 115) makes clear:
It is deeply to be regretted that two utterly different phonetic alphabets should be used by
French phoneticians. Both the one used by Gilliéron, Rousselot, and others and that used by
the Maítre phonétique, as organ of the Association phonétique international, are utterly
unprintable without having new type cast before a single sentence can be cited. May
perdition take both of them and may Heaven send along some one who will employ an
alphabet based on common sense and on the possibilities of the printery!
Unlike the phoneticians that Scripture complains about, many researchers indeed did conform
their practice to the “possibilities of the printery.” As seen in Chapter I, French missionaries had
to abandon their use of Greek characters to transcribe unfamiliar sounds in Kanien’kéha speech,
and in the late 19th-century Cuoq eventually stopped using ⟨8⟩ in favor of ⟨w⟩ owing to the
relative scarcity of the necessary type. Decades later another Iroquoianist, Charles Marius
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Barbeau, who worked extensively on Wyandot, used different glyphs in different works owing to
“the demands of typesetting”; he “would use ky for typesetters unable to create k̯” (Kopris 2001:
26), and the ɛ́ of Barbeau (1915a) is the ϵ´ of Barbeau (1915b).

3. SALVAGE DOCUMENTATION AND THE PHONOGRAPH
The first substantial improvement upon pen-and-paper technology came at the end of the 19th
century, with the invention and mass production of Thomas Edison’s phonograph, the first
device capable of recording and playing back sound. By that time, language documentation had
become a scholarly pursuit in its own right, engaged in by anthropologists, folklorists, and
linguists, and driven, in Anglophone North America at least, largely by the notion that
Indigenous cultures would soon disappear as Indigenous people were assimilated into nonnative
society. This mindset, and its attendant research practices, is known as “salvage documentation”
or “salvage ethnography,” for more on which see Hochman (2014). It is often associated with
Franz Boas, who inspired his students to “record, record, record” as much as possible. His
perspective was articulated thus by Theodora Kroeber (1970: 51), whose husband, Alfred, was a
student of Boas’s:
Everywhere over the land were virgin languages, brought to their polished and
idiosyncratic perfection of grammar and syntax without benefit of a single recording
scratch of stylus on papyrus or stone; living languages orally learned and transmitted and
about to die with their last speakers. […] There were gods and created worlds unlike
other gods and worlds, with extended relationships and values and ideals and dreams
unlike anything known or imagined elsewhere, all soon to be forever lost—part of the
human condition, part of the beautiful heartbreaking history of man. The time was late,
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the dark forces of invasion had almost done their ignorant work of annihilation. To the
field then! With notebook and pencil, record, record, record.
We will return to a discussion of Boas’s legacy shortly.
The phonograph, mass produced beginning in 1888, used a sound horn and stylus to etch
sound waves into a four-inch wax cylinder. (An earlier model used tin foil, but it was unstable
and never mass produced.) The stylus could be swapped for a playback needle, allowing for a
recording to be played back instantly through either the sound horn or a set of hearing tubes
(Scheer 2010: 292). A contemporary account of the phonograph in use is given in Bleyer (1888),
and instructions on operating the phonograph are provided in Andem (1892). One early adopter
of the technology wrote that “the wax cylinders on which the imprint is made are not expensive,”
costing “five cents each” (Anonymous 1888: 451). Under normal circumstances, a four-inch
cylinder would hold a few hundred words, but “by running the phonograph at a very low rate of
speed a Cylinder can be made to record about eight hundred words” (Andem 1892: 12). Stated
differently, each four-inch cylinder could store recordings of about three to five minutes in
length. In 1890, the six-inch cylinder was introduced, which offered up to nine minutes of
recording time (Brady 1999: 22). Several different models of phonograph were available. Most
popular was the “Electric-Motor Phonograph,” which could be powered either by batteries or a
home electrical connection. More useful for fieldwork was the “Treadle Phonograph,” which was
“operated by foot power” like a sewing machine, and thus could be used anywhere that access to
electrical power was not a given (Andem 1892: 9). The phonograph was portable, “no larger than
typewriters or sewing machines” and, in its carrying case, weighed “between thirty and thirtyfive pounds” (Brady 1999: 21).
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Edison himself saw the potential that the phonograph held for the documentation of
languages. In an article published in the North American Review while the device was still under
development, he described the numerous applications that he saw possible for his invention,
including the production of “phonographic books” which, by recording voice, “would preserve
more than the mental emanations of the brain of the author. […] For the preservation of
languages they would be invaluable” (Edison 1878: 534). Edison was aware of the insufficiency
of writing for this purpose, noting the significant fact that the phonograph allowed for the “exact
reproduction of the manner of pronouncing” (Edison 1888: 646). Many researchers who had
come up against the limitations of writing saw the phonograph as a practical solution.
Phonetic methods of recording Indian languages are not wholly satisfactory. It is very
unlikely that two persons will adopt the same spelling of a word never heard before.
Many inflections, accents, and gutturals of Indian languages are difficult to reduce to
writing. Conventional signs and additional letters have been employed for this purpose,
the use of which is open to objections. There is need of some accurate method by which
observations can be recorded. The difficulties besetting the path of the linguist can be in a
measure obviated by the employment of the phonograph, by the aid of which the
languages of our aborigines can be permanently perpetuated. As a means of preserving
the songs and tales of races which are fast becoming extinct, it is, I believe, destined to
play an important part in future researches. (Fewkes 1890b: 257)
The author of the above passage, J. Walter Fewkes, was in 1890 the first to use the phonograph
for language documentation, going to a Passamaquoddy community near Calais, Maine, and
recording a number of songs, folk tales, and “an ordinary conversation between two Indians”
(1890a: 560). These recordings would eventually be used for the revitalization of
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Passamaquoddy, today estimated to have “about 500 first-language speakers” (Feinberg 2019;
Golla 2007: 60).
Before long, the technology caught on, and other researchers would use it to document
narratives and songs in the indigenous languages of North America. A phonograph being used
for this purpose is shown in Figure 5 below. In a letter written in 1906, Franz Boas praised the
phonograph’s ability to record “the characteristic rhythm and cadence of the spoken languages.”
In his estimation, it was “of greatest service in obtaining native texts, undistorted by the
difficulties of recording the spoken word in writing,” such as “slow pronunciation” which
“breaks up the syntactic unity of the sentences” (quoted in Brady et al. 1984: 4). Recordings
made on the phonograph could be immediately played back, which often interested participants
and bystanders and helped encourage participation. This playback also offered researchers the
ability to immediately check the quality of their recordings; where it was found to be lacking, the
cylinder could simply be shaved down and rerecorded on (Scheer 2010: 292).
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An extensive documentation
project in the early 20th century
resulted in recordings of seventyeight different languages spoken in
California, including Yahi, Rumsen,
and Yurok (O’Brien & Tobin 2017).
Yahi and Rumsen are dormant
languages today, and Yurok, which
had “only a dozen or fewer elderly”
first-language speakers in 2007, today
has nearly twenty fluent speakers,
largely the result of fairly successful
Figure 5: On February 9, 1916, Frances Densmore
used a wax cylinder phonograph to record Blackfoot
chief Mountain Chief for the Bureau of American
Ethnology. Image is in the collections of the Library
of Congress and is in the public domain.

revitalization efforts (Golla 2007: 94;
Romney 2013). Because of the
salvage mindset that dominated, the

use that these recordings could be put to in the future was often secondary to the importance of
creating the recordings themselves. But while this outlook dominated in North America, not all
researchers using the technology operated with such a perspective; Hickey (2017: 502) writes
that “in early recording work for dialectological purposes [in England,] wax cylinders were
frequently reprocessed after a field worker took notes from a recording” (Hickey 2017: 502).
It is noted in the Federal Cylinder Project’s first publication that from 1890 until the early 1940s
the phonograph “was the mainstay of students of aurally transmitted culture” (Brady et al. 1984:
4). But although the phonograph was early used for linguistic fieldwork, its adoption was
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inconsistent. In contrast to ethnomusicology, a field which enthusiastically took up the machine,
Voegelin (1950: 296) writes that “scholarly use of phonograph records in linguistics has been, by
comparison, isolated and sporadic.” While some anthropologists had begun “phonograph record
archives of languages,” Voegelin argues that these were incomparable to the ethnomusicological
archives which had already been established in Berlin and Indiana. Even though linguists
recognized the value of audio recordings, wax cylinders never came to universally form the
backbone of their research, and many, especially in Europe, still preferred to do their fieldwork
with pencil and paper alone (Scheer 2010: 294). Some American researchers disliked the
technology as well: one wax cylinder recording memorializes “the linguist Truman Michelson’s
bluntly cursing the recording equipment he had carried out to Montana and threatening to send it
back to Washington” (Vennum 1984: 21). Voegelin (1950: 296) notes that “it remained for
magnetic recording devices to stimulate comprehensive archives of American Indian languages
which will preserve natural languages of the New World for future study.” We will return to the
magnetic tape in section 4 below.
Both the phonograph itself, and the wax cylinders that it recorded on, introduced new
challenges to the linguist. First of all, the presence of a rather large machine was obtrusive,
impacting the mindset and behavior of participant and researcher alike. Since omnidirectional
microphones were years away from development, participants had to direct their speech into the
phonograph’s recording horn. The cylinders were very delicate and could easily shatter when
dropped or bumped. Being made of wax, they were also unstable in high heat. A major problem
was the relatively short recording time afforded by each cylinder, which demanded that the
researcher change cylinders every few minutes if attempting to record continuous speech.
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Perhaps most problematic was the instability of the recordings for repeated playback: cylinders
wore down after only a few dozen plays, severely impeding their practicality as an archival text.
The technical limitations of the phonograph sometimes provoked interference with the
content that it was meant to record. In the ethnomusicological context, Brady (1999: 5–6)
highlights that “accounts of early fieldwork procedure suggest that collectors […] sometimes
chose to limit ensemble size and use of instrumentation, selecting singers whose vocal quality
would register best on cylinders.” Brady recalls further that one scholar “was prepared to
conclude on the basis of listening to archival recordings that American Indian songs at the turn of
the century averaged four to six minutes in length—the duration of most cylinder recordings”
(6).
Although it had its weaknesses, the phonograph was for a long time the most practical
way for fieldworkers to create audio recordings; its technological successor, the gramophone,
which stored audio recordings on discs of shellac and, later, vinyl, presented no real competition
in this domain. Discs were relatively sturdier and more stable than wax cylinders, and they
boasted a longer recording time, with about the same sound quality. For home entertainment, the
gramophone displaced the phonograph in the early 20th century, but discs never quite replaced
the wax cylinder for fieldwork (Scheer 2010: 293). This was because, while the phonograph had
been marketed from the start as something which would allow users to record and play back their
own content, the gramophone was always focused on home playback of commercially produced
recordings. Gramophones did not support home recording at all, and attempts at using the
technology for ethnographic work were harried by the onerous recording process. One researcher
who recorded to disc was John Lomax, an American ethnomusicologist and folklorist, who
“estimated that the combined weight of his first electrically-driven disc machine and its battery
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was about half a ton; in order to take the apparatus into the field in 1933 he had to tear out the
backseat of his car and build a wooden framework for the different parts” (Brady 1999: 26). One
major project carried out on the gramophone was conducted in Germany in the 1930s. Hickey
(2017: 502) writes that the Lautdenkmal reichsdeutscher Dialekte ‘Audio monument of dialects
of the German Empire’ “collected samples of all the dialects of the then Third [Reich] stretching
from the Rheinland in the west to Prussia in the east.” Unfortunately, this project was “inflected
by the Nazi ideology,” and as a result it was largely ignored for years after World War Two.
Since the late 1990s, there have been a few efforts “to use the material for objective dialect
analysis […] and many recordings have since been digitized.”
With disc recording an impracticality for most fieldwork, the phonograph remained
broadly popular among researchers for decades after the technology had been abandoned for
home use; Edison discontinued the production of home phonographs in 1913, but kept producing
cylinders into the 1930s (Brady 1999: 25).
Soon after the widespread adoption of the phonograph, archives to house ethnographic
recordings were established in North America and throughout Europe. Early archives were
created in New York, Vienna, Berlin, and St. Petersburg (de Graaf, Bergmann & Shiraishi 2005:
112). Today, wax cylinders are held in several major collections, including the Canadian
Museum of History, the British Library National Sound Archive, and the Russian Academy of
Sciences. Perhaps the most well-known collection is the Berliner Phonogramm-Archiv,
established in 1900. In the 1980s, the Federal Cylinder Project was begun in the United States,
which sought to collect existing wax cylinders, particularly those of ethnographic value, rerecord
their contents onto then-modern audiotape, and make these recordings publicly available. This
project resulted in the collection now housed by the American Folklife Center at the United
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States Library of Congress. In the same vein, one project undertaken by the Survey of California
and Other Indian Languages involves the digitization of approximately 3,000 wax cylinder
recordings held in the collections of the Phoebe A. Hearst Museum of Anthropology. This
project uses a technique developed by Carl Haber in which optical scanning technology is used
to digitize wax cylinder recordings without physical contact, thus presenting no risk of damaging
them. Prior to this, thousands of valuable recordings sat on shelves, with no certain way of
playing them without threatening to destroy them forever.14
Cylinder recordings are highly valued today by academic and Indigenous communities
(Hall 2013); in fact, the main impetus behind the Federal Cylinder Project was “the renewed
interest on the part of American Indian tribes and other cultural groups in their own cultural
heritage. […] To the scholars they [i.e. wax cylinders] provided fascinating documents for the
study of cultural history; but for the spiritual heirs of the traditions the cylinders documented, the
recordings had the greater immediacy of being ‘somebody’s grandfather’” (Jabbour 1984: vii).
Cylinder recordings are being used to this day for language revitalization; the recordings made
by W. J. Fewkes are currently part of a project to revitalize the Passamaquoddy language, and
many of them are hosted on the Passamaquoddy tribe’s website (Feinberg 2019).15

3.1. The Boasian Trinity
Before moving on to a discussion of the magnetic tape, it is worth considering the contributions
of Franz Boas, whose perspective was dominant in anthropology and associated fields
throughout much of the early 20th century and is reflected in the sort of research which was done

14
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http://linguistics.berkeley.edu/~garrett/archives.html
https://passamaquoddypeople.com/
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in connection to Indigenous languages. Boasian ethnography has been described as “a prototype
of the modern notion of language documentation” (Woodbury 2011: 162).
Early on, Boas rejected the then-prevalent “evolutionist” views that held some cultures to
be more developed or civilized than others. Methodologically, Boas adopted a text-centered
philological approach to anthropology, conducting and endorsing efforts to document as much
language in context as possible. Anthropology at the time was a big-tent discipline,
encompassing a wide array of subdomains, among them folkloristics and linguistics. The
overlapping nature of these disciplines is highlighted by Boas’s definition of folklore as people’s
“records of themselves in their own words” (quoted in Brady 2012: 18)—a definition which
would include many of the texts that documentary linguistics is concerned with collecting.
Boas’s insistence upon maximalist text collection was facilitated by the commercial availability
of the phonograph. Erika Brady (2012) writes that “most of the professional folklorists using the
phonograph as a fieldwork tool were directly influenced in doing so by Franz Boas […] many of
Boas’s colleagues and students, folklorists and anthropologists, [would] supplement their
notebook and pencil with a phonograph in the field.”
From Boas and his ilk emerged the so-called Boasian trinity, which refers to the three
main research products published as a result of work on a given language: a dictionary, a
grammar, and a collection of texts (Woodbury 2011: 163). The dictionary and grammar are
relatively straightforward, but the texts played a multipurpose role: they were the materials on
which the dictionary and grammar were based, and against which they could be checked, but
they also served as a record of the culture in question. Rather than simply using exemplar
snippets of speech to illustrate points about the grammar, these longform texts allowed the
culture to represent itself in its own language—accompanied by notes and glosses for
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researchers. Unfortunately, these texts were often less characteristic than they purported to be,
with “two trends in Boas’s work, elision of authors and narrators and a tacit assumption of
monolingualism,” both of which operated in service to the goal of creating a ‘pure’
documentation of a culture, untainted by Western culture and language (Epps, Webster &
Woodbury 2017: 45). This goal results in part from the erroneous assumption that Indigenous
cultures were monolithic, and this part of the Boasian tradition stands directly at odds with
modern documentary linguistics, which is opposed to the “abstract and ahistoric conception of
the speech community as a homogenous body” (Himmelmann 1998: 164). Crucially,
documentary linguistics aims not to document a particular language, but to “provide a
comprehensive record of the linguistic practices characteristic of a given speech community,”
which entails faithfully documenting speech in whatever language or languages are used by said
community (Himmelmann 1998: 166). That being said, Boas’s emphasis on the collection of
texts in a variety of contexts as the basis of ethnographic work is still recognized as a major and
positive contribution to the field.
Later on in the 20th century, similar texts were produced with pedagogical intent, often by
members of the speech community themselves—in addition to providing a way for outside
researchers to learn about a language and culture, these post-Boasian works were intended to
facilitate the learning of the language itself. For examples, see Williams (1976) and Michelson &
Nicholas (1981). Mithun & Woodbury (1980), a major work with texts in all of the non-dormant
Northern Iroquoian languages, is more traditionally Boasian in character in that it is not
explicitly meant for teaching those learning the languages in question. Its three aims are: (1)
“presenting a corpus of texts whose inherent cultural interest is obvious,” (2) presenting “a large
variety of textual genres for those readers whose interests center around discourse and text
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analysis”, and (3) “providing useful and usable linguistic data” for analysis. All of these works
adopted Boas’s basic orientation—collect many texts and present them faithfully in the language
in which they were spoken—while successfully addressing the problematic elements of Boas’s
work—speakers are credited and collaboration with community members is described in detail.
As discussed below, however, while some were innovating on the Boasian model, many linguists
abandoned the drive towards documentation in favor of description, analysis, and explanation,
and it has only been in recent years, with the rise of documentary linguistics, that the Boasian
outlook has had a far-reaching renaissance within linguistics.

4. THE MAGNETIC TAPE
In 1928, German engineer Fritz Pfleumer invented magnetic tape, which would come to
transform text collection in all fields concerned with oral culture (Hickey 2017: 503). Magnetic
tape uses a magnetizable ribbon made of a paper, acetate, or polyester backing coated with iron
oxide or chromium. Improvements were made throughout the following decade which improved
stability and fidelity, and after World War Two, this German-developed technology became
widely disseminated. Tape recorders were portable and used a microphone, rather than a horn.
Recording length was substantial, duplication was simple, tape was easy to store, and tapes could
be played back thousands of times with minimal risk of damage. Tape recorders could be
powered either by batteries or by being plugged in; some machines were spring-driven and could
be manually wound up, but these were eclipsed by battery-powered machines (Samarin 1967:
89). Initially, tape was stored on a spool and could be played or recorded using a reel-to-reel
machine. The late 20th century saw the development of the audiocassette, which encapsulated a
miniature reel-to-reel inside of a plastic case. Although the cassette was far more portable and
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storable than reel-to-reel spools, its lower fidelity meant that both formats continued to be used
by researchers and the general public. For more on the use of magnetic tape in the field, see
Samarin (1967: 88–105).
The phonograph had been liberating, but it was produced for only a relatively short
period, and its minimal recording capacity meant that it was rarely used for long narratives; the
magnetic tape, although developed in the late 1920s, was largely unavailable outside of Germany
until after World War Two. This led to a strange situation where, for a time, although voicerecording was a technical possibility, it was completely impractical and thus not done. Wallace
Chafe presents an annotated transcription and translation of the Seneca Tobacco Burning Prayer.
He described his field recording process as follows:
The Tobacco Burning Prayer for the Medicine Society was dictated to me by Henry
Redeye, then principal preacher of the Handsome Lake religion, at Quaker Bridge, N.Y.
on the Allegany Reservation of the Seneca Nation on June 20, 1940. The text was
recorded in phonetic script, commencing at 8:50 p.m. and ending at 9:55, about one hour.
(This was before the introduction of the tape recorder to field work.)
(Fenton, Redeye & Chafe 1980: 3)
Chafe’s parenthetical remark makes it clear that, had such technology been available, he would
have used it; we can infer, further, that the phonograph was not used. This documentation was
carried out in the mid-20th century with the same technology that might have been used in the
1870s; we are thus left with a thorough and rich textual documentation, but no audio.
In all dimensions, magnetic tape was a major advancement over wax cylinders, and, after
its commercial availability, magnetic tape quickly became an integral part of fieldwork. Voegelin
(1950: 297) wrote that the members of the Joint Committee on American Native Languages
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“virtually all utilize magnetic recording either in teaching or field research (or both),” and
Samarin (1967: 80) wrote that “it was the invention of magnetic recording […] which provided
linguistics with a breakthrough in field techniques. Today a field linguist’s equipment would be
incomplete without a tape recorder.” Tape recorders thus became an indispensable part of field
linguistics in a way that the phonograph never had; as a result, thousands of audiotapes of
endangered languages and language varieties were recorded, most of which exist to this day.
Unfortunately, most of these tapes have not been digitized, and access is thus substantially
limited. Of note, a large collection of digitized magnetic tape recordings of Indigenous American
languages is available through the California Language Archive.16 In Australia, PARADISEC is
a major consortial project whose archives contain audio from thousands of digitized magnetic
tapes (Barwick & Thieberger 2018: 135).
Tape’s use for the development of large-scale spoken corpora was very early recognized,
and virtually every large-scale speech corpus from the mid- to late-20th century was recorded and
stored on magnetic tape. One example is the 500,000 word London-Lund Corpus of Spoken
English (LLC), recorded on magnetic tape between 1959 and 1990. The LLC consists of “both
dialogue and monologue” of spoken British English. The LLC had a relatively narrow aim, as
researchers intended to document “the grammar of adult educated speakers of English”
(McCarthy & O’Keeffe 2009: 1009–1010). But at the same time, researchers elsewhere focused
on recording language varieties. From the 1951 to 1983, researchers documented many of the
different varieties of German and “other regional native languages” spoken in Austria, yielding
approximately 250 hours of content stored on 1,748 magnetic tape recordings (“Sound
Recordings of Austrian Dialects 1951–1983” included in UNESCO’s National Memory of the
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World Register). This corpus has been retrospectively called Sound Recordings of Austrian
Dialects 1951–1983 (Tonaufnahmen österreichischer Dialekte 1951–1983) and in 2018 was
included in UNESCO’s Memory of Austria Registry. Although far less delicate than wax
recordings or phonograph records, magnetic tape is prone to degradation over time, and efforts to
digitize these recordings are ongoing. A project to digitize this corpus began in January of 2019
(Cooperation Project Corpus of Austrian Dialect Recordings in the 20th Century).

4.1. Text Collection Practices
It is ironic that the rise of the magnetic tape, a format that lends itself particularly well to field
recording, was paralleled by a turn in mainstream linguistics away from the ethnographic and
towards the theoretical. While major corpora were produced, as discussed above, their focus was
usually on documenting the varieties of dominant languages. Minority languages were
documented as well, to a much greater extent than they had been in the past, but not to the extent
that they could have been had a different philosophy prevailed in the mid-20th century.
While linguists from the 19th through early 20th century—those operating in the salvage
or Boasian traditions—had largely focused on documenting and describing languages to the
extent technologically feasible, linguists in the mid–late-20th century often saw their role as
analyzing and explaining these languages, usually as means of understanding language itself. For
instance, contrast Horatio Hale’s (1883) Iroquois Book of Rites with Paul Postal’s Some
Syntactic Rules in Mohawk (1979), the published version of his 1962 dissertation.
Hale’s work prints several long-form texts, phonetically transcribed, with English glosses
and extensive notes. Problematic as the salvage mindset was, its affiliated researchers showed an
earnest desire to document and share, in the highest quality possible, the most significant and
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characteristic instances of endangered languages in actual use. Had audio recording technology
been available to Hale, it seems almost certain that he would have used it to produce more
longform transcribed, translated, and annotated documents.
Later, a completely different mindset, rooted more firmly in the natural sciences than in
anthropology or folkloristics, would assume preeminence. Of relevance to us is the work of Paul
Postal, who has made major contributions to the study of Kanien’kéha. In conducting his
doctoral research, Postal spent six months in Kahnawake, and thrice that long working with
Kanien’kéha speakers in New York City. His dissertation, the first work to deeply examine the
language’s syntax, is all the more impressive since, at the time of Postal’s writing in 1962, there
had been no grammar of Kanien’kéha published whatsoever, with Floyd Lounsbury’s (1953)
Oneida Verb Morphology serving as the closest approximation. At the same time, this only
serves to highlight the divergence between Postal’s outlook and Hale’s: Postal was working on a
language that had been, to that point, rather superficially documented; he must have been present
for many hours of Kanien’kéha speech; he likely even recorded this speech to tape for later
analysis; yet rather than printing this speech in the way that Hale did, or making available
whatever audio recordings he may have made, he incorporated into his work whatever segments
of the speech were necessary for illustrating the phenomena under discussion. Dinneen (1990:
69) wrote that Postal’s work was “later characterized as ‘explanatory’ rather than ‘descriptive’,”
which seems appropriate.
Although mainstream focus had shifted, the Boasian tradition had not completely
disappeared. Lounsbury wrote in 1950 that “the number of languages we have to document is
prodigious. They are dying out unrecorded right here in the States […] The recording and
description of every one of these is as important to the science of linguistics as is natural history
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to the science of biology” (quoted in Voegelin 1950: 299). But even where linguists urged the
collection of recordings and the production of corpora, the analysis-driven mindset often
permeated, and served to exclude whole ranges of linguistic expression from the record.
Samarin’s (1967: 58) Field Linguistics: A Guide to Linguistic Fieldwork describes “informal,
casual speech” as a “Charybdis,” a Homeric hazard equal only to the “Scylla” of “artificiality.”
After noting that “casual speech can nowadays be collected with very little difficulty by using
tape recorders,” he cautions against its collection, arguing that “what happens in casual speech
generally” makes it unsuitable for phonological analysis.
As long as the speaker feels that he is being understood, he unconsciously reduces the
contrastive features (used in the most general sense) of his language. It is not uncommon
for phonemic contrasts to be leveled out, articulation to become less precise, and so on.
In other words, the recordings that are collected should be motivated, not by how representative
they are of the language in use, but for how useful they will prove to later linguistic analysis
along very strict phonological lines. This perspective strikes me as strangely short-sighted; the
reductions, leveling, and changes in articulation that Samarin highlights as analytically
problematic are not only viable phonological data, but they are the very engines of language
change.
In recent years, there has been a notable renaissance of the text-focused approach, under
which longform texts in a variety of social situations, central to the Boasian tradition, are seen as
essential to linguistic work (Epps, Webster & Woodbury 2017). This turn is explored at greater
length in the following section.
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5. DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND DOCUMENTARY LINGUISTICS
As we have seen, over the course of the 20th century, many linguists turned away from
ethnography and towards forging scientific theories about language itself. Following from this
orientation, languages were often documented insofar as they might be useful for later linguistic
analysis. Documentation itself was thus undertheorized and underconsidered. Seeing the
dominant perspective as flawed, the discipline of documentary linguistics emerged in the late
1990s, with Himmelmann (1998) as essentially the discipline’s founding document.
In many ways, the rise of documentary linguistics was predicated upon two factors: (1) a
growing concern for, and awareness of, widespread language endangerment, and (2) the rapid
development of digital technology that had taken place since the early 1990s. In his speech to the
Linguistic Society of America, Michael Krauss (1992: 4) highlighted the crisis with an urgency
largely not seen since the days of salvage ethnography:
The Eyak language of Alaska now has two aged speakers; Mandan has 6, Osage 5,
Abenaki-Penobscot 20, and Iowa has 5 fluent speakers. According to counts in 1977,
already 13 years ago, Coeur d’Alene had fewer than 20, Tuscarora fewer than 30,
Menomini fewer than 50, Yokuts fewer than 10. On and on this sad litany goes, by no
means only for Native North America.17
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To give an update to the languages mentioned in this quote: In 2007, Eyak had only one speaker (Golla 2007: 3);
Edwin Benson, the last fluent speaker of Mandan, died in 2016 (Skurzewski 2016); Ethnologue notes that Lucille
Roubedeaux, the last first-language speaker of Osage, died in 2005 (https://www.ethnologue.com/language-of-theday/2018-08-20); Golla (2007: 30) writes that “the last fluent Penobscot speaker died in 1993”; it is unclear how
many speakers of Iowa there are, although Golla (2007: 39) reports up to twenty second-language learners; Coeur
d’Alene had four surviving first-language speakers in 2007, and revitalization efforts have been successful (Golla
2007: 41); the last fluent first-language speaker of Tuscarora, Rayę́:thuhs Howard “Howdy” Hill, died in 2018 (Hill
2019: 4), but revitalization is a possibility, with Montgomery Hill’s (2019) dissertation on the language’s
morphology meant as a resource for this purpose; Menominee had about thirty five L1 speakers in 2007, with
revitalization efforts ongoing (Golla 2007: 61); and Yokuts is the name for a “large complex of dialects,” each with
varying numbers of speakers—it is not clear which variety Krauss had in mind (Golla 2007: 92–93).
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Krauss urged linguists, “as scientists and as human beings,” to “document languages before they
disappear,” in particular calling for a return to the Boasian trinity of “grammar, lexicon, and
corpus of texts,” to be supplemented by “documentation on audio- and videotape” (8). At the
time of Krauss’s speech, audio- and videotape were still the dominant formats for the storage of
video and audio documentation. In the ensuing decades, a technological revolution would take
place, radically improving media storage in all dimensions. In recent memory, digital audio
recorders have replaced tape recorders, SD cards have replaced magnetic tape, and external hard
drives can store what would have once required hundreds of feet of shelf space (see Figure 6
below).
Himmelmann (1998: 165) conceived of documentary linguistics as “radically expanded
text collection”—a notion itself quite similar to the Boasian outlook that dominated nearly a
century prior. But Himmelmann’s key innovation was to make the “somewhat […] radical
proposal that language documentation be conceived of as a fairly independent field of linguistic
inquiry that is no longer linked exclusively to the descriptive framework.” Documentary
linguistics is dedicated to the “compilation and preservation of linguistic primary data and
interfaces between primary data and […] analyses based on these data” (Himmelmann 2006: 1).
As a field concerned with creating and maintaining thorough representations of language,
documentary linguistics is applicable to all languages, including powerful global varieties like
English and Spanish. However, since endangered languages are the most threatened, and tend to
be the most in need of good documentation, documentary linguists often work with them.
The products of endangered language research include a corpus of primary data, i.e.
recordings of communicative events, folk taxonomies, and community metalinguistic
knowledge, plus an apparatus including “various types of annotation and commentary,” situated
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in an accessible archive (Himmelmann 2006: 1). These products should be useful for “further
analysis in the framework of a language-related discipline as well as projects concerning the
cultivation and maintenance of its linguistic practices administered by the speech community”
(Himmelmann 1998: 166).
The recording of not-strictly-linguistic elements, including gesture, eye gaze, material
environment, and the physical orientation of conversants, are all considered useful—and by
many, myself included, essential. The video camera has thus been recognized as the best
available tool for language documentation (Margetts & Margetts 2011: 18), although its adoption
is still far from universal. (For more on video, see chapter 3, section 3.) Digital video cameras
record high-quality video on tiny SD cards, which are in every way an improvement on the
videotapes that preceded them. Although it was up to documentary linguistics to center this
expanded sense of what is worth documenting, it had existed for decades. For example, Berry
(1969: 106) urged researchers not to depend too much on the tape recorder, since “the linguist
often has occasion […] to record data of a paralinguistic or kinesic nature which though not
linguistic in the strictest sense of the term are nevertheless an essential and integral part of the
whole act of speech. Such data are especially important in studies of verbal art and, ideally, are
best handled by sound cinematography or the videoscope.”
The quality of the corpus is obviously quite important. Woodbury (2003: 39) wrote that
the “change in conception” that documentary linguistics represents is that it is “discourse
centered […] Direct representation of naturally occurring discourse is the primary object.”
Elicitation is obviously useful, but naturalistic recordings are preferred wherever possible.
Traditional oral narratives are important, but so are examples of wordplay, conversations
between people with varying different relationships, and folk taxonomies, like types of musical
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instruments. The cultural context is extremely important as well: if a speech community is
agrarian, it is important to record content related to agriculture; if the community is integrating
more with the hegemonic culture, the way that words from the more powerful language are
incorporated into the language must be recorded. Also essential is to capture the community’s
metalinguistic knowledge—how speakers perceive their language, what it means to them, their
conceptions of grammatical categories, etc. An extremely thorough record of a language is
scientifically useful, as it can be accessed by future researchers who may find evidence that the
original researchers didn’t even realize they picked up. In short, the more data the better.

Figure 6: Approximately a terabyte of data stored on magnetic tape in 1970. This much data
can now easily fit in a pocket-sized external hard drive. Photo by Bruce Dale for the National
Geographic Society, published in The National Geographic Magazine (November 1970).
Shared here under fair use.
In the past, such immense corpora would have been difficult to store, and even harder to
share. Up until quite recently, recordings existed on heavy, fragile magnetic tapes, and
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annotations were printed on paper; see Figure 6 above for a visual representation.
(Unfortunately, many corpora still exist only in this state, although digitization projects are
ongoing, like PARADISEC mentioned above.) The practices that documentary linguists
advocate would have been practically impossible given the technological limitations of the recent
past. But with the rise of digital technologies, storage has simultaneously become cheaper, of
higher quality, more durable, and physically lighter. Good (2010: 122) has identified this sea
change as responsible for the rise of documentary linguistics. Today, the corpus and the
apparatus may be interconnected through hypertext, and the archives that store them can be
hosted on servers and instantly accessed by anyone connected to the internet. Content may be
made downloadable, in total or in part, allowing users to store what they want on portable media
(e.g. CDs, SD cards) or their own computers for offline use. In all likelihood, storage will
continue to decrease in price, and accessibility will only get easier as internet connections get
faster and more people gain access to the web.
In the two decades since Himmelmann (1998) was published, there has been an
ethnographic turn within linguistics generally, with many recognizing language as situated
within a broad cultural and communicative ecosystem, the effective documentation of which
requires the substantive participation of the speech community. Many scholars have conducted
research projects according to the principles of documentary linguistics, defined best practices
for documentation and archiving, established funding agencies for language documentation
projects, and formed several journals dedicated to publishing research in this field. See
McDonnell, Berez-Kroeker & Holton (2018) for more.
In addition to an increased interest in expanded text collection, documentary linguistics is
marked by its concern for the variety of purposes that the documentation might be used for.
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From the outset, documentary linguistics was seen as having interdisciplinary value, the
documentation conducted under its auspices being useful for descriptive linguistics,
“sociolinguistics, anthropology, discourse analysis, [and] oral history,” as well as “the speech
community itself, which might be interested in a record of its linguistic practices and traditions”
(Himmelmann 1998: 163). An emphasis on “community uses for documentary and descriptive
materials” has been identified as one of the field’s central themes (Good 2010: 123), and
Himmelmann (1998: 188) argued for speech communities to “be actively involved in the design
of a concrete documentation project from the beginning,” in fact shaping the project “in essential
aspects”. In the decades since, there has been an ever-increasing emphasis on community
involvement in documentary linguistics projects. Many researchers demand that, wherever
possible, community members should be involved from the outset, guiding research aims and
benefitting from the work at least as much as the outside investigator does. (See Linn 2014 for
more.) Ideally, members of the speech community are taught how to use the technology used for
documentation, how to transcribe the recordings, and how to store corpora. If the community is
interested in revitalizing their language (which is often, but not always, the case), the research is
directly plugged into these efforts. Linguists contribute their professional knowledge wherever it
may be of most impact: one example is spelling standardization, which is useful for creating a
sense of coherence among speakers of a minority language. Documentation may serve as the
basis for the composition of dictionaries, and video recordings may be recut to serve pedagogical
purposes.
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III. VIRTUAL REALITY AND LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION

1. VIRTUAL REALITY AND 360 VIDEO: A QUICK OVERVIEW
Virtual reality (VR) is a promising technology for language documentation. VR offers new ways
for users to interact with data, and 360º video expands upon the benefits of traditional video,
especially in terms of recording conversation and gesture. Linguists are generally unfamiliar with
the vast developments that have been made in virtual reality over the last five years, and have
been slow to use VR in their own research. This section provides an overview of virtual reality
and 360º video, including a definition of terms and a discussion of popular hardware and
software platforms for experiencing VR content.

1.1 Defining Terms
As a new technology, the terms used in talking about virtual reality or 360º video are still
unfamiliar to most people who are not involved in virtual reality production. Adding further
confusion, the terminology that is used by professionals and researchers is still not universally
accepted, leading to contradictory information that can be tedious to sift through. This section
sets out the definitions of some important terms as they are used in this dissertation.
First, the meaning of virtual reality should be clarified. All virtual reality situates the
viewer, at least visually, in a virtual space which they can control to some extent. At minimum,
the viewer is able to move their head around to change their perspective in an intuitive way.
Some platforms allow for the additional incorporation of video game controllers, joysticks,
gloves, or other devices allowing for further interaction with the virtual space.
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Some virtual spaces are entirely simulated, coded from the ground up. These often allow
for a high degree of interactivity, giving viewers the ability to explore their environment and pick
up and manipulate objects. These virtual spaces are well suited to job training, particularly for
tasks like surgery that can be difficult to perform repeatedly in a real-life setting, either for issues
of cost or resource availability (Arnaldi et al. 2018b, 11). Virtual reality video games make the
most well-known use of simulated virtual spaces.
The second flavor of virtual reality involves virtual spaces built around a felicitous 360º
recording of something in the physical world. These experiences, usually called 360º videos, are
less interactive than simulated virtual spaces, with the viewer’s interaction generally limited to
the ability to pivot their perspective in any direction—i.e. the viewer may look up or down, right
or left, but cannot usually move forward or backward, nor can they generally interact with virtual
objects. These virtual spaces have been used in journalism, creative short filmmaking, and,
perhaps most popularly, in Google Streetview (which does allow for the viewer to move around
a preset track in addition to looking around, by using 360º images rather than videos).18
It should be noted that some VR researchers have argued that 360º videos do “not qualify
as VR […] as the user is only a spectator and not an actor in the experience” (Arnaldi et al.
2018a, xxiii). However, 360º videos are popularly referred to as virtual reality in the press and by
the general public (Kuntz, Kulpa & Royan 2018: 83). Paul Mealy’s (2018: 211) Virtual &
Augmented Reality for Dummies dedicates a good share of its content to 360º video, for example
describing Clouds Over Sidra (2015) as both “one of the early forays into VR video storytelling”
and as “a straightforward 360-degree video.” I find no justification for refusing the terminology

18

A combination of both sorts of virtual spaces is possible. The short film Peroration 6, for instance, combines 360º
video recorded in a Utah desert with traditionally-recorded video of the sky and computer-generated imagery of a
flying saucer (personal conversation with filmmaker Yannick Leblanc, 2017). The superimposition of captions,
titles, or graphics on footage recorded with a 360º camera is another example.
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favored by most English speakers. 360º videos viewed in an immersive setting are thus one kind
of virtual reality, and not a distinct phenomenon.
Virtual reality content is available on a variety of different platforms at a wide range of
price points and allowing for varying degrees of interactivity. One thing that all major
commercially-available platforms have in common is that virtual reality is viewed through a
head-mounted display (HMD), something like a set of goggles that may also incorporate
headphones.19 The user wears the HMD, putting the internal screen close enough to their eyes
that it occupies (most of) their visual field. The HMD blocks outside light from entering between
the screen and the user’s eyes, thereby providing an immersive visual experience. The HMD is
motion sensitive, so that the perspective is user-responsive: as one looks around, or tilts their
head, the visual environment responds naturalistically. Depending on the platform, some HMDs
are self-contained, but others must be connected to an external device such as a computer or
game console. The least expensive HMDs are specialized holders for the user’s smartphone,
capitalizing on the fact that all modern smartphones are capable of playing VR content, including
360º videos (Kuntz, Kulpa & Royan 2018: 83). Google Cardboard, essentially a cardboard box
with two plastic lenses and cardboard flaps to block the viewer’s peripheral vision, is the most
well-known of the budget-friendly HMDs; it lends its name to the similarly-designed Cardboardstyle HMDs. These HMDs do not track the user’s head-position, but the user’s smartphone does,
so the experience is the same. A Google Cardboard HMD is shown in Figure 7 below.

19
An alternative to the HMD is the CAVE (computer automated virtual environment) setup, wherein “participants
are surrounded by large projection screens or walls on which dynamic virtual space is presented” (Peeters 2019:
896). This platform is, however, far too cumbersome and expensive to be widely adopted by consumers. While it
may be useful for museum installations and college laboratories, it is impractical for most everyday applications. For
other immersive room systems, see Kuntz, Kulpa & Royan (2018: 86–89).
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Figure 7: An assembled Google Cardboard HMD. Similar headsets, with varying degrees of
complexity, are widely available, and can be made at home with recycled cardboard. Photo by
flickr user othree. CC BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=40703922
Finally, ambisonic audio is responsive audio, ideal for virtual reality. From the viewer’s
perspective, ambisonic audio means that what you see is what you hear. For virtual spaces with
multiple sources of sound—e.g. several speakers—this is essential, as it means that the viewer is
not confronted by a cacophony of overlapping sounds, but can look at the speaker that they want
to hear and filter out other speakers in a naturalistic way. From a production standpoint,
ambisonic audio is a four-channel audio format that makes use of four microphones (typically
encapsulated in a single recording device) to produce a 360º sphere of sound. Unlike traditional
surround sound technology, which pegs each audio channel to a certain speaker—e.g. right, left,
subwoofer, etc.—ambisonic audio can work with any number of speakers, and reorients the
sound in response to the viewer’s position in the virtual space. Ambisonic audio thus works
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perfectly well with a standard pair of consumer-level headphones and doesn’t necessitate the
purchase of expensive audiophile equipment. Ambisonic audio has thus become the standard
sound format used for virtual reality, and is the format used by 360º streaming platforms
YouTube and Facebook, among others (Kuntz, Kulpa & Royan 2018: 99). It is also well-suited
to language documentation: David Nathan (2011: 260) observed that “the trend in language
documentation is towards capturing the full spatial ‘image’ of speakers’ voices in their realworld acoustic contexts,” thus “stereo is preferred” over mono recordings. Ambisonic audio,
which was not widely available at the time of Nathan’s writing, creates an even more authentic
documentation of sound in space than stereo, recording in more dimensions than stereo, and in a
way that can be navigated by the listener simply adjusting the position of their HMD.

1.2 VR Distribution
There are numerous competing VR platforms on the market today. This section discusses
commercially available platforms for consuming both video games and 360º videos. Owing to
the rapid development of VR tech, I recognize that it is only a matter of time before much of this
content becomes outdated. For a deeper and lengthier discussion of this topic, I suggest Paul
Mealy (2018: 79–94). Articles in The Verge, TechRadar, and other tech-news websites often
cover developments in this field and are worth consulting.

1.2.1 Hardware
High-end platforms include the Valve Index, HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, PlayStation VR, and
Windows Mixed Reality. All are focused primarily on gaming, and each makes use of some
variety of handheld controllers. The HMDs for these platforms are connected to an external
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computer (or, in the case of PlayStation VR, a video game console) which plays the VR content,
which may be hosted locally or on a server. These platforms offer a tremendous degree of
interactivity, a wide field of vision, high-resolution graphics, and (with the exception of
PlayStation VR) track the player’s location in the room (Mealy 2018: 80). However, all of these
innovative features come at a price: the Valve Index, perhaps the most advanced of these
platforms, costs $999 plus the cost of the computer necessary to run it (Pino 2019b). The
cheapest high-end platform, PlayStation VR, costs $261.99, not including the cost of the
PlayStation 4 (Pino 2019a).
Major midlevel platforms include the Oculus Go and Oculus Quest. Both are selfcontained wireless systems which provide high-quality graphics and a high level of interactivity
without being tethered to an external device. Reviewers compare both favorably to the moreexpensive Oculus Rift in terms of overall experience, although they are less powerful. In terms
of price, the Oculus Go, at $199, is relatively affordable; the Oculus Quest, by contrast, costs
$399, a price on par with the higher-end devices (and indeed identical to the Oculus Rift)
(Fitzsimmons & Lynch 2019; Caddy 2019). Other midlevel platforms are the so-called “mobile
headsets,” including the Samsung Gear VR and, formerly, Alphabet’s Daydream View, which
was discontinued in October 2019 (Pino 2019c; Mealy 2018: 81; Wycislik-Wilson 2019). These
devices are technically wireless but have no processing power of their own: instead, they
physically incorporate Android smartphones into their HMDs, which are wirelessly linked to
their handheld controllers. If the user already owns a compatible smartphone, these platforms are
rather affordable: the Gear VR has a list price of $129, and, when still available, the Daydream
View cost $99. However, neither is a truly budget-friendly option, and their limited compatibility
(no support for iPhones) is also a drawback.
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Finally, low-end platforms are Cardboard-style HMDs, named after the Google
Cardboard, which dominates in this class. The Google Cardboard is extremely affordable,
boasting a list price of $14.99, and, like the mid-tier mobile headsets, provides a wireless
experience by incorporating the user’s smartphone into the HMD. As essentially a cardboard box
with two plastic lenses, the Google Cardboard is format agnostic, and any modern smartphone—
virtually all of which provide support for VR content—may be used with it. The tradeoff for low
cost and near-universal compatibility is the absence of a handheld controller, thus providing “a
far more passive consumption experience” than costlier platforms. As user interaction is
minimal, Cardboard-style HMDs are often considered VR “viewers” (Mealy 2018: 82). All
platforms discussed above function well with 360º video, although high- and mid-tier platforms
focus far more on gaming.
Cardboard-style HMDs are well suited for endangered language work. Their low price
makes them practical for large-scale purchase, community distribution, and use within a
classroom setting; they are extremely easy to use; and, as smartphone distribution increases
globally, the odds of an individual already having the necessary hardware to play 360º videos are
fairly high. According to the Pew Spring 2015 Global Attitudes survey of forty countries, among
the ten countries with the greatest percentage of population with a smartphone were Australia,
the United States, and Malaysia, in each of which many endangered languages are spoken
(Poushter 2016: 16).
According to a 2016 report by the International Telecommunications Union (ITC), “in
developing countries, the number of mobile-broadband subscriptions continues to grow at double
digit rates, reaching a penetration rate of close to 41%” (International Telecommunications
Union 2016: 4). The following year, the ITC estimated that mobile-broadband subscription rates
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between 2012 and 2017 had increased by over 30% in developing countries and about 55% in
least developed countries (International Telecommunications Union 2017: 4). Of course, many
endangered languages are spoken in areas with low smartphone penetration—but many are also
spoken in places where smartphones are widespread. Pew’s Spring 2017 Global Attitudes survey
showed that smartphone ownership as of 2017 was widespread among adults in Australia (82%),
the United States (77%), and Canada (71%), but more modest in developing countries with a
large percentage of endangered language like Brazil (54%) and Nigeria (32%) (Poushter, Bishop
& Chwe 2018: 27).

1.2.2 Software
A variety of distribution channels exist for VR content, and no hardware platform is limited to
any particular one of them. VR video games and 360º movies may be released as independently
distributed standalone apps, with ad hoc limitations on platform compatibility, but this is not
standard for consumer use. Instead, most platforms have their own proprietary distribution
channels (Mealy 2018: 197): Oculus has the Oculus Store, PlayStation has the PlayStation store,
etc. But other distribution channels are compatible across multiple platforms. SteamVR, for
example, boasts a massive library and support for all of the high-end platforms mentioned above
except for PlayStation VR. But even for that platform, a number of third-party apps are available
that allow access to Steam.
YouTube’s VR content—a vast library of user-uploaded 360º movies—has tremendously
wide distribution. It is accessible through any modern browser at youtube.com. There is also a
YouTube VR app available through Steam. Platform-specific apps are available for Oculus and
PlayStation, and a third-party app, Tubecast, allows access to YouTube’s content on Windows
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Mixed Reality. YouTube VR is also available for mobile-phone based systems like Samsung
Gear and Cardboard-style HMDs. Although there are several different ways to access YouTube
VR, it should be emphasized that it is the exact same content available on every platform.
Another benefit of YouTube’s VR content is that it can provide a 360º experience
without an HMD in two different ways: (1) on a tablet or smartphone, but without a headset; and
(2), on a computer. With method (1), the user opens the YouTube app on their smartphone and
plays the video. The user can now move their device around to explore the virtual environment,
like they would if viewing the content through a headset. They can also drag their fingertip
across the screen to adjust their perspective. This method, sometimes known as ‘magic window’,
is close to the VR experience, but has been found to be less immersive than 360º videos viewed
through HMDs (Tse et al. 2017: 2971). With method (2), the user plays the 360º video in their
browser, like a regular YouTube video, and can explore the virtual environment by clicking and
dragging with their cursor. When viewed using these methods, YouTube brands their VR content
as “360º video,” and explicitly not as VR—but it still provides for a richer user experience than
does traditional video. What I like about this is its accessibility: YouTube’s VR content can
already be played on virtually any smartphone, which can be inserted into any Cardboard-style
HMD, providing an authentic VR experience; but even without the headset, the smartphone can
provide an exciting way to access the VR content; and even users without smartphones at all can
access this same content on their computers. Since Indigenous communities often make use of
YouTube to host and share short videos already, I believe that this points to YouTube being a
good platform for hosting 360º language documentation videos (Linn 2014: 63).
YouTube, Vimeo, and other methods of playing 360º video depend on a high-speed
internet connection to stream their content, but offline solutions are available. 360º video files
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may be stored locally and played back using many apps, including the free and popular VLC,
available for computers plus iPhone and Android (Cao 2018). 360º videos may be downloaded
from several online collections. Vimeo, a streaming video site which, like YouTube, allows user
uploads, allows users to download 360º videos for offline playback. It is also worth mentioning
that several third-party apps allow one to download videos from YouTube to be played back at a
later time.

2. VIRTUAL REALITY IN PRACTICE
It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to provide a thorough overview of how virtual reality is
currently used. Arnaldi et al. (2018a; 2018b) gives a more complete consideration of this subject.
Virtual reality is today most prevalent as a media format for video games, but it is by no means
limited to that domain (Kuntz, Kulpa & Royan 2018: 110). VR is also used creatively for short
films and music videos, and Angela Watercutter, Senior Editor at Wired, wrote in 2018 that
“these days virtual reality has a presence at most major film festivals.” VR movies and
experiences were shown at Tribeca and Sheffield DocFest in 2019, and have been showcased at
Sundance since at least 2014 (Jones 2019: 327; Watercutter 2018).
VR is often used for job training and assessment, especially for medical and industrial
applications that call for extensive hands-on experience which can be expensive or difficult for
trainees to obtain (Vaughan, Gabrys & Dubey 2016: 65; Hodgson et al. 2019: 164). While these
educational applications depend upon the interactivity afforded by higher-end VR platforms (see
section 1.2.1 above), less intensive 360º videos are also present in classrooms from kindergarten
through the college level (Korbey 2017; Burns 2017). Maya Georgieva, co-founder of VR
educational consulting firm Digital Bodies, stated that teachers “unanimously” report that VR
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“experiences generate more questions and more engagement in students” (Korbey 2017).
Educator and tech blogger Neil Jarrett (2016) has strongly endorsed using Google Cardboard in
the classroom, noting that VR experiences excel as a writing prompt. Organizations like
ClassVR and Global Nomads Group consult educators on VR technology and provide 360º
video-based curricula. More commonly, teachers use educational 360º video content produced
without a particular curriculum in mind. VR tours of distant locations serve as field trips in the
classroom (Jarrett 2017; Lapastora 2019), and documentary videos from the New York Times and
BBC give students immersive experiences involving history, science, and current events
(Borovay 2017).
VR is widely used for journalism and short documentaries. In November 2015, the New
York Times released their own app, NYT VR, with a series called The Displaced available at
launch. The title referred to three children “driven from their homes by war and persecution”—
Hana, from Lebanon; Chuol, from South Sudan; and Oleg, from eastern Ukraine—each of whom
was the focus of one of the videos (NYT VR 2015). Coinciding with the launch, a million
Google Cardboard HMDs were delivered alongside newspapers to each home print subscriber. In
May of the following year, the company released their eighth VR offering and distributed a
further 300,000 Times-branded Cardboard HMDs, this time to a selection of online-only
subscribers (Robertson 2016). Immersive media company RYOT pioneered VR documentary
filmmaking. For My Son (2016) was filmed in Syria during its ongoing civil war, making RYOT
the first company to capture 360º video in an active war zone; Behind the Fence (2016) was
recorded in a fenced camp in Myanmar that Rohingya Muslims were restricted to; and the
groundbreaking The Nepal Quake Project (2015) captured the aftermath of the April 2015 Nepal
earthquake, providing the first 360º footage of a disaster zone. In our own work, documentation
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must align with community interests, and, where possible, community members should be taught
how to use the equipment and become documenters in their own right. The extent to which the
New York Times and RYOT engage in these practices is unclear.

2.1 VR Linguistics Projects
Probably because virtual reality has developed tremendously over the past five or so years
(Arnaldi et al. 2018b, 3), linguistics as a field has only recently begun to use it. Some studies
have been conducted on how people communicate with one another while embodied in virtual
reality. See, for example, Smith & Neff (2018) for experiments comparing face-to-face
communication with two varieties of VR-embodied communication, and Sun, Shaikh & Won
(2019) for experiments involving the synchrony of nonverbal communications (e.g. gesture,
posture) between participants in virtual reality. Smith & Neff (2018: 11) found that “virtual
reality and face-to-face interaction showed remarkably similar verbal and nonverbal
communication behavior,” provided that users were represented in virtual space by avatars that
were visible to both participants, and Sun, Shaikh & Won (2019) found a high degree of
nonverbal synchrony between communicating participants, whether participants were
represented by human-shaped avatars or “a shapeshifting cube.”
David Peeters (2019: 894) made the case for virtual reality as a mode uniquely wellsuited for linguistic experiments, arguing that, owing to its inherent support for multimodal
communication, virtual reality is ideal for producing a test setting most similar to the “natural
habitat” of linguistic communication. Since virtual spaces may be entirely simulated, and the
researcher may alter any variable in these simulated environments, VR combines “solid
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experimental control with high ecological validity” (895). Peeters argues that this provides an
ideal, and previously impossible, situation for many linguistic experiments.
Over the past decade, several studies have been conducted using experiments in virtual
spaces, in fields such as “indirect speech processing, syntactic priming, predictive language
processing, multilingualism, and gesture studies” (Peeters 2019: 898–899). However, language
documentation and endangered language work more generally have been slow to adopt virtual
reality. Language archives are still dominated by audio, and contain relatively little video
content, much less 360º video (Holton & Seyfeddinipur 2018: 104). Endangered Languages and
New Technologies (Jones 2014) makes no mention of virtual reality or 360º videos. For the most
part, 360º cameras were still prohibitively expensive when the book was written, but the
technology did exist, and was indeed on the cusp of breaking into the mainstream: one of the first
consumer VR cameras to be sold, the Kodak PixPro SP360, was released that year.
Several VR projects that are relevant to language revitalization have been developed by
interested filmmakers working outside of academia. Lena Herzog’s Last Whispers aims to create
public concern for and interest in language shift, which is essential to addressing the issue (Linn
2018). According to the project’s site, Last Whispers is “an invocation of languages that have
gone extinct and an incantation of those that are endangered. It is an immersive oratorio
composed of their recordings: a video/audio installation and a virtual reality experience”
(lastwhispers.org). The VR portion is divided into three parts; work is ongoing, with Parts I and
II still under construction. The seven-minute long Part III is complete, and has been screened at
major film festivals, including Sundance 2019 (where it premiered) and SXSW 2019.
Additionally, some virtual reality videos that happen to include endangered languages, such as
Munduruku: The Fight to Defend the Heart of the Amazon (2017), are not explicitly concerned
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with language shift, but may similarly help to “change the attitudes and the behavior of majority
language speakers” to be more “accepting of language diversity,” feeling more “sympathy
towards language loss and the people who are affected” (Linn 2018: 67).
To my knowledge, the only language documentation project that has incorporated virtual
reality so far is Glossopticon, created by Nick Thieberger, Rachel Hendery, and Andrew Burrell.
Established in 2003, The Pacific and Regional Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered
Cultures (PARADISEC) archive contains “nearly 9,700 hours of recordings” from about 1,000
different languages, making it a tremendous resource for endangered language speakers, learners,
and researchers (Burrell, Hendery & Thieberger 2019: 101). In fact, many of the files “represent
orphaned collections of analogue tapes, previously unfindable by anyone but the researcher or
their descendants” (Barwick & Thieberger 2018: 135). Archive access is of major importance:
acknowledging that archives can be essential for language revitalization, Justin Spence (2018:
180) has opined that “one of the initial challenges for revitalizing a language from archival
resources is finding and accessing the materials in the first place.” PARADISEC is intended to
make previously locked-away resources available online to interested parties, effectively
liberating the archives. Unfortunately, as PARADISEC director Nick Thieberger has noted,
“we’ve got this fantastic resource […] but it’s not very engaging, it’s a bit dull” (Higginbotham
2017). Efforts are continually being made to both increase public access to, and interest in, the
materials stored in the collection. Glossopticon, a project developed by Nick Thieberger, Rachel
Hendery, and Andrew Burrell, is a method of doing both.
Glossopticon is a virtual reality application that allows the user to explore a selection of
the PARADISEC collection through a video game-like interface. The user is situated in the sky
above a map of Oceania. Vertical beams emanate from various points on the map, each
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corresponding to the location where a given language in the PARADISEC archives is spoken. In
some versions of the project, each beam is surrounded by a translucent dome, whose size varies
depending on the approximate number of speakers for the corresponding language. In other
versions, including the publicly-available web version, the height of each beam is pegged to the
approximate number of speakers; the taller the beam, the more speakers there are. Using a
controller, the user flies towards the beams; as they approach, a “snippet” of sample audio from
the corresponding language plays, and additional information about the language is presented,
either through a heads-up display or a popup text box (Burrell, Hendery & Thieberger 2019:
102).
In addition to providing a novel means of exploring PARADISEC, Glossopticon was
intended as a method of publicizing the collection. In this regard, it has been a major success,
picking up “considerable press coverage” and “mentions in academic publications, presentations
at conferences, social media posts and even word-of-mouth.” As a result, PARADISEC team
members Linda Barwick and Nick Thieberger note that “many more people are now aware of the
collection” (Barwick & Thieberger 2018: 137).
Four iterations of Glossopticon have been created: the first, developed with the Unity
engine for the HTC Vive platform in 2017 (Burrell, Hendery & Thieberger 2019: 100), was an
installation at the Memory of the World exhibition in the Canberra Museum and Gallery
(Higginbotham 2017). Later that year, an iPad version was also produced (Burrell, Hendery &
Thieberger 2019: 103). In 2018, the project was rebuilt using WebVR and made open source.
Accessible at glossopticon.com, it may be experienced using the HTC Vive, a smartphone
(which may be placed into a Cardboard-style HMD), or computer. It was built with an extensible
backend, allowing researchers to add new regions containing their own data. The project’s
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designers highlight that this version of the project may be used as “a front-end to the catalog of
another archival collection” (Burrell, Hendery & Thieberger 2019: 101). These three versions
were all geared primarily towards the general public; for many reasons (inefficient navigation,
non-searchable data, and only partial audio availability among them), Glossopticon made for an
insufficient tool for serious researchers. The fourth iteration of the project, called Layered
Horizons and still under development, is intended for researchers specifically. It will allow for
PARADISEC data to be combined with relevant data from other sources. Creating “more of a
‘datascape’ than a landscape,” the user will be able to manipulate the underlaying map, while
interacting with the application using naturalistic gestures rather than game controllers (102).
The Glossopticon project brings together disparate materials, many of which recorded on
analog equipment decades ago, and situates them in virtual space to facilitate access. This is
contrasted by my own work, which incorporates 360º video from the outset.

3. USING 360º VIDEO FOR LANGUAGE DOCUMENTATION
Some researchers have recognized video cameras as the best available tool for language
documentation (Margetts & Margetts 2011: 18; McConvell 2003: 10–12), but not without
controversy (Chelliah & de Reuse 2011: 432–433; Nathan 2007: 3–4). Where not proscribed by
the speech community, video recordings are a superior form of documentation to audio-only
recordings. Video recordings provide a more complete documentation of language use in situ. As
technology continues to improve, the problems of massive video sizes and competing file
formats are addressed, so that large videos may now be streamed online with relative ease and
.mp4 has emerged as the standard of choice on the web. Furthermore, free software which can
play locally-stored video of virtually any format is widely available. Many of video’s remaining
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shortcomings arise from the fact that content must be in frame to be captured. 360º video
improves upon this by radically expanding the frame. This section summarizes some of the
benefits of video over audio-only documentation, before moving to a discussion of some of the
added benefits of 360º video for language documentation. Finally, some of the potential
problems of 360º video are discussed.

3.1 Benefits of Video
Over the last twenty years, the material cost of high-quality video recording has dropped off.
Lightweight SD cards have replaced book-sized videotapes, and batteries are smaller and longerlasting than ever. Cameras themselves have shrunk in size and cost, making them less obtrusive
to speakers and far easier to carry around for documenting communicative events on a whim.
Video content is increasingly accessible: it may be uploaded to the Internet and instantly shared
with millions of people across the globe. Researchers may download and use videos for their
own projects, or work collaboratively over the Internet. Leung and Hawkins (2011: 345) write
that “[b]y viewing (and listening to) video-audio recordings collaboratively, different researchers
can add layers of perceptions and widen the angle of approach in ways that a researcher working
alone (or a small team) might not be able to achieve.” Additionally, communities may access and
use videos for language revitalization efforts; and the general public may access them for
educational purposes. Videos can be re-cut into short documentaries or language lessons.
For language documentation, the benefits of video over audio-only are manifold.20 First
of all, it must be emphasized that most video recorders can connect to an external microphone,
allowing them to capture high-quality sound recordings on par with dedicated audio. (Using the

20

See McConvell (2003: 10–12) for a more extensive list.
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camera’s internal microphone should be avoided (Chelliah & de Reuse 2011: 433).) Where this
is not possible, a separate audio recorder may be used, its recording combined with the video
during editing. There is thus nothing lost, in terms of documentation quality, by opting for video
over audio-only documentation. Additionally, transcription and translations may be
superimposed over the video as subtitles.
Video allows researchers to more accurately describe and analyze the recordings. Video
makes it considerably easier to recognize speakers in and across conversations, where people
often talk over one another (McConvell 2003: 11). McConvell (2003: 11) notes that speakers
“frequently refer to objects in view and point to them,” and video makes it possible for viewers
to follow what the speakers are talking about. Seeing speakers’ mouths helps elucidate the
phonetics of speech (McConvell 2007: 4), addressing one of Franz Boas’s complaints about the
phonograph which is in fact applicable to all sound-only recordings:
The recording of phonetics […] by means of a phonograph of any construction is
impossible, for the reason that the phonograph renders only the physical characteristics of
the spoken sound, while the primary object we have to investigate is the physiological
method of producing the sound. This can be obtained only by closest observation of the
speaker. (quoted in Brady et al. 1984 [1906]: 3–4)
Language is fundamentally multimodal (Gullberg 2012: 48; Seyfeddinipur 2012). While
not all-encompassing, video offers a far more robust and accurate documentation than audio-only
recordings are capable of (Holton & Seyfeddinipur 2018: 104). The isolated audio of a
conversation or utterance is an incomplete representation of the linguistic act that it documents.
Video allows viewers to situate the language in the real world, removing some of the alienation
inherent in a strictly audio recording. Of course, video also allows for the documentation of sign
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languages, something not possible with audio-only recording. Video captures gesture, posture,
and the physical configuration of speakers, as well as providing a glimpse at their material
culture (Chelliah & de Reuse 2011: 433; Wittenburg 2007: 4).
Gesture is particularly important, as it is “closely linked to language and speech in
production, comprehension, and development,” interacting with “cultural, social, psychological,
and linguistic aspects of communication” (Gullman 2012: 48). McConvell (2003: 11–12)
highlights two situations in which non-speech actions are collocated with speech in a way that
informs the meaning of the utterance, but which would necessarily be absent from an audio-only
documentation. First, he describes a situation where “the common hand-sign for ‘nothing, no,
not’ was used by an Arrernte speaker while verbally saying a positive sentence, reversing the
meaning to a negative sentence.” Second, he notes that gesture may be used as an “elucidating
force,” such as the common use “by Aboriginal people and some others in Australia” of briefly
sticking the tongue out after a statement to indicate that the speaker is “just joking.” A researcher
may jot down a description of these phenomena, and this note may be appended to the recording
in a corpus, but this assumes that the researcher is attentive to everything that may be of
linguistic import—which, as illustrated below, is not always the case.
Researchers reviewing video that they recorded have found important features that they
had initially not noticed. Thomas Widlok, Christian Rapold & Gertie Hoymann (2008) recorded
a short video during their project documenting ǂAkhoe Haiǁom, a Khoisan language. This video
was not recorded with the intention of gathering linguistic data, but rather to “facilitate
communication and information exchange between the researchers and the speech community as
well as among research team members” (355). Despite its non-linguistic purposes, the
researchers noted that “the video record provides new starting points for analysis that even a
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large corpus of mere audio data would not” (363). In particular, the video proved essential for
exploring interrogatives in the language. At one point, Widlok asked one participant, GN, Mâtis
lon a nē khoesa? (“What name has this woman?”), to which she responded Mâs ge? (358). Mâs
is an interrogative, usually glossed as ‘where’ but also as ‘which of’ or ‘who of’ in questions of
selection. Mâs ge? was thus glossed as ‘which one?’. However, the video shows GN looking
over her shoulder when asked the question, seeing two different women, each in different
locations. Contextually, both ‘where’ and ‘which’ would have made sense, leading the
researchers to note that “the short sequence raises the instructive problem whether the question
word mâ is really used for both Place and Selection, or whether it is only used for Place” (363).
With an audio-only recording of this interaction, linguists would have had no impetus to question
their analysis of this word.
Samantha Rarrick had worked with the Kere community in Papua New Guinea for some
time, frequently using video in line with community interest in video production (Rarrick 2019:
7). While documenting Kere, a language spoken in Sinasina valley with fewer than 1,000
speakers, Rarrick often asked participants about sign language and deaf individuals. Participants
denied knowledge of these subjects; in this area, people usually deny the very “existence of Deaf
people and signed languages” (Rarrick & Asonye 2017: 10). But one day in 2016, a deaf woman
returned to the community, having left her husband in a neighboring village—and, to Rarrick’s
surprise, the very individuals that had been recorded began signing with her. They were all using
Sina Sina Sign Language, a sign language previously unknown to linguists. Rarrick was inspired
to review the videos she had recorded, and found several “older recordings of bilingual-bimodal”
communications—individuals signing in Sina Sina Sign Language as they spoke (Rarrick 2019:
19). Without video, this important documentation would never have been made.
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3.2 Benefits of 360º
Many of the problems associated with video revolve around framing. David Nathan (2007: 3)
cautioned that “while video can capture facial expressions and other paralinguistic behavior, and
some locational, directional and contextual information, it can only capture what is ‘in frame’.”
A traditional video camera is unidirectional, meaning that what is not in the cone-shaped visual
field in front of the lens is not recorded. The documenter thus must put considerable care into
how they place and aim their camera, as anything outside of the frame will be lost. Where
participants converse, the camera must be placed in a way that can record them all; where
participants move around, the camera must be moved; at every step, the researcher must make
major editorial decisions about what is to be recorded and what discarded. This results in much
data going undocumented. It also forces the viewer to adopt the perspective of the recorder,
meaning that the usefulness of the resource to future researchers is limited by the interests of the
original documenter. A multiple-camera setup providing full video coverage is theoretically
possible, but would create a highly artificial situation, demanding multiple researchers and
obtrusive equipment, impeding upon the “generally observed practice that ethnographically
oriented studies should preserve the naturally occurring flow of events as far as possible” (Leung
& Hawkins 2011: 346).
360º videos drastically expand the frame, so that everything in a visual sphere around the
camera is recorded. The camera may be set up in the center of a conversation, liberating the
documenter from having to pivot their camera back and forth to track speakers’ turns, or from
having to place the camera in a distant enough position to capture all speakers. When watching
VR content, the viewer is far less limited by the aim of the original researcher: they can look in
any direction, focusing on anyone or anything. While the documenter still chooses where to
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place the 360º camera, the orientation is left up to the viewer, who may analyze phenomena that
the original researcher was not looking for, and may not have even noticed.
Patrick McConvell (2007: 2–3) argued that “video is almost essential for recording multiperson conversation.” With audio-only recordings, it can be impossible to know who is speaking
and who is addressed, given the “overlaps, disfluencies and background noise” endemic to
conversation. Video resolves this problem, so long as all speakers are in frame. 360º video
improves upon this by placing all speakers in frame. In discussing a traditional camera setup,
Seyfeddinipur (2012: 161) wrote that “a framing including all interlocutors may not be possible
for communities who employ a communal broadcast model of talk.” This may be one of the
conversational configurations that Austin & Sallabank (2018: 208) had in mind when
highlighting the problem of some researchers “directing participants to behave in socially
unusual ways so they are in frame for video,” thereby detracting from the felicity of their
documentation.
Timothy Brickell (2018: 189–190) examined the videos from 20 different corpora in the
ELAR (Endangered Languages Archive) and PARADISEC archives. His findings were
troubling: while videos were supposed to record “dynamic, culturally-relevant activities,” the
methods used were often technically challenged. Most videos took one of two formats: in the
first, speakers sat unmoving while talking—not an inherently unnatural configuration, but
perhaps reinforced by the camera’s static position and limiting frame. Participants’ faces were
often obscured by “microphones or body parts.” The second is characterized by “shaky handheld footage as people move about describing activities or pointing out objects while being
followed by researchers.” 360º video presents a remedy to some of these problems. “Sit and talk”
recordings are considerably improved upon. Participants may still sit, but need not sit still—
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repositioning, getting up, and moving around the room, all normal behaviors which present a
problem for traditional video, are handled easily by a 360º camera. (Care must still be taken to
ensure that speakers are not blocked by objects.) A far more natural recording may thus be
produced. Brickell is not specific about what paths participants move in when researchers follow
them around. Where participants move from room to room, 360º video does not offer a particular
improvement. (360º cameras may be moved around much like a traditional video camera to
accommodate this.) But where participants walk around within a single room, or in a small range
within an open space, 360º video allows them to be recorded without the need for constant, ad
hoc accommodations by the documenter.
A cohesive documentation of language as it naturally occurs must contain gesture as well
as speech. An individual’s hand movements, expressions, gaze, and eyebrow and head
movements, along with their speech, make up an “orchestrated whole” (Seyfeddinipur 2012:
160). Here, too, 360º improves upon traditional video. As the camera can be put in the center of
conversation, it is capable of recording multiple speakers with a felicity not permitted by singlecamera traditional video setups. To record gesture, it is recommended that speakers’ upper
bodies be completely in frame, with “at least an arm-length space” around their heads. For
maximum coverage, the camera should be “angled slightly down” from the participants’ eye
level, and “positioned at 9 o’clock or full frontal.” However, it is unusual for people to
communicate while positioned next to one another and looking ahead, towards the camera. Since
artificially arranging the speakers should be avoided, a compromise is often necessary. Linguists
typically frame “only the main speaker […] while the other speakers’ faces may not be fully
visible,” thus creating a drastically incomplete documentation of a communicative event. A 360º
camera can simply be placed in the center of a conversation, at a height around eye level, and
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this problem is solved. All interlocutors will be in frame, all of their gestures, gaze, expressions,
and speech will be recorded, and, crucially, their interactions with one another will be faithfully
documented. Seyfeddinipur (2012: 160) noted that, “ideally, the social space created by the
interlocutors (including all interlocutors and not just a single speaker) should be recorded. This is
because the verbal and gestural behaviour of speakers is contingent on the behaviour of their
interlocutors, where they are located, whether they look or not, whether they backchannel their
understanding or not, etc.” 360º provides an easy way for this space to be recorded with a singlecamera setup.
Of course, language documentation must be of use to the communities whose language is
being documented. In order for documentation to be useful to a community’s “speakers and
learners,” local “aims, priorities, resources, and local technological infrastructure” must be kept
in mind (Nathan 2006: 364). VR is not appropriate for all situations, and it must not be
shoehorned into communities whose technological resources are not compatible with the format.
Optimistically, however, Alexandre Arkhipov & Nick Thieberger (2018: 141) have recognized
that “differential access to language records between researchers and language speakers has
dramatically reduced in many places and is rapidly shrinking in the rest. Mobile devices are
making it easier to create and disseminate records of performance in small languages and social
media promotes interactions in local languages.” In my own work, VR is well suited to the
community: Akwesasne has a well-developed internet infrastructure, and most community
members that I have met have smartphones and access to computers. There are ongoing language
classes, and some of the community’s educators have expressed interest in incorporating 360º
materials into their lessons. While not the typical situation for speakers of endangered languages,
it is not quite unique, either. Denny Moore & Ana Vilacy Galucio (2016: 39–43) describe
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Brazil’s PRODOCLIN (Projeto de Documentação de Línguas Indígenas) language
documentation program. PRODOCLIN’s projects must produce, among other things, a digital
archive of the audio and video files that are recorded, as well as “mini-sites on the Internet for
the native group” (42). As Indigenous communities learn about the “possibilities of digital
documentation,” interest grows, and “the demand for documentation increases.” The results are
made available to the speakers, as “many indigenous communities in Brazil have computerliterate members and access to computers and the Internet” (43). Going further, Mary S. Linn
(2014: 63) has recognized the development of smartphones and cheap video cameras as having a
democratizing effect. Indigenous youth create and share short videos, creating an historically
high “level of Indigenous youth voices in film.” YouTube, Facebook, and other websites
commonly used to share digital videos can also handle VR footage; the smartphones that young
people are already using can be slipped into a modified cardboard box to create an effective
HMD.
360º videos may be played in many ways. As mentioned above, they can be streamed
online, through YouTube, Vimeo, or other platforms, or played offline, if stored locally.
Smartphones are increasingly widespread, especially in the developing world (International
Telecommunications Union 2017). An affordable Cardboard-style HMD needs only the viewer’s
smartphone to operate; if the viewer has no HMD, they can view 360º videos magic-window
style on their tablet or smartphone. And if the user has neither a tablet nor smartphone, they may
use a PC, using their mouse or trackpad to navigate the sphere. In Brazil, where smartphone
access is limited but computers are fairly widespread, this would be practical.21

21

As of 2018, approximately 54% of adults in Brazil own a smartphone, below the global median of 59% (Poushter,
Bishop & Chwe 2018: 14).
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Where private computer access is limited, 360º videos to be stored in a “jukebox
archive,” a “computer or hard drive that functions as a standalone archive inside a cultural
center” (O’Meara & González Guadarrama 2016: 60). Such machines are especially useful for
communities with limited to no internet access, as they allow for the local storage and playback
of recorded materials. Jeff Good has introduced jukebox archives to several Indigenous
communities in rural Australia, where they have been well received (66). Such archives may be
part of larger projects involving the speech community with language documentation.
Community members may be taught to produce VR content nearly as easily as traditional digital
video; as costs steadily decrease, this becomes increasingly viable for communities in the
developing world. Documentary footage may be edited to create pedagogical materials
pertaining to the culture and language, providing something of a field trip in the classroom and
giving students a chance to view speakers in naturalistic conversation.
VR may also be useful in inspiring young people to learn more about the language and
culture of those shown in VR content. It is essential for language revitalization that a given
language have new speakers in future generations. Several VR projects have been developed to
forge a sense of connection between the viewers and the subjects. One World, Many Stories, by
the nonprofit Global Nomads Group, is a “VR-based curriculum” that aims to build students’
empathy, featuring “a series of 360-degree autobiographical videos” centering around “a boy in
eastern Kentucky; a young man in Amman, Jordan; and a young black woman in New York
City” (Berdik 2017). Project Empathy, a 360º film series by news commentator Van Jones and
producer/entrepreneur Jamie Wong, was developed to teach viewers about mass incarceration in
the United States, building their empathy for “the millions of Americans in the U.S. penal
system” (Peters 2016).
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Mary S. Linn (2014: 63) argues that it is not enough for a community to be able to watch
documentation that has already been recorded. A truly accessible language archive needs
“community involvement in the creation and care of collections, and decisions about their
distribution” (Linn 2014: 63). She identifies “film and video” as perhaps the “strongest artistic
medium to inform and motivate to action the largest number of people” (Linn 2018: 71–72). As
such, films by Indigenous people can be particularly impactful, giving “an Indigenous voice to
public discussion around the issues surrounding cultural loss, trauma and renewal, and
approaches for sustainability.” Indigenous films are showcased at major international film
festivals, but they are also widely distributed online (72). Indigenous communities, already
involved in filmmaking, can use 360º cameras to create impactful, immersive short films, and
researchers can help by providing community workshops on the technology and by drawing
attention to Indigenous voices.
One benefit of 360º video is perhaps unique to this time, in which VR is still a cuttingedge technology of considerable public interest. Using virtual reality for language documentation
can garner important press attention for the language and community involved in the research.
This sort of attention can lead to funding for community development, an interest in language
revitalization among the community’s diaspora, and attention from other potential researchers.
Recall that one of the stated aims of Glossopticon was to draw attention to PARADISEC; the
project was a success, and received wide press coverage, publicizing the broader issues of
language endangerment and revitalization as well. The Red Cross had similar aims in making
360º videos to “counteract ‘compassion fatigue’” as well as to spur donations (Berdik 2017).
Such donations would be of considerable value to local revitalization efforts. While many
institutions provide financial support for documentation efforts, there is often little money
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available for revitalization (Holton & Seyfeddinipur 2018; Pérez Báez, Vogel & Patolo 2019:
482). Even when funding agencies show an interest in supporting community-based endangered
language work, they often evince a strong bias in favor of academic applicants, and funding may
not be made available for grassroots efforts (Arka 2018: 133). Some working on revitalization
have had to turn to family and friends for funding, in at least one case taking out a personal loan
(Pérez Báez, Vogel & Patolo 2019: 475). A project that can capture the interest of the general
public can serve to attract attention and funding, which can be channeled directly to
revitalization efforts.
While the benefits of 360º video for conversation are clear, less immediately apparent is
the value that this format holds for more traditional researcher-participant interactions, such as
elicitation. In these situations, the researcher provides prompts to the participant, whose
responses constitute the desired data. Although the participant (and their speech) is the focus of
such interactions, with the researcher behind the camera or microphone, in reality, elicitation has
far more in common with conversation than is usually figured. Participants respond to input from
the researcher, including the researcher’s obvious contributions, such as questions or stimuli, but
also the researcher’s less intentional contributions, like gaze and gesture. As Nathan (2010: 271)
writes, “the documenter is generally present during the recording and has an implicit or explicit
influence on the events and thus the sounds [i.e. linguistic data] that result from them.” These
situations, in fact, have two participants, one of whom is the researcher. The researcher’s
communication shapes, in often subtle ways, the speech of the other participant; without the
researcher’s communication documented, we are left with a less-than-comprehensive record of
the actual communicative event. With this perspective, we can see that 360º video provides an
ideal way of documenting elicitation, as it situates speech in its truly conversational context.
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3.3 Problems with 360º
As noted above, 360º video is not ideal in all situations. It inherits many of the shortcomings
inherent to digital video. Austin (2006: 91) highlighted that videos are “difficult to transfer and
store” owing to their large size. Since 2006, storage space on computers has increased vastly, and
the smartphones of 2019 can store larger files than some home computers could then. Highspeed internet is widespread, and large file transfers can take a fraction of the time that they used
to. However, streaming high-quality 360º videos requires considerable bandwidth, making it
impractical for a full classroom of students to simultaneously access VR on YouTube, Vimeo, or
other online platforms. This can be addressed by having students preload VR content onto their
smartphones—provided that students have smartphones (Hodgson et al. 2019: 167).
Furthermore, these technological advances are unevenly distributed, with wealthier communities
having far greater access. Although smartphone and internet access is constantly spreading
throughout the developing world, neither are ubiquitous (Poushter, Bishop & Chwe 2018: 15).
While researchers can record 360º video in any community where they could record traditional
video, it is not always possible for such communities to access and use these videos.
Communities that lack internet access obviously cannot stream online videos. Those that have
steady electricity and access to modern computers may store videos locally, but neither of these
resources are a given. And since 360º videos are considerably larger than traditional digital video
files, they are more resource-demanding to store and play. Even communities that have
computers might not have enough space on them, or they may not have the processing power to
run the programs necessary to play VR content. On the bright side, computing power and storage
capacity are continually improving, and electricity and internet access are ever expanding.
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Steven Bird & Gary Simons (2003: 557) argued that “linguists who have been quick to
embrace new technologies, create digital materials, and publish them on the web” often
inadvertently produce documentation which will become inaccessible in less than a decade. This
is because such cutting-edge projects are often tied to “software versions, file formats, and
system configurations” which are doomed to short-term obsolescence. It might reasonably be
feared that 360º video, as a relatively new technology, might be inaccessible in a few years’ time,
creating a thorough but moribund documentation.
This is unlikely for several reasons. Most importantly, consumer-grade 360º video is
usually saved in the .mp4 file format, a standard for traditional video as well. .mp4 enjoys broad
cross-platform support, and files in this format may be played by any modern video player. .mp4
is a lossy format, but is “adequate for the average documentation video” (McConvell 2007: 3).
Any modern video editing application allows users to convert video from one format to virtually
any other. Problematically, VR content may appear in an ultra-widescreen rectangular format in
players that are not capable of accurately rendering spherical video. This will probably be
addressed as 360º videos become more widespread, and many popular players, such as VLC,
already play VR content correctly. Importantly, major online streaming video websites, including
YouTube, Vimeo, and Facebook, present 360º video spherically as well. YouTube especially, as
a Google product, will continue supporting 360º video for the foreseeable future, given Google’s
broad commitment to virtual reality. (Recall Google Cardboard.) Plus, file formats—especially
popular, well-supported ones like .mp4—can always be converted to whatever new formats are
developed in the future (Wittenburg 2007: 5).
On the production side, 360º video today is nearly as easy to produce as traditional digital
video, but there are some added hurdles. 360º cameras need large SD cards with fast write
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speeds, and they go through battery life faster than other digital cameras. The documenter should
keep some extra batteries and SD cards on hand—good practice for traditional video as well, but
a bit more expensive a prospect for 360º. More troublesome for language documentation is the
fact that many cameras lack a mic input, meaning that a separate digital audio recorder is
necessary. Most cameras’ built-in mics (which should not be used for this work anyway (Austin
2006: 90)) do not record ambisonic audio, so an external audio recorder is essential to capitalize
on this feature of VR. 360º videos demand more storage space and processing power on the
computers used to edit them, meaning that a fairly new computer is best. Software for editing VR
is readily available, but freeware solutions are limited. These technical issues must be accounted
for, but are addressed easily enough by buying (enough of) the right equipment. Prices are still
high relative to traditional video, but are steadily dropping.
A more serious technical limitation involves image quality. Many consumer 360º
cameras boast a misleadingly high image resolution. 4K resolution, available on many consumerlevel 360º cameras, is 3,840 x 2,160 pixels. For a traditional video, this is extremely high
resolution. But when those pixels are spread across a 360º image, the fidelity appears middling,
since the viewer only sees a small portion of the video at any given time. 4K 360º videos
watched on a computer can thus seem somewhat fuzzy. When watched through the smaller
screens of an HMD, they appear sharper. High-end 360º cameras are capable of producing truly
high-quality videos: for example, the Obsidian R, released in fall 2017, records 8K video, but has
a list price of $6,999. Encouragingly, the image quality on consumer models is improving. For
example, the Insta360 One X, released in late 2018, records 5.7K 360º video (Rehm 2018).22
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The earlier Yi 360 VR could also record in 5.7K, but videos shot at this resolution had to be manually stitched
together (Aldred 2017).
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One problem unique to 360º cameras involves the seamline. 360º cameras record through
multiple lenses simultaneously, and the resulting videos are ‘stitched’ together. ‘Stitching’ refers
to the process of combining the footage recorded through each lens into a single visual sphere.
Most cameras automatically stitch footage together, either in-camera or in their own proprietary
app, but some do not. When footage is automatically stitched, content recorded in the small zone
where the two lenses overlap–the seamline–is often distorted, especially when the lighting is
substantially different from one lens to the other. This problem was particularly prevalent with
earlier consumer-level cameras, but it is improving as newer models are released (Mealy 2018:
176). Researchers might favor manual stitching, although it takes both time and skill, because it
allows for greater control over the final video. At minimum, the researcher should avoid placing
the camera such that participants will be present in the seamline.
Another problem involves on-screen text. The present standard resolution for HMDs is a
generous 2,160 x 1,200 pixels (Kuntz, Kulpa & Royan 2018: 103). However, 360º videos are
often watched through smartphones (which may or may not be inserted into Cardboard-style
HMDs). Most Cardboard-style HMDs create a pseudo-stereoscopic effect with two plastic lenses
for the viewers to look through. To work with this, many applications split the video in two, so
that each eye sees a slightly different image. Smartphone screen resolution is fairly small as-is; to
create this pseudo-stereoscopy, the already-small screen size is halved.23 If 360º videos are to be
viewed through a smartphone, captions can only contain a limited amount of text at a time and
still be legible. Again, this issue is addressed as the technology improves, but it does present a
limitation at present.
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For example, my own smartphone, the 2016 iPhone SE, has a resolution of 1,136 x 640. When viewed Cardboardstyle, the resolution is reduced to approximately 568 x 320 pixels.
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Finally, new techniques will need to be developed to account for the fact that people and
items cannot easily hide behind the camera. Videographers often depend upon utilizing out-offrame space. For example, the researcher, whose presence may be considered unimportant to the
documentation, will often be situated behind or beside the camera, so that they will not be
recorded. Lighting rigs are typically situated around the camera, so that the participant is
illuminated, but the apparatuses themselves are hidden. 360º video challenges these habits. It is
possible with traditional video for community members to stand behind the camera while
participants are recorded, thereby being present for the process but avoiding possible discomfort
or prohibitions on themselves being recorded. Since the frame extends completely around the
camera, this is not possible with 360º video. Getting consent can also be more difficult: with a
traditional camcorder, a researcher can keep most people out of the shot, focusing only on a
selection of people who’ve agreed ahead of time to be recorded; with a 360º camera, everyone
present is in frame, making this sort of selective recording impossible. A researcher should
secure consent from everyone who might be near the recording ahead of time.
Other problems are thornier, and present a real challenge to the use of video, traditional
or 360º. For example, some speech communities may have “prohibitions […] against viewing the
images of dead people appearing in video recordings.” More generally, “in some communities
making video recordings is not possible for cultural reasons” (Austin 2006: 91).24 VR is also not
immune from the shortcomings inherent to overt recording in general, such as the “observers’
paradox,” the fact that observation modifies people’s behavior. Participants also may change

24
On the other hand, outsiders sometimes assume that a community is resistant to video when this is not the case.
Felix K. Ameka (2015: 18–19) noted that “some Africanists […] tend to avoid the use of video recording,” recalling
a grant reviewer suggesting that “the team should cut down on video recording, because in their view, speakers do
not like to be recorded. In fact nothing could be further from the truth.” Researchers were even routinely asked to
record important community events.
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their speech in some way to accommodate for a researcher from outside of the community,
leading perhaps to the incorporation of “foreigner speak” (Austin & Sallabank 2018: 208).
Participant awareness that recordings will be viewed by others in the future will impact the
content of their conversations, as they may avoid obscenities or sensitive topics that might
otherwise be part of their natural conversations. But none of these shortcomings are unique to
360º video, and some may in fact be alleviated to some degree by the fact that VR cameras tend
to be smaller and more innocuous than traditional digital camcorders.
On balance, VR addresses the most serious defect of traditional video by expanding the
frame to the entire visual sphere surrounding the camera. Documenters need not worry too much
about getting participants in frame through precise or creative camera placement, and there is no
need to direct participants to arrange themselves in any particular configuration. Gesture and
conversation are more robustly documented, and language is situated more accurately in its
cultural and material context. Most of the problems facing 360º video are shared by standard
video and indeed recording in general. Those that the format introduces are mostly technical, and
will be resolved in time. Many, such as image resolution, are already being addressed. I believe
that, taken as a whole, 360º video represents a great advancement on traditional video as a tool
for language documentation.
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IV. ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION
1. CHAPTER OUTLINE
In the previous chapter, I described the benefits (and shortcomings) of 360º video for language
documentation. This chapter shifts the discussion to the 360º corpus, introduced in Chapter I. In
section 2 below, I discuss the significance of the present corpus to the documentation of
Kanien’kéha, indicating a few directions for future development. In section 3, I reflect on the
linguistic scope of the present corpus, in particular discussing the role of English in a
comprehensive documentation of the Akwesasne community’s linguistic practices.
The sections that follow are somewhat more technical. The major benefit of 360º video
over traditional video, as argued in the previous chapter, is that by drastically expanding the
frame, it records all participants surrounding the camera. It records participants as they move
about a room, picking up their speech, gestures, postures, etc. in whatever configuration they
arrange themselves in. This is important for a truly cohesive documentation, given the
multimodality of language (Seyfeddinipur 2012). In section 4, I highlight a few instances in the
corpus that benefit from the expanded frame – situations that could not have been recorded
with a single traditional camera. I incorporate analyses of gesture and turn-taking into this
section, demonstrating not only that 360º video captures an amount of content that would
otherwise have been missed, but also that this more robust documentation lends itself to further
analysis. In section 5, I explore the phonetic analysis of ambisonic audio, addressing the
viability of ambisonic audio for linguistic analysis, and proposing some directions for future
research. Finally, I conclude in section 6. Throughout this chapter, translations and most
transcriptions were done by Dorothy Lazore, whose help has been absolutely necessary to this
work.
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2. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PRESENT CORPUS
Since I believe that 360º video is a format ideally suited to documentary linguistics, I believe that
it is noteworthy that the present corpus is the first to use 360º video for language documentation.
In addition to being innovative in terms of its format, the present corpus also makes a substantial
contribution to the study of Kanien’kéha. With its orientation towards spontaneous conversation
and its emphasis on multimodality, the present corpus is fundamentally different from most of
the documentation of Kanien’kéha that exists in the archives. The 20th century documentation of
the language is largely oriented towards pedagogy, with extensive educational materials largely
prepared by Kanien’kehá:ka. Such materials include curricula (e.g. Deering & Delisle 1976) as
well as readings (e.g. Williams 1976). These materials are highly valuable, but differ from
spontaneous speech in many ways, including major differences in the use of particles, as
described by Mithun (1992) and mentioned in Chapter I above. Additional materials were often
collected by linguists. Most audio recordings seem to have remained in the private collections of
those who produced them, but several were deposited in accessible archives, including a few of
spontaneous conversation.
Even today, spontaneous speech and conversation make up an extremely small
percentage of the existing documentation of Kanien’kéha. Questions involving issues of
pragmatics, like conversational turn-taking, as well as issues pertinent to studies of bilingualism,
including the widespread incorporation of English phrases in fluent speech, are largely
unaddressable. Studies relating to gaze, gesture, and the physical configuration of conversants
cannot be carried out at present without the researcher conducting new fieldwork specifically for
these purposes.
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Pre-20th century documentation is highly formal, consisting almost entirely of religious
materials, culturally important narratives, and translation dictionaries. This leaves major gaps,
including spontaneous speech in non-formal registers. Recall the list of children’s words
provided by Cuoq (1882), described in Chapter I. Cuoq’s list is anomalous in that it includes
labial consonants in apparently indigenous vocabulary. It is impossible to say how widespread or
long-lasting this phenomenon was, given the virtual absence of documentation from similar
social contexts. A robust documentation of the language must recognize language as multimodal,
and document it as such. It should also aim at documenting the language in a variety of social
situations, including everyday conversation.
The VR corpus of Kanien’kéha addresses this imbalance. As discussed above, 360º video
builds on the strengths of traditional video, which is presently recognized as the platform best
suited to creating the most holistic and representative documentation possible. By applying this
technique to a linguistic context that is largely absent from the archives—naturalistic
conversation—the 360º corpus will make a major contribution to filling in some of the major
gaps in the existing documentation. This corpus can serve as the basis for original research by
those who would be unable to collect the necessary data on their own.
It is also noteworthy because of its size, in terms of both length and number of
participants. With over 10 hours recorded, it is currently the largest audio-video corpus of
Kanien’kéha speech that I am aware of, albeit with the caveat that these recordings will only see
public release once the participants in each video have had a final chance to review the contents.
I do not doubt that other researchers have themselves collected this many hours of recordings,
but there seem to be no plans to publicly release them. With twenty seven participants, this
corpus presents a broader coverage of speaker variation than presently exists. With more speech
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coming from more speakers, we can more accurately make scientific generalizations about the
language. Another point of contrast is that the conversations in the Deyohahá:ge and WCC
collections contain speakers from Six Nations, while the present corpus is recorded in
Akwesasne. It will thus be useful for identifying differences in the varieties spoken across
communities—a topic which has been explored to some extent (e.g. by Bonvillain 1984), but
which is not easily researched at present.
Given its breadth of content, this corpus should prove useful in addressing the linguistic
questions concerning phonology, morphology, and syntax which were raised in Chapter 1. The
reader is reminded of Bonvillain’s (1973: 13) statement in her Grammar of Akwesasne Mohawk,
quoted in Chapter 1 above, that “the use of actual taped conversations between several people”
was the “type of text […] perhaps the singly most effective for elicitation.” The significance of
this corpus for linguistic analysis is explored further in sections 4 and 5 below. In the following
subsections, I describe some of its potential value to the community.

2.1. Use in Local Education
As mentioned in the previous chapter, VR has been used in education for a variety of different
subjects. The community members with whom I have been working most closely, Dorothy
Lazore and Carole Ross, are both deeply involved in the Akwesasne community’s language
revitalization efforts. Both have been supportive of incorporating 360º videos into the classroom,
although no concrete curricula have been created at this stage.
VR offers a unique opportunity for language students. When guest speakers are brought
into a classroom, they are aware of their audience. They may enunciate their speech, avoid
incorporating English words and phrases, limit their discussions to culturally significant topics,
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or try in other ways to cater their speech to the students before them. The 360º videos in this
corpus allow students to experience Kanien’kéha as it is naturally spoken by fluent speakers, an
essential experience for students attaining fluency.

2.2. Inspiring Local Video Production
As discussed above, Linn (2014; 2018) has called for the involvement of communities in
documenting their own language and culture, with film and video cited as being particularly
impactful. It is my hope that the development of this VR corpus will be inspirational to members
of the Akwesasne community in creating their own 360º videos.
Video production is important to the Akwesasne community. In 2015, thanks in part to
the efforts of St. Regis Chief Eric Thompson, the local television station Akwesasne TV was
established as a coproduction of the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe and Mohawk Networks, the
community’s cable and internet provider. Executive producer and director Regan Jacobs
identified the network’s mission as “to share our language, culture and heritage,” realized in part
by “having the Mohawk language shared in the content our station produces” (NCNow 2019). In
line with this mission, a limited series called Ionkwaká:raton (Our Stories) was launched in
2016. Each of the three episodes of Ionkwaká:raton features fluent speakers Loran Thompson
and Francis Boots discussing different topics entirely in Kanien’kéha, with their conversations
oriented towards the viewer. This series is meant for those who are interested in learning the
language and in learning about Kanien’kehá:ka culture. Akwesasne TV is carried as channel 2 on
Mohawk Networks, and select content (including the Ionkwaká:raton series) can be streamed
online. I believe that the present corpus in many ways complements the efforts already being
undertaken by Akwesasne TV, and I look forward to the possibility of collaboration in the future.
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2.3. VR Jukeboxes
One avenue for future development involves the ‘jukeboxes’ described in Chapter III section 3.2.
This is not specific to the present corpus, but rather to VR corpora in general. Useful for any
community, but especially those with poor or inconsistent internet access, this would allow
people to view VR content who would otherwise be unable to. Such a jukebox would likely have
a dedicated HMD which visitors could use to view 360º content. Most commercially available
HMDs are relatively expensive, and, without depending on a generous funding source, are thus
impractical for most situations. There are instructions online for making an HMD from scratch,
but their construction is fairly delicate and ultimately inappropriate for use by perhaps hundreds
of different individuals over years. A better option might be to request donations of older
smartphones which are capable of playing VR content. Failing donations, such older phones can
often be purchased online for a lower price than a dedicated VR HMD could be. These phones
can be wiped of all storage but their essential operating systems, and then loaded with a VRcapable media player, like VLC, and whatever video files are desired. These phones can then be
inserted into Cardboard-style HMDs, which can be made with recycled cardboard. If the HMD is
damaged, it is both fully recyclable and easily replaceable. The phone will need to be kept
charged, so at least occasional electricity is a necessity, but they need not have any data or online
connectivity. Alternatively, if a ‘magic window’ style viewing experience is preferred, tablets
may be used instead of phones, and the HMD itself need not be used at all. In this case, access to
electricity is still required, but again, media can be stored on the tablet itself, rendering internet
access totally unnecessary.
Finally, videos can be played from a computer and viewed on a traditional monitor, with
users using a mouse or touchpad to click and drag their way around the recording. A VR-capable
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media player and all desired videos can be loaded onto the computer, or stored on removable
storage, like a flash drive or external hard drive. Again, no internet access is necessary. Such a
computer setup can be put together for under $80: the Raspberry Pi computer can be purchased
for less than $40; a 64 GB flash-drive, which can store a few hours of VR content, costs less than
$15; a keyboard and mouse can be purchased together for about the same price; older flat-screen
monitors can often be found at thrift stores for about $5; the VLC media player is free; and
housing can be anything from a custom-built arcade-style cabinet to a spare desk. As time goes
on, storage will only get cheaper and more expansive. These jukeboxes can be installed in
libraries, community centers, and museums—anywhere that community members can access
them—and be used for education, inspiration, research, and even entertainment, which can be
key to increasing young people’s interest in their community’s heritage language.

3. LINGUISTIC SCOPE
While the vast majority of the content in the present corpus is in Kanien’kéha, a number of the
videos contain a fairly significant amount of English. At the start of this project, it was my
intention to document Kanien’kéha exclusively. Knowing that it is an endangered language, and
being well aware of its cultural importance to the Kanien’kehá:ka, I was at first frustrated by the
fact that a notable portion of the corpus was turning out to be in English. I was interested to see
where English words or phrases were incorporated into Kanien’kéha speech, thinking that they
perhaps reflected lexical gaps, but I was naïve in thinking that longer switches into English – for
full clauses or longer utterances – were perhaps being done for my benefit, as a monolingual
outsider, and were thus without much linguistic value. Additionally, several participants said that
they try to consciously avoid using English words when speaking Kanien’kéha, in an effort to
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continuously preserve the language, and I was thus concerned that a documentation that was not
entirely in Kanien’kéha was deficient.
Over time, however, my thinking on this has changed. Himmelmann (1998: 166)
explicitly contrasts documentary linguistics with descriptive linguistics, writing that, while the
aim of descriptive linguistics is to produce a thorough record of a language, “the aim of a
language documentation […] is to provide a comprehensive record of the linguistic practices
characteristic of a given speech community.” These are two overlapping but distinguishable
subjects. Especially given the reality of language shift, many (often most) speakers of
endangered languages also speak the hegemonic language. Within descriptive linguistics, a
researcher might choose either of these two languages as a research subject. At the same time, it
would (theoretically, at least) be the aim of a documentary linguist to document both of these
languages, exploring and explicating how and when each is used in a given speech community.
Despite Himmelmann’s articulation of this as the field’s aim, most language
documentation projects have indeed chosen a particular language as a research subject, even
where a given speech community is multilingual. It is telling that Jeff Good’s (2018) chapter in
Reflections on Language Documentation, in which he calls for more robust documentation of the
various registers and languages used in a given community, completely in line with
Himmelmann’s statement from 20 years earlier, is placed in a section entitled “Reimagining
Documentary Linguistics.” In his chapter, Good argues for a repertoire-based approach to
language documentation which “would view the linguistic behavior and knowledge of
individuals as the target of documentation” (17). Rather than centering on a language, and thus
recording a variety of people speaking that language, it would place individuals in the center,
documenting whatever languages they happen to use in a variety of social settings over a period
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of time. Along these lines, the journal Language Documentation and Description launched a
series of articles in 2016 called “Language Contexts.” These articles provide “information about
the contexts in which a language or variety is spoken,” detailing, for example, what domains the
language is spoken in and how its use intersects with register and genre.25
A similar outlook was articulated earlier by Woodbury (2005: 257–260), who outlines
four potential orientations that a particular language documentation project might take. Two are
relevant to the present discussion. The first, “documentation of the ancestral code,” prioritizes
the robust documentation of the speech community’s heritage language. A project carried out in
Akwesasne under this model would contain recordings of Kanien’kéha being spoken in a variety
of contexts, and any content in another language, like English or French, would be regarded as
largely superfluous. Although I hadn’t read Woodbury’s article at the time, it was with this
perspective that I began the project. The second outlook Woodbury calls “documentation of
contemporary communicative ecology.” This model is “focused not just on a single code, but
revealing an overall communicative ecology where each different code and way of speaking has
a place.” This model, which approximates Good’s repertoire-based approach, seems to me the
most closely aligned with Himmelmann’s vision of documenting the “linguistic practices,”
multilingual as they may be, of a given speech community. But while this model should
theoretically not prioritize one code or language over another, so long as each one is recorded
with sufficient depth, Woodbury points out that, in practice, “most people […] are given to
selection [of a particular code] in one way or another” (258). Although I never fully embraced
this model for the present corpus, for reasons to be expanded upon shortly, I did move towards it.

25

http://www.elpublishing.org/about-language-contexts
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It is noteworthy that the variety of English and other hegemonic languages as spoken by
speech communities undergoing or having recently undergone language shift is often distinct
from the “mainstream” variety of that hegemonic language as spoken outside of the community.
To be clear, this is true of community members who speak only the hegemonic language, and is
thus “not simply an effect of bilingual interference” (Woodbury 2005: 254). One example
particularly germane to the present discussion is described by Woolfson et al. (1995). In their
research, it was found that residents of Akwesasne use “words like ‘maybe’ and phrases like ‘in
my opinion’” in ways that are “subtly different” from mainstream American English usage (503).
Woolfson et al. were not engaged in a linguistics project as such, but rather a medical project
aimed at “implementing a diabetes prevention program in the Akwesasne tribal territory.” One of
the early stages of this research was conducting a series of medical interviews. The researchers
were surprised to find a “striking […] frequency of metalinguistic cuing” (504–505). The
relatively high degree of phrases like it seems, I don’t know, really, and probably so, is attributed
to the evidential particles in Kanien’kéha (507–508). In other words, an Indigenous grammatical
system is deployed by speakers communicating in English. Similar examples of such phenomena
in other languages are outlined in Woodbury (2005). Another relevant example is briefly
mentioned by Mithun (1982: 55), who writes that “bilingual speakers will often use Iroquoian
interjections while speaking English and be unaware of the code switch. Children of Iroquoian
speakers who grow up speaking only English often learn and use Iroquoian expressive
vocabulary, unaware that it is not English.” This practice is weakly represented in the archives,
which do not contain much Akwesasne English content, thus leaving open a lot of questions.
What Kanien’kéha words are used by the English-speaking monolingual children? Does this use
continue once they attend school? (More philosophically, what does it mean for a word to be
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“not English” if it is spoken by an English-only monolingual?) These issues demonstrate the
value in documenting a given community’s use of all languages, and indicates that uses of the
hegemonic language should not be assumed to be identical to the language as used by other
communities.
And so about midway through recording the present corpus, after rereading Himmelmann
(1998) and reading, for the first time, Good (2018) and Woodbury (2005), I broadened the
project’s scope somewhat. While I was still primarily interested in recording naturalistic
conversations in Kanien’kéha among first language speakers, I was no longer resistant to
engaging in dialogue with participants, particularly where it was clear that my interaction was
desired, and I no longer felt anxiety about the corpus’s quality or potential value when
participants began spontaneously speaking to one another in English. Since English and
Kanien’kéha are both languages spoken by the speech community, a truly robust scientific record
of the community’s speech practices must contain both.
At the same time, it is important to keep this desire for a truly comprehensive (i.e.
bilingual) documentation in balance with the community’s attitudes towards language shift and
desire for documentation to be pedagogically useful. The community places a high priority on
the documentation of the “ancestral code,” to use Woodbury’s term, and many people who I
spoke to expressed a negative attitude towards English, although all but one spoke it to me and
with others. Several participants were thus consciously resistant to using English, particularly
while their speech was being recorded. For these speakers, it seems that language documentation
offers a chance to model the way that speech is supposed to be. Language documentation, while
a scientific venture for the researcher, may be an aspirational opportunity for members of the
community. There were other reasons to continue prioritizing Kanien’kéha over English from a
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research standpoint as well. Generally speaking, it is prudent to prioritize documenting a
language which is endangered over one which is relatively more secure. Concerning
Kanien’kéha specifically, there is still a relative paucity of spontaneously-spoken Kanien’kéha in
the archives, and there is still much about the language that remains unclear. For these reasons, I
continue to prioritize Kanien’kéha content in this corpus, while still recognizing the value of the
English content that it also contains.

4. THE EXPANDED FRAME
We can identify two different (but often overlapping) situations that traditional video cameras
record inadequately: (1) when the participants are in a static arrangement, such as seated around
a table, and it would be impossible or very difficult to get all of their faces in frame; and (2)
when the participants move around the room, so that a traditional camera would need to be
reoriented to keep them in frame. These are very common issues, and it is not surprising that
both came up in the production of this corpus. In these situations, the 360º camera demonstrated
a substantial improvement over what would have been possible with a traditional video camera.
Situation (1) is addressed in section 4.1 below, along with an assessment of some of 360º video’s
limitations. Situation (2) is addressed in section 4.2; an analysis of turn-taking and gesture is
incorporated into this discussion.

4.1. Participant Arrangement (Video 9 and Video 15)
Video 9 was recorded in February 2019 in a conference room at the St. Regis Mohawk Tribe’s
administration building. Most of the participants (S3, S4, S5, and S6) were present for the
recording of a video made just prior. For that video, participants had arranged themselves around
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the room before I set the camera up. Ultimately, it was requested that that video not be entered
into the corpus. Immediately upon that video’s conclusion, two more participants – S1 and S2 –
arrived and sat. It is possible that the camera’s placement impacted their choice in where to sit.
In both videos, the participants sat at two tables, in a configuration that a single traditional
camera would have had great difficulty recording. Video 9’s conversational arrangement is
mapped below (Figure 8) and an equirectangular screenshot of the conversation is shown in
Figure 9.
This conversational setup could not have been recorded at this quality with a single
traditional video camera. While such a camera placed at the far end of either table, in the vicinity
of either S1 or S5, could have recorded every participant’s face, those at the far end of the distant
table would have been picked up in far less detail. By placing a 360º camera between the two
tables, the difference is split, so that participants at the extreme ends of both tables are recorded
in relatively high definition. What is striking is just how unremarkable this conversational
arrangement is – friends or family dining at a picnic or a party, and students in a classroom or a
cafeteria, routinely arrange themselves in just such a configuration, and conversation frequently
spills over from one table to the other. Recordings of these everyday situations are essential for a
truly representative documentation to be made, but with current field standards, many
participants and much of the conversation must either be cut out of the frame or be recorded at a
low quality from a relatively distant position. With 360º video, these kinds of conversations can
be easily documented. The benefit could have been even more clearly seen had more participants
been seated at the same side of the table as S6 (which had actually been the case for the redacted
video recorded just prior).
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Figure 8: Map of Video 9
S1–6: Speakers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
C: Camera
Me: Joseph Pentangelo

Figure 9: Six participants conversing. A traditional camera could not have been situated in a way
that would have recorded all of their faces. Left–right: S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6. I am obstructed by
S6. (Video 9, 00:52:18)
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In addition to illustrating 360º video’s strength in recording difficult but commonplace
conversational setups, this video highlights some of the format’s limitations. For instance,
although I was present in the room, as shown in Figure 1, I was obstructed at several points, as
shown by my absence in Figure 9. Since I was a nonparticipant throughout this video, little if
anything important is missing, but this does serve as a reminder that the expansion of the
camera’s frame does nothing to mitigate the effects of a
participant being physically obscured by other people or
objects.
One obstruction unique to 360º video, seen to some
extent in Figure 9 and highlighted in Figure 10, is the camera’s
seamline. As discussed in section 3.3 of Chapter III, what- or
whoever is in the camera’s seamline is prone to some
distortion, with an apparent visual split, the severity of which

Figure 10: The seamline
going over the window
creates a glare obscuring S5’s
face. (Video 9, 00:45:07)

depends upon the person or object’s distance from the camera. (Generally, the more distant, the
less the apparent distortion.) In this case, the camera’s seamline overlapped with the window,
creating an obvious bluish glare over S5, obscuring his face for part of the video, even though he
was not actually in the seamline himself. Fortunately, this is easy enough to avoid with
thoughtful camera placement: Had the camera been rotated 90º, so that the seamlines occurred on
the interior walls and not the windows and doors, this would not have been a problem.
Another arrangement which is better captured by 360º than traditional video is found in
video 15. This video was recorded in December 2019 at the kitchen table of one of the
participants, S1. Three people were seated around the table for this video: S1, S2, and myself.
(Note that these anonymized names are unique to each video, meaning that S1 in this video is not
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the same individual as S1 in video 9, and so on.) An equirectangular screenshot from this video
is shown in Figure 11 below. This video showcases another everyday conversational
configuration which would be quite difficult for a traditional video camera to pick up; if a fourth
person were seated at the table, directly across from myself, it would have been completely
impossible for a traditional camera to record.

Figure 11: Three participants conversing. A traditional camera could not have been situated in a
way that would have recorded all of their faces. Left–right: S1, myself, S2, S1. (Video 15,
01:32:29)
Note that S1 is visually divided in two in this screenshot, but not in the actual video. This split
shows up only when videos are viewed in an equirectangular format, but is absent when the
video is viewed in another configuration, such as through a headset or ‘magic window’ style on a
tablet. The actual seamline in this video can be seen by the distortion on my right hand in Figure
11.
S1 and S2 carried the vast majority of the conversation, and their speech often
overlapped, so it was important that both of them be recorded with equal fidelity. (This
conversation is discussed further in section 5.2 below.) Any documentation featuring one and not
the other would have been severely deficient. Troubling traditional recording methods is the fact
that both participants were seated at opposite ends of the table from one another. Again, one
could have tried to record this situation with two separate traditional cameras, but this would
have been more onerous to set up and more obnoxious to the participants, plus the recordings
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would have been more difficult to work with later. The 360º camera is both more efficient and
more conducive to natural conversation.

4.2. Participant Moving (Video 13)
Video 13 was recorded in December 2019. One participant (S1) wanted basket weaving, a
culturally important practice, to be represented in the corpus. Her plan was to make a
presentation on the topic in Kanien’kéha. Dorothy Lazore (S2) invited us to use her office to
record in. I waited for both women to sit where they wanted before setting up the camera and
audio recorder. After explaining the project and receiving the new participant’s consent form, I
hit record and stepped away to take notes. Knowing that I was particularly interested in recording
conversation, Dorothy encouraged S1 to turn her presentation into more of a discussion, with
both women talking to one another. Partway through, another participant (S3) entered the room,
and began to participate in the conversation. S3’s arrival was unexpected, but naturally
accommodated by the 360º camera. This video is mapped in Figure 12 below, and
equirectangular screenshots from the video are provided in Figure 13.
A traditional camera could have been set up to record S1 and S2 without difficulty, but
the introduction of S3 would have presented a real problem, as she was seated behind where a
traditional camera would have had to be situated. Theoretically, a second traditional camera
could have then been set up facing towards S3, but this would have impeded the flow of
conversation. With the 360º camera, all participants were equally in frame.
To this point, this is the same phenomenon described in section 4.1 above. But at about
00:10:30, S1 points to a photograph on her desk which shows a kéntskwes ‘hamper’. S3 gets up
to take a closer look and approaches the desk, as shown in Figure 13. On her way over to the
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desk, S3 looks at the photograph and says, oh niioiánere ‘oh is it ever nice’. S1 describes the
way that the basket is woven, switching to English to say, “see, this is a, this is a square, see?”
S2 and S3 both, approximately in unison, then say teiotokerón:te ‘square; it is a square’. S1
repeats this word, then continues describing the photograph in Kanien’kéha, pointing out how
the kéntskwes is woven as a square towards its base, but is rounded towards its top. Immediately
after she says teiothwe’nón:ni ‘it is round’, S3 says ah, to:ske, to:ske ‘ah, it’s true, it’s true’. This
overlaps with S1’s speech, as she goes on, saying tenhshwe’nón:ni’tste ‘you make it round’.
Again, it must be emphasized that a traditional camera could not have recorded this
interaction with the same degree of accuracy, and that the additional content that the 360º camera
picked up is essential to a complete understanding of the communicative event that is
documented. Since S3 is in motion for much of this interaction, even a multicamera setup could
not have recorded all three participants’ faces throughout without someone moving at least one
of the cameras around, drastically altering the flow of conversation. The 360º camera was able to
record with no adjustment necessary.

Figure 12: Map of Video 13
S1–3: Speakers 1, 2, and 3
C: Camera
Me: Joseph Pentangelo
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Figure 13: Video 13

This screenshot, taken at 00:03:00, shows the initial two participants. A traditional camera could
have been set up to record them both without much difficulty. Left to right: Me, S1, S2.

At 00:07:33, all three participants are in the room conversing. A single traditional camera could
not have been configured to record all three. Left to right: S3, Me, S1, S2

At 00:10:50, S3 stood at the desk to get a closer look at the materials, continuing the
conversation. This arrangement could not have been recorded with a traditional camera.
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4.2.1. Gesture in Video 13
There is an ever-growing awareness in the field that language, especially in conversation, is
fundamentally multimodal, with the interaction of turn-taking, gaze, posture, and gesture
forming a through line in most if not all in-person multiparticipant communicative events among
sighted people (Mortensen 2012). By using 360º video, all participants’ uses of these visual
modes are documented and may be analyzed in the future. Gesture use is particularly significant
in video 13.
It is not necessary here to delve too deeply into the theoretical underpinnings of gesture;
see Rossini (2012: 19–25) for a review. In the present discussion, I use terminology that is
standard in gesture research, used for instance by Rossini (2012: 25). By iconics, I mean nonarbitrary gestures that indicate either a referent that is not present, such as by tracing it out in the
air, or a characteristic associated with a referent, such as its size. Rossini (2012: 44) pulls an
example from Kendon (1980), where a speaker says “with a big cake on it” while gesturing “a
series of circular motions of the forearm with the index finger pointing downward” to express
both the shape and the size of the cake described. By deictics, I mean gestures which indicate a
particular referent which is present, usually by pointing. Importantly, not all pointing gestures are
strictly deictic, but they may serve pragmatic functions as well, such as moderating turn-taking in
conversation (Mondada 2007).
For most of this video, S1 is speaking about traditional basket weaving; at 00:09:45, she
is having trouble remembering a word. S3 speaks up to help, but has trouble herself
remembering one of the vowel sounds. S2 then provides the correct form. The conversation then
continues, with S3 finishing her thought, and S1 reacting. The relevant dialogue is reproduced
below.
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(25)
1

S1:

nè:’e ne ken [um] [mm]
that’s the one, right? um

2

S3:

okonhróntsha, í:iah ken nà:’a, í:iah ken nà:’a, ne té:ken, okonblock, it’s not, it’s not that one, bl-

3

S2:

okonhrétsha
block

4

S3:

okonhrétsha, -onhrétsha, konwaiats ne
block, -ock, they call it

5

S2:

enthonnéta
they will put it in

6

S3:

enthonnéta, ne ken?
they will put it in, right?

7

S1:

tó:ka
I don’t know

8

S3:

Oh [laughs]

9

S1:

[laughs]

10

S3:

ne:’e ki’ ni:’i wakathontè:’on
that’s what I heard

The audio alone does not fully capture this interaction, which is in many ways regulated by S3’s
gesturing, as shown in Figure 14.
In line 2, as S3 begins to repeat okonhróntsha – a mispronunciation of okonhrétsha – she
pulls her hands up in an iconic gesture which indicates the shape of the object whose name she is
trying to remember, shown in Figure 14a. When S2 provides the correct pronunciation by saying
okonhrétsha ‘block’, S3 turns her hands to gesture towards S2, while she repeats the word
herself, okonhrétsha. This deictic gesture, collocated with the verbal repetition of S2’s utterance,
conveys her acknowledging that S2 provided the word that she had indeed been trying to recall.
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Then, as she says konwaiats ne ‘they call it’, she begins moving her hands as though
shaping a basket, as shown in Figure 14b. She elongates her pronunciation of ne, which, coupled
with her gesturing, indicates that she is searching for another word. Seeing this, S2 suggests
enthonnéta ‘they will put it in’. S3 repeats this word, and

Figure 14: S3’s gestures

adds the phrase ne ken ‘right?’, while shifting her
attention back to S1, who had been leading the discussion
until this segment. S3 is deferring to S1 to verify whether
this is correct – that basket weavers use a block as a form
for making a certain type of basket. It is thus humorous

a. S3 shapes an okonhrétsha while
trying to remember the word’s
pronunciation

when S1 says tó:ka ‘I don’t know’; S3 immediately drops
her hands to her lap, says “Oh,” and laughs. S1 laughs and
looks away. S3’s gesture – abandoning the basket shape
and dropping her hands down – indicates that she is
ceding her turn in the conversation to S1. As an aside, she
directs her attention to S2 and says Ne:’e ki’ ni:’:i
wakathontè:’on ‘That’s what I heard’, gesturing towards
her ears. With this, S3 seems to distance herself from her
conversational contribution while also affirming that the
words S2 suggested are indeed the ones that she, S3, had
had in mind.
Iconics show up again soon after, when S2
describes another type of basket, the kéntskwes ‘hamper’,
and uses her hand to indicate its approximate size (about 3

b. S3 gestures shaping a basket
around an okonhrétsha
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feet above the ground). Seconds later, S1 says iakiata’therón:ni ‘we ought to make that basket’,
and similarly gestures the height of such a basket. This gesture serves to reinforce that it is a
kéntskwes in particular that she is talking about, which is useful because the verb itself, which
contains the incorporated noun à:there ‘basket’, does not specify the kind of basket which ought
to be made. Thus, devoid of its conversational context – S2 having introduced the topic of the
kéntskwes moments before – this utterance would be ambiguous. But with the collocated gesture
intact, even if this utterance were taken out of its conversational context, it would be clear that
S1 is talking about making a large basket, such as the kéntskwes.
In general, it is noteworthy that the participants in this conversation, which revolves
around physical objects, regularly use the visual field to supplement what they are saying,
clarifying their meanings for the other participants. Sometimes, this visual exemplification is
provided by actual objects: S1 has baskets and a photograph of a basket arranged on her desk,
providing her with physical examples that she refers to, and S2 holds another basket throughout
most of the video. But where they discuss objects that they do not have on hand, S3 and S2 both
manually gesture their sizes and shapes, creating phantom objects with their hands for the other
participants to refer to; similarly, S1 models weaving techniques by moving her hands in the air,
in a pantomime of basket-weaving.
Since gestures serve to control the flow of conversation, help to request information from
interlocutors, and serve to disambiguate speech, as shown above, it is clear that scientifically
accurate documentation of conversation must include them. At present, when gesture is recorded,
it is usually done using a single video camera. The shortcomings of traditional video have
already been established, and need not be repeated here. Sometimes, as in Mondada (2007: 198),
a pair of video cameras is used for situations with multiple participants: “a perspective view,
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allowing to see the upper part of the participants’ bodies as well as their mutual orientations, is
completed by a vertical view, allowing the detailed description of the material and spatial
environment involved, as well as participants’ gestures”. The perspective view is created by a
camera set up on a tripod at some distance from the participants, while the vertical view is
produced by a camera whose lens is parallel to the ground, as though the camera is suspended
from the ceiling. If one were to set up a 360º camera in the same way as the vertical view
camera, one would gain full coverage of the elements described by Mondada as being picked up
by the perspective and vertical views with a single camera, a more efficient configuration for
research.

5. ANALYSIS OF AMBISONIC AUDIO
In the present corpus, audio was recorded with the Zoom H2n. Because of its positive reviews
and relatively low price point, the H2n is a popular choice for virtual reality production, being
used, for instance, by NPR (Huether 2018). This device records first-order (i.e. four-channel)
ambisonics. Because of the H2n’s popularity and accessibility, and because it is the recorder with
which I have the most experience, it is to this recorder that this discussion most directly pertains;
the H2n is discussed at greater length in section 5.1 below. To my knowledge, ambisonic
recordings have not yet been used for linguistic analysis. Since the present corpus makes
extensive use of ambisonic audio, and since ambisonic audio will presumably be used for any
future 360º video documentation projects, it is necessary to explore the suitability of this audio
for linguistic analysis. Topics discussed in the following sections involve extracting
overlapping speech and exploring its suitability for analysis in section 5.2, and assessing the
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quality of non-overlapping speech for pitch analysis in section 5.3. Finally, I discuss means of
supplementing ambisonic audio with point-source audio in section 5.4.
It is a general rule that in order to obtain the best possible recordings for analysis, audio
recorders should pick up the speaker’s voice (or participants’ voices) with minimal interference.
For this reason, lavalier microphones, which clip on to the participant’s shirt, are widely used.
Because they are situated so close to the mouth, the participant’s speech will be by far the
loudest and clearest input that they record. Background noises, including the speech of others
who may be in the vicinity, are largely excluded from the recording. To reduce noise even
further, a headset microphone may be used, which offers far less of a risk of recording the
participant’s shirt ruffling (Margetts & Margetts 2011: 27). (Headset mics are also useful in
situations where the participant may be shirtless.) However, there are several substantial
drawbacks to both of these tools, not least of which being that their use severely reduces the
naturalness of the communicative event being recorded. Bowern (2008: 22) writes that although
“they produce very good recordings of the person wearing them and eliminate much background
noise,” she doesn’t use them herself, as “they are more difficult to forget about and they
counteract [her] aim of producing a non-threatening recording environment.”
Ambisonic audio, as recorded for the present corpus, is source-agnostic: since it records
in all directions, whatever is loudest is what will be most prominent in the recording. The audio
recorder is placed in close proximity to the camera, which is almost always several feet away
from the participants. This type of recording has several benefits: participants may move around
the room without microphones having to be readjusted or aimed, and nobody is asked to wear a
potentially distracting clip-on or head-mounted microphone. Both of these benefits are conducive
to spontaneity and serve to improve the naturalness of the recording. However, there are
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certainly drawbacks as well, principally that a lot of noise can be picked up, particularly when
recording, as I usually was, in conference rooms with the background hum of electricity and an
HVAC system. This can be partially addressed by an automated noise-cancelling feature on the
recorder itself, and, in post-production, by noise removal features in sound processing software
like Audacity or Praat. But even so, the fact remains that ambisonic audio recorded in this way is
far noisier than the sound captured by lavalier microphones. For example, Video 15 of the corpus
was recorded in a participant’s house, with another resident watching television in the
background. The sound from the television is much more prominent in this recording than it
would be if the participants’ speech had been recorded with a lavalier mic. Noise reducing
software is quite good at removing steady white noise, but not at removing unwanted, dynamic
sounds, like dogs barking, phones ringing, or the speech of non-participants. This remains a
shortcoming of ambisonic audio.

5.1. The Zoom H2n
This Zoom H2n contains four microphones: two mid-side (M/S) microphones at the rear of the
recorder, and two XY microphones at the front.26 Although this device was not designed with
spatial audio in mind, in May of 2016 Zoom distributed firmware update 2.0, which allows for
the recording of ambisonic audio by engaging the device’s onboard microphones simultaneously,
creating “omni[directional], left/right, and forward/backward tracks” (Zoom 2016: 2).
The H2n outputs four-channel ambisonic audio in the popular AmbiX configuration,
using the channel sequence W-Y-Z-X, laid out below.
AmbiX Channels
W
omnidirectional
26

The device’s press materials boast five microphones, although an actual inspection of the inside of the unit reveals
only four. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MVjubqFlJHM
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Y
Z
X

left/right
up/down
front/back

Since it was not designed for ambisonic audio, it has no up/down-facing microphones. As a
result, the third channel, Z, is silent, as shown in Figure 15 below. This layout is known as twodimensional first-order ambisonic audio (Zotter & Frank 2019: 6). Although the Z channel is
devoid of sonic content, it is preserved in order for the directionality of the other channels to be
rendered accurately when decoding the audio, for instance when pairing it with 360º video.

Figure 15: Ambisonic audio recorded by the Zoom H2n as imported into Praat, showing a silent
third channel. An audio recorder with up/down-facing microphones would record sound in this
channel.
Although the silent Z track is not necessarily problematic for all field applications, it is
clearly less than ideal. In any situation with two or more participants where one is at an elevated
platform relative to the other – like on a porch, or up in a window – the absence of up/down
microphones will result in obvious defects in the audio. In the situations that I recorded for this
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corpus, this is not an issue – in most videos, participants were seated at tables, and in the others,
participants were standing or sitting at the same level as one another – but it is a shortcoming that
must be kept in mind for future research. Although I have not used it, Zoom has since released
the H3-VR recorder, which was designed specifically for ambisonic audio and has microphones
oriented in all directions.
For more on ambisonic audio, the reader is directed to Zotter & Frank’s (2019)
Ambisonics, an excellent resource that goes in-depth about higher-order ambisonics, i.e.
configurations with far more microphones than used in the present corpus, which offer a higher
degree of fidelity and level of control. For those interested in working with ambisonic audio,
most modern DAWs are suitable; while I use Adobe Audition, the free and popular Audacity
works as well. There are several plugins available that make working with ambisonic audio far
easier, all of which will work with any DAW. In particular, I recommend Matthias
Kronlachner’s Ambix plug-in suite as well as the IEM plug-in suite developed by the Institute of
Electronic Music and Acoustics (IEM) at the University of Music and Performing Arts in Graz,
Austria.

5.2. Extracting Overlapping Speech
Overlapping speech is a common phenomenon in linguistic interactions. Since ambisonic audio
is recorded in all directions, and since participants are usually located in different directions from
one another relative to the recording device, it is often possible to foreground the speech of
separate participants from the ambisonic sound field, extracting separate tracks for each of them.
I used the Adobe Audition DAW for audio processing, but the methods described below are
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applicable to any platform. I am grateful to Daniel Rudrich at IEM for his advice on some of the
issues discussed in this section.
In several recordings, participants are situated opposite one another, with the recorder in
between them. The conversational setup in Video 15, discussed in section 4.1 above, exemplifies
this situation. For transcription and analysis, it is extremely useful to be able to retrieve two
separate recordings, one highlighting S1, the other S2.
Intuitively, one might expect to be able to split the ambisonic .wav track into its four
constituent channels, and have four monophonic tracks to work with: front, back, left, and right.
This would be the expected output if we had made two stereo recordings with one microphone at
a 90º angle from the other. However, this is not the way that ambisonic audio is recorded, and
additional processing is necessary to make these audio tracks suitable for analysis along these
lines. As mentioned above, there are four channels recorded for first-order ambisonic audio: W
(omni-directional), Y (left/right), Z (up/down), and X (front/back). The X and Y channels each
record in a basic figure-8 configuration. By inverting the polarity of the Y channel, the relative
prominence of S1 and S2 may be manipulated. This is because it just so happens that in video 15,
S1 and S2 were principally recorded in channel Y; the same process can be done for the X
channel, if that is where the speakers are situated. (Another method, described below, uses a
plugin by Matthias Kronlachner to achieve the same effect. The benefit of using the polarityinversion technique is simply that one need not install any plugins to do it, as every DAW that I
am aware of has built-in polarity inversion capabilities.)
To do this, I created a new monophonic multitrack file using the DAW Adobe Audition. I
then imported the W, X, and Y channels as separate monophonic tracks. (The Z channel was not
included, since the H2n does not record audio to this channel.) With tracks W, X, and Y
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synchronized, I listened to the audio to assess which speaker was loudest/clearest. Note that if
the ambisonic audio were decoded, both speakers would be of equal volume, depending upon the
listener’s orientation in the sound field, but the raw files I am working with are not (yet)
decoded. I found that S1’s speech was significantly more prominent than S2’s speech. That being
the case, I mixed the tracks down to a single mono recording and exported this .wav file. That
being done, I then inverted the polarity of the Y track. This has the effect of flipping the focus
within the Y channel, thus focusing on S2. As before, I mixed the tracks down to a single mono
recording, which I exported as a second .wav file.
There is a very apparent difference between the relative prominence of the speakers in
each of the two tracks. This proved especially useful for transcribing overlapping speech; where
one participant’s speech rendered the other’s unclear or even incomprehensible in one file, the
opposite was the case in the other, so any apparent gaps in the transcription could be filled in by
consulting the other audio file. This is a major strength of ambisonic audio as opposed to
omnidirectional audio.
I then brought both files into Praat to examine whether at points of overlapping speech,
the separate files were substantially more amenable to analysis of their respective focused
participant’s speech. To do this, I used Praat’s automated pitch tracking, hoping that it would
conform to the speech of the participant foregrounded in each respective file. As shown in Figure
16, the pitch lines do correspond more closely to the speech of the participant highlighted in each
file. For example, the pitch line is continuous in Figure 16b, reflective of S2’s flowing rá:ton ne
rake’níha ‘he said, my father’, but broken in Figure 16a, reflective of interference from S1’s
speech. Unfortunately, although the pitch tracks are noticeably different, each still has too much
interference from the other participant’s speech to allow for the sort of isolated phonetic analysis
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that lavalier microphones are conducive to. For analysis, they seem to be about as valuable as a
recording produced by an omnidirectional microphone would be.
As mentioned above, there is a second, more adaptable method of foregrounding a given
participant’s speech which is particularly useful in contexts where speakers are not located
opposite one another. Matthias Kronlachner’s Ambix plugin suite includes a directional loudness
plugin, which may be used with any DAW that supports VST plugins (which is to say any
modern DAW). This plugin allows the user to manipulate what direction in the ambisonic sound
space is loudest. In addition to direction, the user may manipulate the precision or breadth of the
sound source. This technique is sometimes referred to as a “virtual microphone,” since it allows
the user to aim in the ambisonic space in the same way that one might aim a real microphone in a
physical setting. Having selected the desired participant, the user can then mix the tracks down to
a single mono file, as described above.
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Figure 16: Overlapping speech

a: S1’s speech (transcribed and translated in the top two rows) is foregrounded, and the
pitch track is discontinuous. It picks up S2’s speech, but not consistently.

b: S2’s speech (transcribed and translated in the bottom two rows) is foregrounded, and
the pitch track is continuous, reflecting her continuous speech.
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5.3 Analysis of non-overlapping speech
Although overlapping speech cannot be disentangled enough for meaningful analysis, it is worth
illustrating that, although recorded at some distance from the participants, and thus containing
some level of ambient noise, the non-overlapping speech picked up by the Zoom H2n is suitable
for phonetic and prosodic analysis. To demonstrate, in this section I discuss a few situations
where the stress and length of syllables in demonstrative particles behave in an unexpected way,
building on research by Mithun (2009). This work is admittedly preliminary, meant to indicate a
possible direction for further research while demonstrating that the audio in this corpus is of
suitable quality to address such a topic.
There is relatively little research on how prosody impacts the suprasegmental elements of
Kanien’kéha words, including stress, tone, and length. (See Mithun (2009; 2014b) for some
relevant discussion.) To summarize the standard description found in Chapter I, stress in
Kanien’kéha words normally falls on the penultimate syllable. Stressed syllables can have one of
two types of tone: high (also called rising), or low (also called falling). Length occurs on open,
stressed syllables. Although stress, tone, and length are fairly predictable in Kanien’kéha, they
are generally considered to be lexical, as several minimal pairs exist (e.g. onón:ta’ ‘hill’ vs.
onòn:ta’ ‘milk’).
Mithun (2009) analyses Kanien’kéha intonation, and indicates a curious instance where
the canonical stress of the particle kí:ken ‘this’ is shifted. This word usually has a stressed and
lengthened first syllable, as reflected by its orthography. However, Mithun shows a situation
where this word comes at the end of one clause, and just before another (66–67). In this context,
the particle takes an unusual form, with stress and length on its final syllable rather than its first.
Mithun argues that these clauses are syntactically connected, the second being subordinate to the
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first, and that the prosody of this utterance is evidence of such a structure, writing that “the rise
in pitch on the final syllable of kí:kén: [note this novel transcription] indicates that more is to
follow” (67). Mithun’s transcription suggests that both syllables are lengthened and stressed, but
this is not demonstrated by the pitch track which she provides, which shows a notably higher
pitch on the word’s last syllable. (Pitch is the most consistent correlate of stress in Kanien’kéha.)
In fact, it seems that the stress and length of the word in this context have completely shifted to
the second syllable; the word which is usually /kí:kʌ̃/ is now /kikʌ́ ̃:/.
A similar phenomenon is found in the present corpus, albeit under different
circumstances. Some examples are found in Video 10, which features a participant reading a
story about Iakotinenioia’ks, legendary little people who live inside of rocks near rivers and are
kind to Kanien’keháka people who can see them. (An earlier version of this story is found in
Williams (1976).) There are several instances in this video where kí:ken comes at the beginning
of a clause, but carries stress and length on its second syllable. The pitch track corresponding to
one instance is shown in Figure 17 below. Note that I have retained the normal orthography for
kí:ken, despite its phonetic inaccuracy in this instance, but have indicated the word’s syllable
break below to make it clear that the second syllable is both longer than, and higher in pitch than,
the first.
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Figure 17: Stress, length, and high tone on the second syllable of kí:ken

Another similar instance occurs in Video 13. When talking about a kind of basket that her
mother used to make, a participant says thí:ken ‘that’. This seems to be a demonstrative at the
beginning of a clause; an alternative analysis might hold that thí:ken is serving as a
complementizer, and that it is not actually part of the clause that follows it, prosodically
speaking. Similarly to the situation described by Mithun, this takes place in the midst of several
clauses which are semantically related and which could be analyzed as complementary. The full
relevant utterance is transcribed in (26) below.
(26)

Saterièntare ken
Do you know

isten’kénha
my mother

thí:ken kéntskwes
that
hamper

ionta’theronníhahkwe
she used to make

As shown in Figure 18 below, the second syllable of thí:ken is considerably longer than the first.
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Figure 18: Length on the second syllable of thí:ken

In the situation described by Mithun (2009), kí:ken’s second syllable is stressed and
lengthened. This is described as the result of it coming at the end of a clause within a single
sentence, lending it a “phrase-medial tone structure.” Above, I have highlighted two situations
where demonstratives show up in similarly unusual ways, albeit in different contexts than that
outlined by Mithun. In the first example, a demonstrative at the beginning of a sentence has its
stress and length occurring on its final syllable. Notably, this is not a phrase-medial position. In
the second example, a demonstrative’s final syllable is lengthened before a pause which is
followed by a noun. It is unclear whether this is a phrase-medial position, as thí:ken’s syntactic
position is ambiguous. This topic requires further exploration. As of now, it is unpredictable
when the unorthodox forms of these particles occur. The notion that this phenomenon is
indicative of more information to follow is attractive, but underdescribed; demonstratives are
often followed by more information, but this does not usually cause the word’s stress or length to
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be shifted to the right. More importantly, if it is the case that the suprasegmental features of these
particles are mobile, it calls into question whether they are part of the words’ lexical entries, or
are assigned prosodically. Admittedly, the present discussion is not comprehensive, but it points
to one research question that can be addressed with the present corpus.

5.4. Supplementing ambisonic audio
As shown above, ambisonic audio as captured by the Zoom H2n is suitable for analysis,
particularly where speech is not overlapping. At the same time, it does pick up a fair bit of noise.
While its recordings can be improved somewhat by the device’s onboard noise-reduction
capabilities, or later noise reduction in a DAW, this method is really only suitable for the
removal of ambient noise and not for sudden noises or those that occur at the same frequency as
human speech.
Perhaps the best way to address these shortcomings is by supplementing the ambisonic
recorder with traditional audio recorded via boom or lavalier microphones, a technique called
point source recording. This practice is used in other contexts, for example in producing radio
recordings (Huether 2018), and allows for the creation of fully ambisonic audio with the addition
of very high-resolution, targeted recordings.
That being said, this will not be appropriate for all field applications. First of all, it can
serve to diminish the naturalness of a given recording session, particularly where lavalier mics
are used, undermining one of the benefits of relatively unobtrusive 360º recording techniques. If
a boom mic is used, the researcher will need to aim it, in dynamic situations following the
participant around with the microphone continuously – thereby mirroring one of the problems
with traditional video, i.e. the need for constant readjustment. In the case of any supplementary
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audio recording, the resulting sound file will need to be manually mapped to the 360º video in
order to match it to the speaker. This can be very complicated if the speaker moves around the
recorded space. One alternative is to keep the focused, non-ambisonic audio recording separate
from the ambisonic recording, allowing it to be accessed as additional content in the archive.
In all situations, the researcher should consider the pros and cons of using supplementary
recordings and decide what is most appropriate for a given context. I generally feel that the more
data recorded the better, up until the point that a given recording technique inhibits the
naturalness and spontaneity of the situation being recorded.

6. FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, I have applied 360º video to language documentation for the first time. In
doing so, I have been able to establish some baseline best practices for those who might like to
use this method for future language documentation projects, assessed the suitability of first order
ambisonic audio for linguistic analysis, and demonstrated that 360º video offers a very practical
way of drastically expanding the amount of content recorded in a single documentation session. I
have also contributed to the documentation of Kanien’kéha, particularly naturalistic
conversations, which were only sparsely documented beforehand.
At the same time, there is still more work to be done with this corpus. Throughout this
dissertation, I have indicated several directions for future research. In addition to addressing
these linguistic issues, however, two steps must be completed before the corpus itself can be
considered truly complete. First, I must allow all participants to view the video(s) in which they
appear and give their final approval for it to appear publicly online. Once this is done, I will
make the corpus (minus any videos that may not be approved) available online, hosting it on
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YouTube. I will also, at this time, provide raw and processed video files to the St. Regis
Mohawk Tribe to use for educational purposes. Second, the corpus must be fully transcribed and
translated. This work has already begun, and Dorothy Lazore and Carole Ross are both helping
tremendously with this. Both of these steps have been impeded because of the 2020 COVID-19
pandemic, but I am optimistic about getting back to Akwesasne to carry on with this work as
soon as it is safe and responsible to do so.
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